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Welcome

Welcome
About IDS
IDS is a versatile IP-based display and control system consisting of configuration software and dedicated hardware
devices. It uses your Ethernet LAN/WAN to synchronise, monitor and control equipment and to manage and
distribute media content, delivering dynamic information via custom-designed screens to networked display devices
throughout your organisation.

What’s in this guide?
This guide explains how to:
•

Use IDS Core to design screen layouts, configure logic maps and deploy them to IDS Touchscreens, IDS Remoras
and displays around your company.

•

Configure Logic Processor resilience; If you have multiple IDS Cores on your network, they will automatically
decide between them which is currently ‘in control’ You can configure your system so that, if one IDS Core fails,
all its Logic Processors (and hence Logic Maps and, in some cases, its Device Drivers) will still run on another
IDS Core and you won’t lose any service.

•

Control IDS SQuid V3, IDS Touchscreens, Lamps and Accessories.

•

Configure cross-LAN support (to implement IDS across multiple LANs, with a single admin point)

•

Assign IDS devices to different Clusters (to implement access rights for different Users)

•

Use the IDS Content Manager to manage and distribute digital content to display devices situated anywhere on
your IDS network.

At the end of this guide, you’ll find reference material, such as:
•

Complete descriptions of IDS Core tools (Screen Designer, Logic Builder, Connected Devices and Support)

Terminology
Please note that we sometimes use the terms IDS Core and IDS Server interchangeably. System configuration and
control is managed via IDS Core software. You can run this on the dedicated IDS Server, or your own ‘vanilla’ server
booted from the IDS Core USB stick.

Where to find more information
•

For information on installing IDS equipment, please see the IDS Installation Guide

•

For more general information, please contact us:
email: ids-support@densitron.com
tel: + 44 (0) 3301 37 37 65
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System overview
A basic IDS system might comprise:
•

IDS Server, running the IDS Core software

•

IDS SQuid V3 (for GPIO and NTP)

•

IDS Remora (for driving a display)

However it is more likely your system will comprise:
•

Multiple IDS Servers/IDS Cores for Logic Processor resilience

•

Multiple IDS SQuid V3s (for system management, expansion and redundancy)

•

IDS Remoras (for driving multiple displays)

•

IDS Accessories and Lamps, all connected to your Ethernet backbone.

NETWORKED
DISPLAYS
SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

BROADCAST SYSTEM
Seamless integration
and control interfacing
with all essential
broadcast equipment.

TOUCHSCREEN
CONTROL DEVICES

TCP/IP

CONTROL
INTERFACES

WEB-BASED
APP
IDS CORE
Powerful, GUI-based software
for centralised system design,
logic and management.

DELIVERED TO
USERS VIA:

DMX
LIGHTING

NOISE SPL
MONITORING

The IDS system can be based around your existing Ethernet/IT infrastructure; all the IDS units ‘hang’ off your network
and communicate over IP. The SQuid and Remora must all therefore have access to a port on an Ethernet switch, as
must any other IP-based hardware (e.g. IDS Accessories, IDS Lamps, Webcams, video servers).
IDS interfaces with third-party hardware and software, such as video streaming and OEM interfaces.
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IDS Core software – an overview
The IDS Core software has the following elements:
•

Screen Designer – Design and save display layouts

•

Logic Builder – Configure the logical connections between display elements (clocks, video feeds, RSS displays
etc.) and real ‘feeds’ (from time references, scheduling systems, webcams, GPI interfaces and so on) – you are
mapping to GPI ports on an IDS SQuid V3, web URLs and so on

•

Macro Builder – Create reusable ‘blocks’ of logic that you can import into logic maps.

•

Connected Devices – Set up and manage your IDS devices (e.g. IP addressing, machine IDs, NTP); ‘Upload’ one
or more Logic Maps to any of your Remoras or Touchscreens; Implement Logic Processor and Device Driver
resilience

•

System – Set up Clusters (logical groups of IDS equipment) and control user access privileges

•

IDS Support – allow an IDS support engineer to connect to your system over a secure remote link. See page
15.

The general procedure is:
1.

Configure the devices on your IDS system; use Connected Devices to assign names and locations, set up IP
addressing and so on.

2.

(Optional) Use the System tab to set up Clusters and user access privileges. See page 14 and page 52.

3.

Create and save a screen layout (see page 17).
You can design as many different layouts as you like; think of them as design templates, ready to be
implemented in the next phase…

4.

Create and save a logic map.
Load an existing screen layout and assign real inputs and outputs to your ‘virtual’ display elements, using the
Logic Builder (see page 25). A single logic map can actually incorporate multiple screen layouts; you can use
logic to switch between them. You can also design logic maps to control third-party equipment, and run them
on devices that support the IDS Logic Processor.

5.

Create and save one or more logic macros (see page 124). Reuse these in different logic maps, and repurpose
them using substitution.

6.

Assign a saved logic map to a specific IDS Remora or IDS Touchscreen. This is the step that makes your screen
layout appear on a physical display, controlled in real time by your GPIO. See page 29 and page 200.

7.

Use the IDS Content Manager from a web browser to manage your media (text, graphics and video). See page
130.

We’ll take a very brief look at each of the IDS Core tabs in the next few of sections, then work through a simple
example (see "Quick start 1a: Designing a screen layout" on page 17).
The Quick start sections take you through the process of desigining a simple screen layout, implementing it as a logic
map, and assigning the logic map to a display.

IDS Core User Guide
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Screen Designer tab
This allows you to design screen layouts that you can incorporate into logic maps (and then apply to devices, displays
and logic processors). Create a screen layout using the building blocks in the Toolbar on the left. Configure the input
and output signal names associated with each element, along with the look and feel, using the Parameters panel on
the right.

•

Layout Name – Give your layout a name before saving it to the Library

•

Toolbar – Holds the building blocks for your screen designs, such as Analogue Clocks and Cue Lights; see
"Screen Designer tools" on page 186 for more information

•

Stage – Drag items here from the Toolbar then configure them in the Parameters panel

•

Parameters panel – Displays the parameters for the currently selected element on the stage; see page 186

•

Layers panel: Shows how elements are grouped and stacked on the stage, and allows you to select individual
elements, lock their positions, and hide/display them on the stage.

•

Buttons:
– Preview: Preview your screen design without element borders and grids
– Import/Export to File: Back up layouts to (and import them from) a USB stick
– Import Image: Import your own images (such as logos) from a USB stick to the Library, for use as screen
elements
– Save/Load Layout to/from Library: Make your screen layouts available for inclusion in logic maps and call
up existing layouts for editing;
– New Layout: Clear the stage and start a new design
– Import Overlay: Add another layout to the existing one, as a separate layer; control visibility using the
Layers panel.
– Export Screen Shot: Save a screen shot of the current Screen Designer layout in PNG or JPEG format.

•

Available operations:
– Press Ctrl-A to select all elements on the stage.
– Copy and paste the currently selected elements using Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V
– Press Delete to remove the currently selected elements from the stage
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Note: Logic maps always use the latest saved versions of any screen layouts that they call. These are stored in your
Library. If you Import from File a previously-exported logic map, which contains a screen layout that already exists
in your destination Library, you will be prompted to confirm whether to overwrite the existing screen layout.
Note: Devices with a logic map assigned containing a screen layout that has since been changed will only update
when you use Change Logic Map (on the Connected Devices tab); they don’t automatically update whenever you
change a screen layout definition.

Logic Builder tab
This allows you to configure the logical connections between display elements and real ‘feeds’ – you are mapping
to GPI ports on an IDS SQuid V3, web URLs and so on. Create a logic map using the building blocks in the Toolbar on
the left. You can use screen layouts and logic macros as part of a logic map. Configure the behaviour of each element
using the Parameters panel on the right.

•

Logic Map Name – Give your logic map a name before saving it to the Library

•

Toolbar – Holds the building blocks for your logic maps; divided into window shade tabs: Logic Elements
(e.g. AND gates), Text Elements (e.g. Text Router), URL Elements (e.g. URL Latch) and Schedule Elements (e.g.
Schedule Router); see "Logic Builder and Macro Builder tools" on page 200 for more information

•

Stage – This is where you implement logic maps for existing screen layouts; drag items from the Toolbar then
configure them in the Parameters panel

•

Parameters panel – Displays the parameters for the currently selected element on the stage; "Logic Builder and
Macro Builder tools" on page 200

•

Buttons:
– Fit to Screen: Zoom the stage to view the entire logic map
– Import/Export: Back up logic maps to (and import them from) a USB stick
– Save/Load to/from Library: Make your logic maps available for deployment on Remoras/Displays; call up
existing logic maps for editing
– New Logic Map: Clear the stage and start a new design
– Undo/Redo: Step backwards and forwards through recent changes

•

Available operations:
– Drag a box around multiple elements on the stage

IDS Core User Guide
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– Ctrl-click or Shift-click on elements
– Press Ctrl-A to select all elements on the stage.
– To pan, drag the stage while holding down the right mouse button
– To zoom, use the scroll wheel on the mouse
– Copy and paste the currently selected elements using Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V
– Press Delete to remove the currently selected elements from the stage

Working with dates, times and durations
From release 2.28, two new data types have been added to IDS. These are
•

DateTime: defines a calendar date and time

•

Duration: represents time in milliseconds.

Many operations that use dates and times either produce or consume duration. Using both DateTime and Duration
logic elements allows you to visually keep track of different flows of information on a logic map.
DateTime types are timezone-aware, to allow for them to be specified using either a standard timezone (e.g. UTC) or
the system’s local timezone.
For more information, see "DateTime Elements" on page 229 and "Duration Elements" on page 232.
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Macro Builder tab
This tab allows you to create reusable ‘blocks’ of logic that you can import into logic maps.

This has almost exactly the same tools and features as the Logic Builder tab. See page 124 for details of creating and
using logic macros.
Note: Logic maps always use the latest saved versions of any logic macros that they call. These are stored in your
Library. If you Import from File a previously-exported logic map, which contains a macro that already exists in your
destination Library, you will be prompted to confirm whether to overwrite the existing macro.
Note: Devices with a logic map assigned containing a logic macro that has since been changed will only update
when you use Change Logic Map (on the Connected Devices tab); they don’t automatically update whenever you
change a logic macro definition.

IDS Core User Guide
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Connected Devices tab

This tab allows you to manage your IDS network. See "Managing connected devices" on page 30 for more
information.

Connected Devices list
This shows the IDS devices on your system:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

12

Cluster menu: This shows the Clusters available to the current logged-in user; see page 52 for a description of
Clusters and user access permissions.
Tree view: Shows all Locations and associated Devices available in the currently displayed Cluster; All devices
with the same Location will appear in the same ‘branch’ of the device list; see page 39 for details of assigning
a Location to a device.
Remove Device: If a device goes offline for any reason, it will be highlighted in red in the Device List. You can
select it and click Remove Device to update the Device List. If the device comes back online, it will reappear
automatically in the Device List.
Reset: Rebuild the tree view in the Connected Devices panel.
Export: Save a snapshot of the current system configuration as a CSV or XML file (for reference purposes)
Logout: Log out from this session.
Switch to Keyboard Layout menu: Select your keyboard layout.

IDS Core User Guide
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Device settings and controls
The information displayed depends on what is currently selected in the Connected Devices list:
•

If you select a Location in the Connected Devices list, you will see the Group Messaging and Assign Devices
panels, along with a list of All Devices in that location (ordered by IP address); you can rename the Location,
and reassign all devices in that Location to a different Cluster

•

If you select an IDS Core, Remora or Touchscreen in the Connected Devices list, tabbed windows allow you to
control different aspects of the device’s behaviour, such as Logic Processors and Resilience, Network settings
and Time & Date (Time Zone/NTP). See "Managing connected devices" on page 30 for details.

•

Other IDS devices, such as IDS SQuid V3 and IDS Accessories have device-dependent settings, as well as the
standard Network, NTP, Location and Cluster options.

•

Buttons – Many of these are device-dependent. Here are some examples:
– Export: Allows you to export the current system configuration as a CSV or XML file.
– Upgrade/Downgrade Software: Install a different software version from a USB stick (this is also the way you
add Device Drivers to an IDS Core)
– Screen Resolution: The IDS Configuration Software normally detects device screen resolution automatically;
you can set an explicit resolution for a specific device
– NTP Settings: Use to add/remove NTP servers, use a USB GPS device as an NTP server or use a Remora’s local
clock as an NTP server
– Network Settings: Set IP address etc.
– Apply/Cancel: Click to apply (or cancel) any changes you have made to the parameters.
– Change Logic Map: Cause a Remora or Touchscreen to display a saved logic map from the Library
– Identify/Exit Identify Mode: Cause a unit to identify itself for test purposes, or so you can tell where it
is or make sure it has been given the correct Location identifier. For example, a Remora will display an
identification screen on its attached display, an IDS Accessory will flash its LED, and an IDS Lamp will cycle
through its available lamp colours.
– Security Settings: Allows you to manage your password and session timeout settings.

IDS Core User Guide
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System tab

Note: This tab is only available if you have logged in with administrator privileges. (The default login credentials are
Username: admin; Password: password, but you may have been told to log in with a different account.)
•

Manage user accounts (login credentials, User Roles, and access to Clusters)

•

Manage Clusters

See "Managing Clusters" on page 52 for more information.
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IDS Support tab

This tab allows an IDS support engineer to connect to your system over a secure remote link. It uses the popular
TeamViewer application.
You may need to configure Proxy settings (choose Extras > Options > Network Settings) before TeamViewer can
run properly. Please refer to the TeamViewer web site, or contact your system administrator.
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Logging into an IDS device
If you are accessing the IDS Core software on an IDS Server, you may need to log in.
1.

Either directly, or via KVM, connect a USB keyboard and mouse and a monitor (DVI or VGA) to the IDS Server.

2.

If the login screen appears, enter your Username and Password. The defaults are admin and password.

3.

Click Login.

The IDS Core software will be displayed; Your access to software features and IDS Clusters depends on your user
privileges; see "System tab" on page 14.
Note: If access privileges are being used on your IDS system, users may also need to log in to client devices (such as
a Remora or Touchscreen) before making configuration changes. In such cases; they will be presented with the login
screen when they press ESC on a keyboard connected to the device’s USB port. See "Managing user login on client
devices" on page 54.

More Options at login
Click the More Options button on the Login screen to access Remote Support, or change the Keyboard Layout:

You can also access these options once you are logged in:
•

For more details on remote support see "IDS Support tab" on page 15.

•

The Switch Keyboard Layout menu is also available on the Connected Devices tab.

Logging out
To log out, display the Connected Devices tab and click Logout at the bottom lefthand corner of the window.
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Quick start 1a: Designing a screen layout

It’s always best to get stuck right in with an example. We’ll save the descriptions of all the tools and options for later
(see "Screen Designer tools" on page 186).
The layout is going to have the following elements:
•

Two Analogue Clocks, with bezels (one showing local time, the other set to a different timezone)

•

Three Cue Lights, that can be controlled by GPIO signals

•

A Text Box, displaying some static text.

We will place all the elements on the stage first, then configure them afterwards.

IDS Core User Guide
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Quick start 1a: Designing a screen layout
Display the Screen Designer
1.

On a machine running IDS Core, log in if necessary and display the Screen Designer tab. The stage will be empty
to start with.

Set the stage aspect ratio
Set the aspect ratio of the screen layout so it matches that of your target display device:
1.

Click anywhere on the stage background (or click the Background item in the Layers
panel).
The whole stage area will be selected (with a green border) and the Parameters panel will
display all the available options for the stage.

2.

Double-click in the Aspect Ratio field (to the right of the field name) and select a ratio from
the drop-down list.

You can change many more parameters for the stage, like the background colour and grid, but
we won’t worry about those just yet.

Resize the Toolbox and Parameters panel

18

1.

Drag the solid vertical white bars beside the Toolbox and Parameters panels to suit. You’re aiming for a
compromise between stage size and tool/parameter visibility.

2.

Get to know the available tools: hover the pointer over a couple of tools to display the tooltips.

IDS Core User Guide
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Place some display elements on the stage
To design a simple screen layout:
1.

Click on the Analogue Clock tool to make it active, then click on the stage to place the clock.

2.

Click on the clock element on the stage to select it, and resize it by dragging one of the corner handles.

3.

Place another Analogue Clock next to the first one; you can just drag the tool button onto the stage. Make it the
same size as the first clock.

4.

Move it next to the first clock by clicking anywhere inside its bounding box and dragging.

5.

Drag an Image Frame/Bezel onto each of the Analogue Clocks.

6.

Place a Stacked/Layered Container to the right of the clocks (we’ll use this to keep the Cue Lights grouped; you
can move and scale them all in one go).

7.

Drag the container into position and resize it by dragging its lower edge.

8.

Hold down the Shift key and click on the Cue light tool – it will remain active as long as you keep the Shift key
held down…

9.

…Click three times on the Stacked/Layered Container you just created. This will place three vertically-stacked
Cue Lights. (If you wanted to change the orientation to horizontal, you would do this in the Parameters panel;
we’ll leave it set to vertical for now.) Release the Shift key.

10. Click the small padlock icons next to the Cue Light entries in the Layers panel. This stops you dragging them out
of the container unintentionally. If you resize the Container, the Cue Lights scale as a group.
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11. Place a Text Box below the clocks and resize it.

Save your layout
1.

Enter a name in the Layout Name field and click the Save Layout to Library tool.
You’ll see a message telling you the layout was saved successfully.
Note: If this is the first time you have saved this layout, you will see the Layout Saved dialog. If not, you will see
the Overwrite dialog:

– Yes: Saves the current layout with the same name and ID
– Save as New: Saves the layout with the current name but a different ID: Enter a new name in the resulting
dialog
– Cancel: Cancels the save operation without overwriting anything.
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Quick start 1b: Customise your screen layout
This is where you make your clocks, cue lights and so on look exactly the way you want, and set them up (where
appropriate) so they can be controlled by the Logic Builder.
You do all this by selecting an element (on the stage, or using the layers panel) and editing its settings in the
parameters panel. We’ll give a few examples in this section to get you started; you can find descriptions of all the
parameter settings later on in this guide (see "Managing connected devices" on page 30).

Customise the Analogue Clocks
1.

Select one of the Analogue Clocks (try clicking on its entry in the Layers panel as an alternative way to select it).

2.

Click in the Text field in the Parameters panel and type Local This text will appear on the clock face.
(The default timezone is Local, so we don’t need to change that.)

3.

Click in the Text Font field, then click the browse button to display the Select Font dialog. Choose a Font, Font
Style and Size and click OK.
You can also access the all the font parameters by clicking the small plus symbol to expand the Text Font item.

4.

Select the second clock (click its image on the stage, or its entry in the Layers panel).

5.

In the Timezone row, click once in the righthand column to activate it, then click the drop-down menu button
and select a different timezone (we’ve chosen Asia/Kathmandu).
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Customise the cue lights
1.

Select the first Cue Light (on the stage, or in the layers panel).
Hint: If you locked the cue lights earlier, to group them in the stacked container, the only way to select them
individually is via the Layers panel).

22

2.

In Parameters panel, click in the righthand column of the Style row, then click the browse button to display the
Select Resource dialog. Choose a design (use Cue Light 014 here, as it can display On and Off text) and click OK.

3.

Repeat to change the style of the other two Cue Lights.

4.

Select the first Cue Light, click the browse button in the Colour row of the Parameters panel and change its
colour (we’ve made it blue). Click OK to apply the colour.

5.

Again using the Parameters panel, specify the On Text (the text displayed when the Cue Light is switched on).
We’ve used PHONE. (Text can only be applied to style Cue Light 014.)

6.

Specify the Off Text (in this case it’s PHONE again).
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7.

Scroll down to the bottom of the Parameters panel and change the default Input Signal name (once again,
we’ve used PHONE).
This makes the cue light available as a configurable input when you come to create a logic map.

8.

Repeat the previous steps for the second Cue Light. Leave the colour as red and specify On Text: ON AIR; Off
Text: OFF AIR; Input Signal: ON AIR

9.

Repeat the previous steps for the final Cue Light to set Colour: Green;
On Text: MIC ON; Off Text: MIC OFF; Input Signal: MIC ON
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Customise the Text Box
1.

Select the Text Box (on the stage, or in the layers panel).

2.

Enter the text string that you want displayed in the Default Text field.
We’ve used Welcome to Studio 1.

3.

Make any other modifications. For example, click the plus icon next to the Text
Alignment entry (or double-click the Text Alignment label) to display a list of alignment
options.

Preview your layout
1.

To see how your layout looks without the grid lines and bounding boxes, click the
Preview button.

Save your layout
1.

Click Save Layout to Library.
As this layout has already been saved, you will see the Overwrite dialog; just click Yes:
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Quick start 2: Building a simple logic map

Once you have designed a screen layout, use the Logic Builder to configure all the control inputs and outputs (both
physical and virtual) for that layout by creating a logic map. We’re going to carry the example through and build a
logic map based on the screen layout we’ve just designed.
Note: Many logic elements take machine IDs and signal names as parameters. See "Specifying Machine IDs and
signal names" on page 121 for more information.
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Lay out the Logic Map
This section just explains how to create and save a simple logic map. You can also create logic macros to reuse
common blocks of logic; see page 124 for details.
1.

Click to display the Logic Builder tab. Expand the Miscellaneous section.

2.

Resize the Toolbox so you can see the icons.

3.

Place a Screen Layout element (at the centre of the stage). This is empty to begin with
(no layout selected), so we’ll assign the layout we’ve just designed.

4.

With the Screen Layout element still selected, highlight the Layout field in the Parameters panel and click where
it says No Resource Selected, then click the browse button.

5.

In the resulting dialog, select a layout (e.g. the Demo-1a-layout you saved previously) and click OK.
A thumbnail of the Screen Layout appears in the element on the stage. Notice that any input/output signals you
set up earlier are available as logical connections on the borders of the Screen Layout element.
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6.

Display the Logic Elements section of the toolbox.

7.

Use the Shift-click technique to add three Logic Input elements to the left of the Screen Layout element.
(Alternatively, with the first element selected, you can use Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V to copy and paste extra elements.)
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Connect the first two Logic Inputs
Logic elements show their connections as triangles. You make a connection by clicking once on the source triangle
and once on the destination triangle.
1.

Click once on the output triangle of the first Logic Input. A red line will ‘follow’ the pointer as you move the
mouse.

2.

Click again on the appropriate input signal triangle on the Screen Layout element. The red line will change to a
solid connecting line (green while you hover over it; white otherwise):

3.

Make another connection between the second Logic Input and the next input signal.
– If you make a mistake, remove a connection by double-clicking
– You can click and drag elements and connecting lines around to avoid them overlapping.

Add some logic elements for the third Logic Input
We’re going to make some slightly
more complicated logic for the third
Logic Input, using an Oscillator to
make the “PHONE” light flash on
screen when there is a call:
1.

Add the following elements to
the stage, near the third Logic
Input:
– True (On) Source
– Oscillator
– AND gate

2.

Connect the Logic Input to one
input of the AND gate.

3.

Connect the TRUE (On) Source
to the input of the Oscillator.

4.

Connect the output from the
Oscillator to the other input of
the AND gate.

5.

Connect the AND gate to the PHONE input signal on the display element.
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Configure the Logic Inputs
This is where you associate signals on your logic map with real inputs on your physical devices:
1.

Select the first Logic Input.
Notice in the Parameters panel that the Machine ID and Input Name fields have default entries (IDS.SQUID3.
NEW_SQUID and INPUT.A01) which we’ll need to change.

2.

At this point, you need to know the Machine ID of your target device, to which you’re going to connect this
signal: Display the Connected Devices tab and look in the Interface Units branch (in the Connected Devices
panel) for your target machine. Select its Machine ID and press Ctrl+C to copy it (we’re using IDS.SQUID._RDB).

3.

Back in the Logic Builder tab (Parameters panel), click in the Machine ID field of the first
Logic Input and press Ctrl+V so it matches your target machine (IDS.SQUID._RDB).
Note: The syntax of the Machine ID is important. It needs to match exactly that of the
target machine. See "Specifying Machine IDs and signal names" on page 121.

4.

Change the Input Name so it matches the physical input on the device.
In our example, we are using input 1 in slot A, so we don’t need to change the entry:
Input.A01 is correct. The changes will be reflected in the Logic Input element on the stage:

5.

Change the Default State to ON.

6.

Change the Machine ID and Input Name for the second Logic Input:
– Machine ID: IDS.SQUID._RDB
– Input Name: Input.A02

7.

Change the Machine ID and Input Name for the third Logic Input:
– Machine ID: IDS.SQUID._RDB
– Input Name: Input.A03

Save your Logic Map
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1.

Enter a name in the Logic Map Name field at the top of the window.

2.

Click Save to Library.

3.

This is the first time we’ve saved this map, so just click OK.
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Quick start 3: Assigning a logic map
Once you have designed a screen layout and built a logic map, you’re ready to assign the logic map to a device (in
this case, a Remora or Touchscreen):
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab and select the target device in the Device List on the left.

2.

Display the Logic Processor sub-tab.

3.

Click Change Logic Map.

4.

Select a logic map and click OK:

After a short time, your selected display will show your screen layout. This will be reflected in the Connected Devices
tab.
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Managing connected devices
The Connected Devices tab is the control centre for your IDS network.

Note: IDS SQuid V3 and IDS Accessories have a single page of parameter settings and information. IDS Core,
IDS Remora and IDS Touchscreen have various sub-tabs, as there are more configuration options.
For example, you can:
•

See all the devices currently being managed by this IDS Server

•

Make configuration changes to a selected device (e.g. IP addressing or NTP settings)

•

Assign a logic map to any device that supports an IDS Logic Processor: IDS Server, Remora or Touchscreen
– Note that some logic maps define screen layouts, others can simply run logic that affects another device
– An IDS Server itself supports a default of 10 IDS Logic Processors
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•

Set up and manage IDS cross-LAN support

•

View device errors and warnings

•

Upgrade device software and add Device Drivers

•

Test GPIO signals

•

Change security settings (password protection and session timeout)

•

Rebuild the Connected Devices tree view

•

Change the keyboard layout.
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Logging into an IDS Server
When accessing the IDS Core software on an IDS Server, you may need to log in to be able to make configuration
changes (See "Managing Clusters" on page 52 and "Managing user login on client devices" on page 54 for more
information).
1.

Enter your Username and Password. (The defaults are admin and password; system administrators should
change these as soon as convenient.)

2.

Click Login].

Note: If Clusters have been set up, your user profile controls which of those Clusters you can view and manage. See
page 40 and page 52 for more information.

Rebuilding the Connected Devices tree view
To rebuild the tree view in the Connected Devices panel:
1.

Click the Reset button at the bottom of the Connected Devices panel.

Note: This is only available to users whose role is set to Admin. Any devices shown in red (i.e. offline) will be removed
from the Connected Devices tree when the Reset button is applied.

Exporting the system configuration
You can export a ‘snapshot’ of the current system configuration as a CSV or XML file. This is useful for reference
purposes.
1.

Click the Export button at the bottom of the Connected Devices panel.

2.

In the resulting dialog:
– Browse to the location where you want to save the exported file.
– Specify the file format, which devices to include, and whether User passwords should be shown.

3.

Click Export.
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Setting up cross-LAN support (optional)
IDS can operate across multiple LANs. For example, if you have offices in more than one geographical location, or
have more than one LAN segment in a single building, you can manage all your IDS equipment from a single admin
point. IDS cross-LAN support enables IDS IO messages to traverse LAN segments in a similar way to TCP/IP messages,
but it is implemented as an extra ‘layer’ on top of the normal TCP/IP networking, with its own ‘IDS Router’ and
‘IDS Gateway’ devices.
In order for IDS to work in a cross-LAN environment, you need:
•

At least one IDS Core designated as an IDS Router, to route IDS network traffic across different LAN segments.
You can have more than one IDS Core on your network (indeed, on each LAN segment). If there are multiple
IDS Core machines, they negotiate automatically between themselves to decide which is currently the Master
IDS Router.

•

One or more IDS Gateway devices on each LAN segment. Note that an IDS Gateway device is a different
concept from the normal (single) gateway device on a TCP/IP network; an IDS Gateway device handles IDSspecific messaging between IDS network devices and the IDS Router.
– IDS Core, IDS Remora and IDS Touchscreen can all act as IDS Gateway devices
– IDS Gateway devices must all be able to ‘see’ every IDS Core machine that is being used as an IDS Router; you
manually edit the Core Address list in an IDS Gateway device’s Network Settings
– If there are multiple IDS Gateway devices on a LAN segment, they negotiate automatically between
themselves to decide which is currently the Master IDS Gateway

Note: You can remove inactive routed networks; see page 45.

Prerequisites
•

Do not use NAT

•

Ensure that all networks are fully routable (i.e.in the normal TCP/IP sense, network devices are visible to
eachother)

•

Only use the IPv4 protocol

•

The following ports must be open on firewalls for TCP/IP and UDP/IP:
– 40096 – (Device Manager - UDP port)
– 40097 – (Device Manager - TCP port)
– 47922 – (Squid Firmware Update – TCP Port)
– 48001 – (Resilience - UDP Port)
– 48002 – (Resilience - TCP Port)
– 48003 – (File Transfer - TCP Port)

•

The following ports must be open for communication on a same-LAN basis:
– 47699 – (DMX Data - UDP port)
– 47799 – (Squid Error- UDP Port)
– 47899 – (Network IO- UDP Port)
– 47999 – (Squid Control- UDP Port)
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A simple example
Consider the following:
•

A main office (Network-A) has:
– An IDS Core acting as an IDS Router and an IDS Gateway device
– An IDS Remora and an IDS SQuid V3

•

A satellite office (Network-B) has:
– An IDS Remora acting as an IDS Gateway device
– An IDS Wall Lamp
– No IDS Core
Device

IP Address

Core-A

10.10.10.41

Remora-A

10.10.10.42

SQuid-A

10.10.10.43

Remora-B

192.168.0.14

WallLamp-B

192.168.0.15

IDS Router?

IDS Gateway?

Network-A
yes

yes

Network-B
yes

To set up cross-LAN support, so that the devices on Network B can be managed by the IDS Core on Network-A:
1.

Ensure that both networks are fully routable (i.e.in the normal TCP/IP sense, network devices on Network-A and
Network-B are visible to eachother).

2.

Connect a USB keyboard (and optional mouse) to one of the IDS Gateway devices on Network-B (e.g. Remora-B
in our example).

3.

Press Esc on the keyboard to display the IDS Client window and click the Network Settings button.

4.

In the Core Address section, press Add, enter the IP address of the the IDS Router (Core-A) on Network-A and
click Apply; this creates an initial connection between the two networks.
– If your network had other IDS Routers, you would add all their IP addresses here
– If there is an option Automatically Discover Cores? make sure it is disabled (unticked)
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5.

On Network-A, log onto IDS Core-A and display the Connected Devices page.

6.

On the Network tab, scroll down to the Gateway section, tick the Enable option and click Apply.

7.

Now you should be able to see and manage Remora-B (on Network-B) from IDS Core-A:
– Select Remora-B on the Connected Devices page.
– Scroll down to the Gateway section in te Network tab, tick the Enable option.
– Enter a Network Name (this is an arbitrary label that wll be propagated to any other IDS Gateway devices on
Network-B).
– Click Apply.

8.

For each IDS Gateway device, repeat the instructions to add the IP addresses of any IDS Routers (Core-A in this
example).

9.

For each IDS Router device, add the IP addresses of all other IDS Routers, including itself.

Notes
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•

You don’t have to enable all IDS Remora and IDS Touchscreens as IDS Gateway devices. For example, if devices
are likely to be power-cycled on a regular basis, it makes sense to leave the Gateway option disabled.

•

It is worth adding all available IDS Core addresses to any IDS Gateway devices, to ensure resilience in the event
of an IDS Core going offline.
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Filtering to prevent data-flooding in a cross-LAN environment
You can filter by machine ID in a cross-LAN environment, to prevent excess data flooding LAN segments. You can
create white lists (to include machines) and blacklists (to exclude machines); these are stored separately and can be
edited independently.
Note: This operation is performed at the IDS Router level. As IDS Routers belong to a Resilience group, any changes
made on a Master router will be echoed on its slaves.
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab and select an IDS Server in the Device List on the left.

2.

Display the Network tab.

3.

Select a routed network from the drop-down menu.

4.

Set the type of filtering (Blacklist or Whitelist) from the Filter Mode drop-down menu.

5.

Click Add. and enter a machine ID (IP address).

6.

Repeat to add more machine IDs to the filter list.

7.

Click Apply to commit the changes (if you switch to a different list via the drop-down before pressing Apply, any
changes will be lost).

You can also:
•

Select a machine ID in the list and click Delete to remove it from the list

•

Click Reset to remove all entries in the list.
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Assigning a logic map to a Logic Processor
IDS Core, Remoras and Touchscreens all run IDS Logic Processors. As well as controlling the screen layouts on display
devices, you can use logic maps to control IDS Lamps and Accessories, and third-party GPIO.
•

Logic maps that simply define screen layouts can be assigned to the Logic Processors on Remoras and
Touchscreens

•

Logic that controls physical devices (such as lamps and GPIO) can be created on a logic map that already
contains a screen layout, or on dedicated logic maps (with no screen layouts); these run on Logic Processors on
an IDS Core. Each IDS Core supports a default of 10 Logic Processors.

•

You can implement Logic Processor resilience, by creating Resilience Groups and propagating your logic maps
across multiple IDS Cores. See page 38.

To assign a logic map to a Logic Processor:
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1.

Display the Connected Devices tab and select the target device in the Device List on the left.

2.

Display the Logic Processor sub-tab.

3.

(IDS Core) Scroll to the Logic Processor you want to edit and enter an Location and a Name.
(You don’t have to do this if you are only using the logic map on one Logic Processor, but it does allow you to
use the same generic logic in multiple locations – see "Specifying Machine IDs and signal names" on page 121.)

4.

Click Change Logic Map.
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5.

Select a logic map and click OK:

Note: You can click Change Logic Map to replace one logic map with another, or click Clear Logic Map to
completely remove a logic map from a Logic Processor
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Implementing Logic Processor resilience
You can create Resilience Groups and propagate your logic maps across multiple IDS Cores. That way, if one
IDS Server fails, your screen layouts and control logic will continue to operate without interruption. You must have at
least two IDS Cores on your network for this to work.

Setting up the first Logic Processor
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab and select an IDS Core in the Device List on the left.

2.

Display the Logic Processor tab and scroll to the Logic Processor you want to edit.

3.

Click Change Logic Map and select a map to apply.

4.

(Optional) Enter an Instance Name to help you remember the purpose of the logic you’re applying, or the
location of the equipment to which it applies.
Note: The name applies only to this Logic Processor on this device.

5.

(Important) Enter a Resilience Group name. Use a descriptive name like Studio A desk lamps or Reception
display.
Note: When you apply this Resilience Group name to another Logic Processor (usually on another IDS Core) it
will automatically use the same logic map.
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6.

If necessary, select a Resilience Priority from the drop-down menu; zero (the default) is the highest priority, 9 is
the lowest. Use this to specify a preferred IDS Core for failover, for a particular Logic Processor/logic map.

7.

Click Apply.
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Replicating the Logic Processor on another IDS Core
1.

Select a different IDS Core.

2.

In the Logic Processor tab, scroll to the Logic Processor you want to edit.

3.

Enter exactly the same Resilience Group name as before and click Apply.
Note that the same logic map is assigned automatically, and the Resilience Status is set to Backup.

You can edit the Instance Name and set a Resilience Priority, but IDS will work perfectly well without these extra
settings.

Changing the logic map on all group members
It’s really simple to change the logic map applied to all Logic Processors in a Resilience Group:
1.

Select any instance of your chosen Logic Processor.

2.

Click Change Logic Map, select a new map and click OK.

3.

The new logic map is automatically applied to all other members of the same Resilience Group.

Changing the Master
If an IDS Server goes offline for any reason, Logic Processor resilience automatically makes one of your backup Logic
Processors the new Master if necessary (using any Resilience Priority settings you have made). However, you can
force this failover to a specific Logic Processor if you want:
1.

Select your chosen processor on the Logic Processor tab.

2.

Click Make Master.
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Configuring a device name, location or machine ID
All devices given the same Location will be grouped together in the Connected Devices panel. So, having a
consistent naming convention here will help you keep track of your IDS equipment and make it much easier to
manage your system.

IDS Core, Remora or Touchscreen
1.

Select an IDS device in the Connected Devices panel.

2.

Display the Assign Device tab.

3.

Edit the following (this data can be used within a logic map to define functions based on the name or location
of the device to which the logic map is assigned):
– Name: This identifies the device in the device list
– Location: Physical location, or logical grouping.

4.

Click Apply.

IDS SQuid V3 and IDS Accessories
1.

Select an IDS device in the Connected Devices panel.

2.

Edit the following details as necessary:
– Machine ID: You need to know this when assigning logic inputs and outputs in the Logic Builder. Limited to
16 alphanumeric characters (no punctuation), case sensitive. See page 121.
– Location: Physical location, or logical grouping.

3.

Click Apply.

See also "Reusing logic with the Name and Location fields" on page 122.
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Assigning devices to a Cluster
Clusters are a way of logically grouping IDS equipment in order that it can be managed by specified users (with
appropriate access privileges). There’s more on this in "Managing Clusters" on page 52.
To assign a device to a Cluster:
1.

Log in as an Administrator.

2.

Set up your Clusters and Users (see page 52).

3.

Select the device in the Connected Devices tab.
You can select an individual device, or an entire tree in the Connected Devices panel.

4.

Display the Assign Device tab.

5.

Select a Cluster from the drop-down menu in the device’s details, scroll down and click Apply.

6.

If you’re assigning the contents of an entire tree in the Connected Devices panel, click OK to confirm.

Viewing and managing devices in a Cluster
If you want to manage devices that have been assigned to a Cluster, you will need to be logged in with a user profile
that has the relevant access privileges. There’s more on setting up user access privileges on page 53.
Note: Admin users always have access to all IDS devices on a network.
1.

Log in with a user profile that can access the Cluster you want to manage.

2.

Display the Connected Devices tab.

3.

At the top of the Connected Devices panel on the left, select the Cluster name from the drop-down menu.

– This menu only lists the Clusters that you are allowed to manage
– If you only have access privileges to manage one Cluster, its devices will already be displayed
– If you are logged in as an Administrator, the drop-down menu will also contain the entry
<Unassigned Devices>. Select this to display any devices not yet assigned to Clusters.
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Setting up Group Messaging
Group Messaging allows users to send messages to one or more Clients connected to an IDS Server, using the IDS
Messenger web application. In order to do this, you need to:
•

Specify one or more Group Names to which a Client belongs.
– Clients can belong to multiple Groups

•

Set up messaging Hierarchies; these allow users to specify which Groups a particular message will be sent
to, and how those Groups are related. This is explained in "IDS Messenger web application" on page 173 (in
particular, in "Creating Group Message Hierarchy" on page 175).

To define the Group Names to which a Client belongs:
1.

Log in as an Administrator.

2.

Select the Client device in the Connected Devices tab.

3.

Display the Assign Device tab.

4.

Click Add in the Group Messaging section.

5.

Enter a Group name and click Apply.

In the example below, we have assigned two Group Names (Floor 2 and West Wing) to the Touchscreen in Studio 1:

To remove a Group assignment:
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1.

Select the group name in the list in the Group Messaging panel.

2.

Click Delete.

3.

Click Apply.
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Configuring NTP settings
How you set up NTP depends which device your are configuring.

IDS Core, Remora or Touchscreen
1.

Select an IDS device in the Connected Devices panel.

2.

Display the Time & Date tab.

3.

Select a Timezone from the drop-down list.

4.

Enter details for your NTP server. You can add and delete servers from the list.

5.

Click Apply.

IDS SQuid V3 and IDS Accessories
1.

Select an IDS device in the lefthand panel and click NTP Settings.

1.

Enable Use NTP and enter an NTP Server address. See also page 46.

2.

Click Apply.

Note: The NTP setting in these devices is only to obtain the date if it is not present in the LTC data.
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Configuring network settings
Note that if no DHCP server is present, you must configure each unit’s IP addressing individually. It’s a good idea to
enter a name and location at the same time. If there is a DHCP server, all the Remoras will appear in the Connected
Devices tab as New IDS Remora; you can use the Identify Screen button to work out which one is which (see the
following section).

IDS Core, Remora or Touchscreen
1.

Select an IDS device in the Connected Devices panel.

2.

Display the Network tab.

3.

You can now:
– Set up IP addressing (e.g. DHCP).
– Set up DNS Server Addresses (you can use DHCP, add/remove specific servers, or change their priorities).
– Set up a proxy server for HTTP traffic
– Use the Core Address field to administer devices connected to a server on a different LAN segment. For
information on configuring Cross-LAN support, see page 31.

4.

Click Apply.

IDS SQuid V3 and IDS Accessories
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1.

Select an IDS device.

2.

Click Network Settings and edit IP addressing (e.g. DHCP).

3.

Add one or more DNS Server Addresses.

4.

Enter a Workstation IP address if you have more than one on your system.

5.

Click Apply.
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Removing an inactive routed network
For housekeeping purposes, you can remove a routed network if it is no longer active:
1.

Select a device in the Connected Devices tab.

2.

Display the Network tab and scroll down to the Router section.

3.

Select the inactive item in the Routed Networks drop-down menu.

4.

Click Remove Network.

5.

Click Apply.
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Identifying an IDS Remora or Touchscreen
Use this function when setting up an IDS Remora or IDS Touchscreen. It’s especially useful if you aren’t sure which
device is which (perhaps you’ve physically installed many units before setting up names, locations and IP addresses).
1.

Select a device in the Connected Devices tab.

2.

Display the Logic Processor tab.

3.

Click Identify to make the device display its name, location and IP address.

4.

Click Exit Identify Mode to switch the device back to its normal screen display mode.

Identifying an IDS SQuid V3, Accessory or Lamp
1.

Select an accessory or lamp in the Connected Devices panel.

2.

Click Identify.
– An IDS SQuid V3 will cycle the LEDs on its front panel through available colour combinations in sequence
– an IDS Accessory will flash the LED near the network connector in RGB sequence
– a Lamp will cycle through available colour combinations in sequence

3.
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Click Exit Identify Mode when you have finished.
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Configuring LTC settings
1.

Select an appropriate device in the Connected Devices panel (e.g. IDS SQuid V3, SQNTP).

2.

Click NTPSettings and edit to suit your network requirements.
– Select appropriate LTC settings for your network (the LTC Date Format must agree
with the time/date format expected from your LTC source, or your devices will not
synchronise correctly)
Note: None of the IDS product range supports SMPTE drop frame timecode.

3.

Click Apply.

Changing the display settings (IDS Core, Remora or Touchscreen)
The IDS Core software normally detects device screen resolution automatically; you can set an explicit resolution for
a specific device:
1.

Select the device.

2.

Display the Device & Display Settings tab.

3.

Untick Auto Detect and choose a different resolution from the list.

4.

You can choose to invert the X or Y axis.

5.

You can choose to rotate the screen image using the drop-down menu.

6.

Click Apply.

Upgrading device software
If you need to upgrade a unit, you’ll normally be sent a suitable file by Densitron, usually on a USB stick.
1.

If necessary, copy the update to a USB memory stick.

2.

Plug the USB stick into the IDS Server and display the Connected Devices tab.

3.

Highlight the unit in the Connected Devices panel.

4.

For IDS Core, Remora and Touchscreen, you will need to display the Assign Device tab.

5.

Click Upgrade or Up/Downgrade Software (depending on the device).

6.

Locate the upgrade file in the file browser (you may need to change the file type you are looking for by selecting
a different type in the dropdown menu at the bottom of the window).

7.

Click OK.

8.

Wait until the upgrade has completed. Do not switch any devices off or change any settings during the upgrade.

Using this method you can:
•

Install device drivers and Application Hosting drivers

•

Upgrade the software

•

Add Basic OS-level SNMP support (see also "SNMP support" on page 48)
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SNMP support
There is a free text field on the Assign Device tab that allows you to enter device-specific Management Information
to allow a device to be recalled over SNMP.

If you install the optional SNMP module (available from Densitron on USB stick) you can harvest the details in
the Management Information field. See "Upgrading device software" on page 47 for instructions on installing
software.
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Viewing device errors and warnings (IDS SQuid V3, Lamps and Accessories)
To view errors and warnings associated with a particular device:
1.

Select a device.

2.

Click Display.
Any messages will be displayed in a separate window. This can, for example, notify you of a failed PSU in an
IDS SQuid V3. Details for replacing this are given in the IDS Installation Guide.

Note: You can use the System Health tool on the Logic Builder as part of a logic map to make error conditions visible
for display (e.g. on an IDS Touchscreen or IDS Remora) or to trigger actions. See "Logic Builder and Macro Builder
tools" on page 200.
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Viewing system log data (IDS Core, Remora and Touchscreen)
You can view the contents of the system log for IDS Core, Remora and Touchscreen. This functionality is intended
primarily for IDS support engineers, and is currently under development:
We won’t go into much detail, other than to say that you can:
•

Click View Log to display the contents of the log file.

•

Click Clear Log to clear the displayed logging data.

•

Select a logging level for a given interface from the drop-down menu (e.g. Warnings) and:
– Click Runtime to set this level of logging for the current session
– Click Default to set this level of logging every time this unit is started
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Triggering a GPIO device for testing
You can trigger any input or output from a GPIO device (IDS SQuid V3 or SQ-GPIO3) for testing purposes. This means
that you can test your Logic Maps and Screen Layouts before having to connect to your distribution frame. For
example, you could test that a Cue Light will switch on and off as required before physically connecting it.
Note: You’ll need to be able to see the appropriate display during the test.
1.

Design your Screen Layout and set up your logic using the Screen Designer and Logic Builder.

2.

Make sure that the Logic Input on the Logic Builder refers to the correct Machine ID and input/output.
For example, to test input 4 in slot B of an IDS SQuid V3 with machine ID ‘IDS.SQUID.RACK_A’ you would need
the following Logic Input in the Logic Builder:
– Machine ID: IDS.SQUID.RACK_A
– Input Name: Input.B04

3.

Assign the Logic Map to a Remora/display or an IDS Touchscreen using the Connected Devices tab of the
IDS Configuration Software.

4.

Select the device in the Connected Devices tab. At the bottom of the tab you will see the Inputs and Outputs
listed (screens below are from IDS SQuid V3 and the SQ-GPIO3 accessory).

5.

Click Enter Input/Output Test Mode.

6.

Click to toggle your chosen inputs and outputs on and off; check that the desired action happens on the
appropriate screen display (e.g. a Cue Light element toggles on and off ).

7.

Click Enter Input/Output Test Mode to exit the test mode.
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Managing Clusters
Use Clusters to group your IDS hardware devices and allow them to be managed by different Users, by assigning
access privileges.
Clusters can comprise any physical or logical collection of devices. Here are some examples:
•

All IDS Remoras in your organisation

•

An IDS Touchscreen in Reception

•

All IDS equipment in a particular city, building, floor or studio

For example, you could allow someone logged in as User1 to manage all your devices in Studio1.
Note: Only Administrators can manage Clusters and User access privileges. Administrators automatically have access
to all IDS devices and Clusters. The default login credentials are Username: admin; Password: password.
The basic procedure is:
1.

Create one or more Clusters.

2.

Create Users and assign access privileges (i.e. which Clusters they can manage).

3.

Use the Connected Devices tab to assign your IDS devices to specific Clusters.

When someone logs into the IDS Core with one of the user profiles you have created, they will only have access to
assigned Clusters.

Creating a Cluster
To create a Cluster:
1.

Log into the IDS Core as an administrator.

2.

Display the System tab.

3.

Click Create at the bottom of the Manage Clusters panel.

4.

Enter the Cluster Name, and add some explanatory Notes.

5.

Click Save.

The Cluster name will be listed in the System tab.
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Creating a User and assigning access privileges
To create a User:
1.

Log into the IDS Core as an administrator.

2.

Display the System tab.

3.

Click Create at the bottom of the Manage Users panel.

4.

Enter the User Name and Password.

5.

Select the user’s Role:
– Admin: Has automatic access to all Clusters and unassigned IDS equipment
– User: Only has access to IDS equipment in specified Clusters

6.

Select which Clusters the user can Access.

7.

Click Save.

The User name will be listed in the System tab.

Note: If you add a Cluster after you have created Users and assigned access privileges, you will need to Edit all users
that you want to be able to manage the new Cluster.
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Managing user login on client devices
To increase security on your IDS network, as a system administrator you can force users to log in when attempting to
change configuration settings on a client device (e.g. a Remora or Touchscreen). To do this:
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1.

Log into the IDS Core as an administrator.

2.

Display the System tab.

3.

Enable Require User Login on Client Devices at the bottom of the Manage Users panel.

4.

Click Apply.
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Device drivers – controlling third-party equipment
Device drivers allow IDS to communicate with external third-party equipment.

DEVICE DRIVER
IDS LOGIC
EXTERNAL DEVICE
e.g. Automation System

TCP/IP

(TRANSFORM)

}
IDS

Machine ID

IDS CORE SERVER

To access the device driver user interface:
1.

Select an IDS Core in the Connected Devices panel on the left.

2.

Display the Device Drivers tab for that IDS Core.
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Addressing a device driver
In order to access a device driver, you need to know its Machine ID. You can then use the device driver in your Logic
Maps.
The general procedure is as follows:
1.

Use the Logic Builder to create a Logic Map with a suitable input or output element, such as a Logic Input, that
you will use to reference the device driver.

2.

Use the correct form of Machine ID to address your chosen device driver. The following sections give the default
Machine IDs of the different device drivers.
In the above example, we are addressing the Ember interface using the Machine ID IDS.Studer1

Adding a device driver
If you purchase a device driver, it will normally be supplied on USB stick. To install your driver, follow the instructions
in "Upgrading device software" on page 47.

Restarting a device driver
All listed device drivers have a Restart button, which allows you to restart the driver in the event of any problems
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List of device drivers
The following sections describe the device drivers currently available with the IDS system.
They are as follows:
•

"XML Input Interface" on page 58

•

"Content Manager" on page 66

•

"Application Hosting Driver" on page 67

•

"Camera Drivers" on page 68

•

"ProntoNet LC Driver" on page 72

•

"Ember Interface" on page 74

•

"Ember+ Provider Interface" on page 77

•

"Persistent Storage" on page 82

•

"Phonebox Interface" on page 88

•

"PBAK Interface" on page 89

•

"Harris Router Interface" on page 90

•

"Fabian Interface" on page 92

•

"TCP Command Interface" on page 95

•

"TSL UMD Interfaces" on page 97

•

"emu3 Bridge driver" on page 108

•

"Livewire Routing Protocol (LWRP) driver" on page 116

•

"25-Seven Program Delay Manager driver" on page 118
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XML Input Interface
The XML Input Interface device driver allows you to specify inputs to the IDS system by writing to an XML data file on
an SMB share or TCP socket on the IDS Server. The data file is in an XML format as described later in this section.
For example, you could route XML track information from an external music server, via some logic on the IDS Server,
and display the results on an IDS Touchscreen.

There is no provision for directly controlling IDS outputs. This is one-way communication; there is no transfer of data
back to your data file.
If your XML file is not in native IDS format, you will need an XSLT file, which translates the non-native XML file to
native IDS format; you can provide your own or we can supply one as part of the configuration. We supply a standard
IDS XSLT free of charge.
The machine ID, input names, types and values are created by a combination of the source XML data file and (if
appropriate) the XSLT applied to it. As used by IDS, these elements must be fully specified after the input data is
transformed, or there will be an error. Conceptually these can be specified in either the source data or the transform
file. This is what gives the interface its immense flexibility and power.
When writing to the data file, any inputs that do not have their content specified will retain their previous value.

Before you start
You will need the following:
•

(File mode) SMB shares set up on your IDS Server, pointing to:
– XML data file
– XSLT file (if used)
Note: SMB is a factory installable option. Contact your supplier for details.
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•

(TCP mode) IP addresses and Port Numbers of servers on which XML data files are stored

•

XSLT file, to transform an XML data file into native IDS format

•

XML data file, including Machine IDs, Input names, data Types, data Values
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Interfacing modes
•
•
•

File: The data is placed on the IDS Core Server as an XML file. This will require installation of a Samba share or
similar.
TCP Server: The XML Input Interface device driver starts a service which waits for an external client to open a
TCP connection; it then transmits XML data.
TCP Client: The XML Interface device driver opens a socket to a remote TCP server and waits to receive data.

The processing of the data in both TCP modes is triggered in one of the following ways:
•

Closing the connection

•

A time of 100ms since the last data packet was received

•

The presence of another XML header element ( <?xml ..?> ) in the data stream will trigger the immediate
processing of the preceding data.

Operating modes
The driver can operate in either Passthrough or Managed mode; this is determined by the “mode” attribute in the
<data> element (see "Xml schema" on page 63).
•

•

Passthrough mode: In this mode all the data and the inputs are assumed to be cleared whenever new data
is ingested and processed. Thus the client must write all the state information for all the inputs every time.
Any inputs or devices which were previously defined , but are not included in the latest batch of data will be
removed from the IDS system
Managed mode: In this mode all data is retained unless specifically changed by the contents of the data file.
Thus inputs which are not defined in the data file, retain the previous state. Inputs which are no longer required
must be explicitly deleted.

Supported input types
•

Logic

•

Text

•

URL

•

Number

•

Schedule

Notes:
•

No limit is currently defined on the length of text messages. Setting a text or url state to the empty string will
cause listening IDS elements to revert to their default value (if one has been set).

•

The url is exactly as entered so you must use the correct prefix (e.g. “http://”, “https://”) if required.

•

Numbers can be either floating point or integer

•

Logic states can be On/Off/Unknown

•

Capitalisation of the element names, machineID and input names is important and must be respected.

•

Input names can contain the usual mix of alpha-numeric characters and the period, space and underscore.
Avoid other characters.
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Schedule Input types
This input type allows you to feed scheduling information into IDS. The format of the schedule elements is different
to the other elements.
<schedule id="XXXX" utc="true">

•
•

•
•

id: allows you to define the machineID of the schedule. This is the MachineID used in normal IDS addressing and
is the name by which the schedule is known. It can be text and numbers
utc: determines if the times in any scheduleItems for that schedule are interpreted as UTC times or local times. It
can take the values “true” or “false” and is true by default.
<scheduleItem id="YYYY">

id: allows you to define the input id of the scheduleItem or event. It can be text and numbers.

<meta name="AAA" >

This allows you to define arbitrary data to be displayed on the screens by the IDS system. All inputs are treated
as text.

Note that the "name" property, which can be displayed by a countdown display element (for schedules or
ScheduleItems), is specified with a meta element tag.

Supported attributes
attribute
name

values

required

applies to

meaning

action

delete

no

<device action="delete">

The action attribute is used to delete unwanted
devices, inputs or schedules. If action is not
defined, the default of actions of add or change
are applied. The action attribute is allowed but
redundant in passthrough mode.

<input action="delete">
<schedule… action="delete">
<scheduleItem…
action="delete">
mode

pass
managed

no

<data mode="pass">

Used in the top level element, this applies to
all the devices and inputs known by the Device
Driver.
pass (i.e. Passthrough} is the default mode if
none is specified. See "Operating modes" on
page 59 for more information.
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Configuration in Connected Devices
To set up the XML Input Interface in the IDS Core software:
1.

Select the local IDS Core (it is not possible to apply transforms from a remote Core) and display the Device
Drivers tab on the Connected Devices page.

2.

Scroll down to the XML Input Interface section.

3.

If you need to import a nw XSLT file, click Import Transform, navigate to the .xslt file and click Open.

4.

Select a Mode from the drop-down menu:
– File: The data is placed on the IDS Core Server as an XML file. This requires installation of a Samba share or
similar. In this mode, altering the file will result in the file being processed.
– TCP Server: The XML Interface starts a service which waits for an external client to open a TCP connection
and transmit XML data.
– TCP Client: The XML Interface opens a socket to a remote TCP server and waits for data to be sent to it.

5.

Select an Input Format from the drop-down menu. This specifes how the XML file will be transformed. The
default is IDS Standard. Other options become available if you install additional XSLT files (see above).

6.

If using File mode, specify the xml data file name in the Input FIle Name field. This defaults to data.xml

7.

Edit the Server Address and Port fields if appropriate:
– In File mode, these fields are not relevant, and are not editable
– In TCP Server mode, enter the TCP Port number used by the IDS Server for the XML Input Interface. The
external device will also need to know this number. The Server Address field is not editable (it is the IP
address of the IDS Server.)
– In TCP Client mode, enter the Server Address and Port number used by your external device to transmit
XML interface data.

8.

Click Apply.

The various elements that you need (Machine ID, Name, Type and Value) will be read from the data file and displayed
in the Device Drivers tab

Using XML data file information in logic maps
Once you know the values of the various Input types (Machine ID, Name, Type and Value) you can use them in your
logic maps and screen layouts.
Values are displayed in the table in the XML Input Interface device drivers panel (you may need to scroll across the
table to see the Value column):

In the following example, we’ll create some simple logic that displays the current track title from a music server.
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1.

Create a Screen Layout with a dynamic Text Display element. We’ll call the Text Input signal track_name.

2.

Use a Remote Text Input element in the Logic Builder to connect to the Screen Layout element.

3.

The Machine ID of the Remote Text Input should be of the form <machine_id>.<name>, where machine_id and
name correspond to an entry in the Connected Devices table for the XML Input Interface. In this example, it is
IDS.currentTrack.title

4.

Connect the Remote Text Input element to the track_name input on the Screen Layout element.

5.

Save your Logic Map and apply it to a display, such as an IDS Touchscreen.
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Xml schema
The expected format is shown below. Note that a different version is shown for each of the possible values of data
mode:
Managed mode:
<data mode="managed">
<device machineID="%Machine ID%" [action="delete"]>
<input type="logic|number|text|url" [action="delete"]>
<name>Input Name</name>
<state>Value</state>
</input>
<schedule id="%Schedule ID%" [action="delete"]>
<meta name="name">value</meta>
<meta name="name">value</meta>
<scheduleItem id="sourcegenerated" [[start="datetime"] [duration="miliseconds"
| end="datetime"]] | [action="delete"] >
<meta name="name" >value</meta>
<meta name="name" >value</meta>
...
</scheduleItem>
<scheduleItem /> ...
</schedule>
</device>

Pass through mode:
<data mode="pass">
<device machineID="%Machine ID%">
<input type="logic|number|text|url">
<name>Input Name</name>
<state>Value</state>
</input>
<schedule id="%Schedule ID%">
<meta name="name">value</meta>
<meta name="name">value</meta>
<scheduleItem id="sourcegenerated" start="datetime" [duration="miliseconds"
| end="datetime"]>
<meta name="name" >value</meta>
<meta name="name" >value</meta>
...
</scheduleItem>
<scheduleItem /> ...
</schedule>
</device>
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Data file examples
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<data>
<!-- an example of a device -->
<device machineID="currentTrack">
<!-- Text Input Example -->
<input type="text">
<name>title</name>
<state>The Pretender</state>
</input>
<!-- Url Input Example -->
<input type="url">
<name>artworkID</name>
<state>http://10.10.10.1/itunes/now_playing-0c6683ba7c273b114971c6393a97edb9.
jpg</state>
</input>
<!-- Number Input Example (integer)
<input type="number">
<name>track</name>
<state>1</state>
</input>
<!-- Number Input Example (float)
<input type="number">
<name>length</name>
<state>269.4</state>
</input>
</device>

-->

-->

<!-- an example of a second device-->
<device machineID="Studio 4">
<!-- Logic Input Example -->
<input type="logic">
<name>transmitting</name>
<state>On</state>
</input>
</device>
</data>
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A simple schedule example
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<data mode="managed">
<device machineID="testMachine1" >
<schedule id="Schedule A">
<scheduleItem id="A-1" start="2014-05-31 17:35:00" duration="1800000" />
<scheduleItem id="A-2" start="2014-05-31 18:00:00" duration="3600000" />
<scheduleItem id="A-3" start="2014-05-31 19:00:00" end="2014-05-31 20:00:00" />
</schedule>
</device>
</data>

A complex scheduling example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<data mode="managed">
<device machineID="testMachine1" >
<schedule id="Schedule A">
<meta name="meta A-1">value A1</meta>
<meta name="meta A-2">value A2</meta>
<scheduleItem id="A-1" start="2014-05-31 17:30:00" duration="1800000">
<meta name="meta A-1-1">value A-1 1</meta>
<meta name="meta A-1-2">value A-1 2</meta>
</scheduleItem>
</schedule>
<schedule id="Schedule B">
<meta name="meta B-1">value B1</meta>
<meta name="meta B-2">value B2</meta>
<scheduleItem id="B-1" start="2014-05-31 17:30:00" duration="1800000">
<meta name="meta B-1-1">value A-1 1</meta>
<meta name="meta B-1-2">value A-1 2</meta>
<meta name="meta A-1-3">value B-1 3</meta>
</scheduleItem>
</schedule>
</device>
<device machineID="testMachine2" >
<schedule id="Schedule A">
<meta name="meta A-1">value A1</meta>
<meta name="meta A-2">value A2</meta>
<scheduleItem id="A-1" start="2014-05-31 17:30:00" duration="1800000">
<meta name="meta A-1-1">value A-1 1</meta>
<meta name="meta A-1-2">value A-1 2</meta>
<meta name="meta A-1-3">value A-1 3</meta>
</scheduleItem>
</schedule>
<schedule id="Schedule B">
<meta name="meta B-1">value B1</meta>
<meta name="meta B-2">value B2</meta>
<scheduleItem id="B-1" start="2014-05-31 17:30:00" duration="1800000">
<meta name="meta B-1-1">value A-1 1</meta>
<meta name="meta B-1-2">value A-1 2</meta>
<meta name="meta A-1-3">value B-1 3</meta>
</scheduleItem>
</schedule>
</device>
</data>
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Content Manager
Access to the IDS Content Manager is set up for you at install time. Normally you should leave the Web Server and
API ports at their default settings of 80 and 81 respectively.

From version 2.22 onwards, the IDS Content Manager web application is embedded as a device driver within the
IDS Core, so you can access IDS Content Manager functionality directly from the Connected Devices tab as well as
the previous method (logging on via a web browser on a separate machine).
See "Using IDS Content Manager" on page 130. This explains in detail how to address the IDS Content Manager
when designing logic maps.
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Application Hosting Driver
The Application Hosting Driver is a flexible, generic interface which allows a number of different bespoke
applications to be hosted by IDS without the need for each to be embedded within the IDS application software.

A separate instance of the Application Hosting Driver must be active for each application that is to be hosted. The
activation of these instances will be configured by Densitron.
Note: The IDS Web Interface is a special case of an application hosting driver; it currently supports three IDS web
applications (see "Using the IDS Web Interface" on page 149, "IDS Scheduler web application" on page 154 and
"IDS Messenger web application" on page 173.
The standard procedure for adding a new driver should be followed to install a hosted application. See "Upgrading
device software" on page 47. However, unlike with conventional drivers, the IDS Server will not reboot following
the hosted application installation.
Also ensure that the relevant version of Node.js package as specified in the driver release notes is installed (the
procedure for installing this is the same as for adding an Application Hosting Driver).
Once the new hosted application has been installed, it should be visible in the drop-down list of applications.
The Connected Devices/Device Drivers/Application Hosting panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Status

Possible values: Running, Stopped
Indicates whether the driver is running or not

Using Application

The currently selected application. Default is No Application Selected. The Basic API Interface
will also be available in addition to any installed applications

Machine Name

Machine ID to be used by the application (if required)

Application Port

Port number to be used by the application (only visible if the application supports a web
interface)

API Key

API key used to protect incoming connections

API Port Number (not
shown in above examples)

Port number to be used by the API (only visible if the application supports socket API
connections)

Resilience Group

You can run a resilient driver on a different core; the Resilience Group specifies which driver
instances are operating in the same resilient group. Use a descriptive name like Studio A

Resilience Status

Reflects the current resilience status of the device (e.g. Master)

Make Master

Set this device to be the Master of this resilience group.

Resilience Priority

Select a Resilience Priority from the drop-down menu; zero (the default) is the highest priority, 9
is the lowest. Use to specify a preferred device for failover, for a particular device driver/logic map.
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Camera Drivers
This section describes the Panasonic and Sony Camera Drivers and the associated parameters available in the
Connected Devices panel.
It also lists the available camera functions, but note that not all functions are applicable to both cameras.

Panasonic Camera driver
The Panasonic Camera Driver allows IDS to send commands to a Panasonic camera to control its settings.

The Connected Devices panel has the following parameters:
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Parameter

Description

Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs.
Defaults to IDS.PanasonicCamera

Camera Type

Defaults to Panasonic. This field is for user information only i.e. it is not used by the driver.

Camera Address

IP address of the camera to be controlled

Camera Port

Port number to use for communications with the camera (default is 80)

Feedback Port

TCP port to send camera feedback to (default is 31004)

Speed Reduction (%)

Factor by which to reduce the programmed pan and tilt speeds (note that speed reduction is not
linear). Allows you to compensate for cameras that pan at different rates.
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Sony Camera driver
The Sony Camera Driver allows IDS to send commands to a Sony camera to control its settings.

The Connected Devices panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs.
Defaults to IDS.SonyCamera

Camera Type

Defaults to Sony BRC300. This field is for user information only i.e. it is not used by the driver.

Camera Address

IP address of the camera to be controlled

Camera Port

Port number to use for communications with the camera (default is 4001)

Camera Number

Camera number as configured on the device (defaults to 1). If more than one Sony camera is
connected, each should be configured with a different number., using the camera’s serial utility
(this is not an IDS product).
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Camera commands
The table below lists the available camera functions, but note that not all functions are supported by both cameras.
Function

Logic Type

Output Name

Values Panasonic

Values Sony

Turn camera on

Logic output

Power.On

True/False

True/False

Turn camera off

Logic output

Power.Off

True/False

True/False

Recall camera preset from number specified

Numeric output

Preset.Recall

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Store camera preset to number specified

Numeric output

Preset.Set

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Turn camera tally on

Logic output

Tally.On

True/False

True/False

Turn camera tally off

Logic output

Tally.Off

True/False

True/False

Turn autofocus on

Logic output

AutoFocus.On

True/False

True/False

Turn autofocus off

Logic output

AutoFocus.Off

True/False

True/False

Pan camera to the angle specified in degrees

Numeric output

Pan.Set

Not Supported

–170 to +170

Pan camera right at speed speciified (100 = max
speed)

Numeric output

Pan.Move

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Pan camera left at speed speciified (–100 = max
speed)

Numeric output

Pan.Move

–1 to –100

–1 to –100

Stop camera pan movement at current position

Numeric output

Pan.Move

0

0

Tilt camera to angle specified in degrees
(positive = up, negative = down)

Numeric output

Tilt.Set

Not Supported

-30 to +90

Tilt camera up at speed speciified (100 = max
speed)

Numeric output

Tilt.Move

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Tilt camera down at speed speciified (–100 =
max speed)

Numeric output

Tilt.Move

–1 to –100

–1 to –100

Stop camera tilt movement at current position

Numeric output

Tilt.Move

0

0

Zoom camera to required level (0 = min,100 =
max)

Numeric output

Zoom.Set

0 to 100

0 to 100

Zoom camera in at specified speed (100 = max
speed)

Numeric output

Zoom.Move

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Zoom camera out at specified speed (–100 =
max speed)

Numeric output

Zoom.Move

–1 to –100

–1 to –100

Stop camera zoom movement at current
position

Numeric output

Zoom.Move

0

0

Set focus to required level (0 = min,100 = max)

Numeric output

Focus.Set

0 to 100

0 to 100

Increment focal length at specified speed (100 =
max speed)

Numeric output

Focus.Move

+1 to +100

+1 to +100

Power Functions

Preset Functions

Tally Functions

Autofocus Functions

Pan Functions

Tilt Functions

Zoom Functions

Focus Functions
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Function

Logic Type

Output Name

Values Panasonic

Values Sony

Decrement focal length at specified speed (–100
= max speed)

Numeric output

Focus.Move

–1 to –100

–1 to –100

Stop camera focal point movement at current
position

Numeric output

Focus.Move

0

0
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ProntoNet LC Driver
The ProntoNet LC is an IP-based VoIP server device which allows VoIP or line in sources to be routed out as telephone
calls over ISDN lines.
This driver provides a bridge between IDS and a ProntoNet LC device allowing users to place outgoing calls, recall a
pre-set phone number, receive incoming calls and monitor the ISDN line status.
The IDS system does not actually handle any VoIP tasks; it just provides the control interface.

The Connected Devices panel has the following parameters:
Field

Description and limits

Machine ID

The Machine ID used to identify this instance of the driver.
Defailts to IDS.ProntoNetLC

Device IP Address

Defines the IP address that the ProntoNet LC is using

Device Base Port

Defines the base port that the ProntoNet LC is using.

IDS can be configured to run multiple instances of the ProntoNetLC driver.
Each driver supports two ISDN lines.
The device can be addressed from a logic map using I/O with the following format:
<Machine ID>.Channel.<channel number>.<action>

Where
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•

<Machine ID> is the Machine ID specified in the ProntoNet LC Driver Connected Devices Panel

•

<channel number> specifies which ISDN line to use (1 or 2)

•

<action> is one of the actions specified in the table below. Note that the table also specifies the logic type for
each action:
Action

Logic Type

Description

Dial

Text output

Used to dial a phone number directly. The revertive will
be triggered when the call starts. Strings are used as the
numeric value of the phone number could be outside the
numeric range permitted.

PresetDial

Numeric output

Used to dial a pre-set number. The revertive will be triggered
when the call starts.

HangUp

Logic output

Ends the current call if this value goes true.

Accept

Logic output

Accepts an incoming call if this value goes true.
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Action

Logic Type

Description

Status

Numeric input

The current status of the channel. The possible values are:
0: No physical line – e.g. not plugged in.
1: Disconnected
2: Disconnecting
3: Dialling number
4: Dialled number connected
5: Receiving call
6: Received call connected
7: Call Rejected
10: Not available

PhoneNumber

Text input

The current telephone number dialled or from an accepted
call. If there is no active call, this will be empty.

Duration

Numeric input

The number of seconds the call has been active. If there is no
active call, this will be 0
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Ember Interface
IDS provides the ability to interface with any device that supports the Ember protocol (commonly used by Studer
devices). Ember is a platform-independent protocol for representing the structure of a device over TCP/IP and where
appropriate, also enables the updating of values.

The Device Driver panel for an Ember device to be addressed via IDS has the following parameters:
Parameter

Meaning

Machine ID

Prefix used for the Ember device interface’s inputs and
outputs.
Defailts to IDS.Ember

Device Type

A user-defined field for the name of the Ember device
(defaults to Studer OnAir 1500). This name can be set to any
string chosen by the user – it is not used to identify the target
device.

Device Address

TCP/IP address or hostname of the device.

Device Port

TCP/IP port through which the device can be addressed.
Permitted range is 7600-7699 (default is 7600).

Status

Status shows the server status – possible values are:
Connected
Not Connected

Because of the inherent flexibility of the protocol in its ability to address elements on a target device, to provide
support for that device within IDS we make use of a device-specific configuration file. This takes the form of a
comma-separated variables (.csv) file and should take the following format
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Column

Description

0

Not Used, treated as a comment field

1

Element identifier – Used in IDS logic map to address the element.

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

Ember tree tags to reference target element. In form C-#, last is P-#.
Note: Not all fields need to be filled, but the last one in sequence has to be a parameter (P) value.

3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15

Descriptor for the preceeding tag value. This is ignored by the IDS system.

16

Indicator of whether element is writeable (ie TRUE if so) or not.

17

Default Parameter Value for the element

18

Data Type for the element in question – Such as String, HighLow, Integer, OnOff, Stream, etc.
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The table below shows an example of two elements for IDS to monitor from a Studer OnAir1500, where MicLive and
OnAir signals have been set to use GPIOFunctions Output1 and Output2 respectively. The Studer documentation
suggests that GPIOFunction Output1 is on Ember tree C-5, C-2, C-1, C-4, P-16 and Output2 is C-5, C-2, C-2, C-4, P-16,
both settings are ReadOnly which results in a configuration file with the following:
Column

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

0

V4.0.4

V4.0.4

1

MicLive

OnAir

2

C-5

C-5

3

GPIOFunctions

GPIOFunctions

4

C-2

C-2

5

GPOutputFunctions

GPOutputFunctions

6

C-1

C-2

7

GPOutputFunction1

GPOutputFunction2

8

C-4

C-4

9

Foutput

Foutput

10

P-16

P-16

11

Level

Level

FALSE

FALSE

HighLow

HighLow

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

In raw data terms the configuration file looks like this:
V4.0.4,MicLive,C-5,GPIOFunctions,C-2,GPOutputFunctions,C-1,GPOutputFunction1,C4,Foutput,P-16,Level,,,,,FALSE,,HighLow
V4.0.4,OnAir,C-5,GPIOFunctions,C-2,GPOutputFunctions,C-2,GPOutputFunction2,C4,Foutput,P-16,Level,,,,,FALSE,,HighLow

Importing Ember Parameters Configuration Data
1.

Copy the file to be imported onto a USB stick.

2.

Click on the Import Params... button.

3.

In the resulting window browse to the directory on the USB stick (located under /mnt) where the Ember
parameters configuration file is located.

4.

Select the file and click Open.

Once imported, the Ember elements as defined in the configuration file are available for use through an appropriate
logic map (see example below).
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Example logic map using inputs from an Ember device
The screen below shows a simple IDS logic map to display an on-screen repeat of the action of On-Air and Mic-Live
logic signals from the Studer OnAir1500 device whose IDS machine name was assigned IDS.Studer1.
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Ember+ Provider Interface
IDS can act as an Ember+ provider (equivalent to a server). The Ember+ Provider Interface runs as an application
under the Application Hosting driver.

In this mode, one or more Ember+ consumers (clients) may connect to IDS and query its Ember+ data structure. A
client can then send IDS a request to update a parameter within this data structure (provided it has access to do so).
Each of the parameters which can be updated is equivalent to an input to IDS from the consumer.
The Ember+ protocol also allows the provider to update the values of parameters within its data structure and to
transmit (i.e. write) these updates to the connected consumers. Such an update is equivalent to an output from IDS
to the consumer.
The driver allows you to specify the location of a JSON format configuration file which contains the definition of the
parameter data structure that it provides to consumers.

Loading and using the Ember+ Data Provider driver environment
The Ember+ Provider Interface runs as an application under the Application Hosting Driver. For instructions on
installing and running the Ember+ interface, see "Application Hosting Driver" on page 67 and "Upgrading device
software" on page 47.
To set up your IDS system to use the Ember+ Data Provider interface:
1.

Configure the standard device driver parameters as described on page 67.

2.

Choose Ember+ Provider Version version from the Using Application drop-down menu and click Apply
(where version is the required version number).

3.

Click Choose File in the Change Ember+ Configuration section, navigate to and Open a suitable .json file, then
click Upload Config.
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Configuration file structure
The driver displays the details of the parameters defined in the currently loaded configuration data structure. The
configuration file structure is defined as follows (where “n” is 65536):
Object

Definition

Options

Configuration
file

{

Configuration file contains one top level node

node

{

parameter

}

{

}

node
“Identifier”: string,
“description”: string,
“parameters”: [
parameter 1,
parameter 2,
.
.
parameter n
],
“children”: [
node 1,
node 2,
.
.
node n
],
“identifier”: string,
“description”: string,
“endpoints”: [
endpoint
],
“emberType”: emberType,
“readonly”: boolean,
“value”: value

A node may contain 0-n parameters

[Optional]
A node’s children may consist of 1-n nodes

A parameter may contain one endpoint
emberType: “boolean”
“string”
“integer”
“real”
readonly:

true if value cannot be set by Ember+
false if value can be set by Ember+
value: value whose type matches that specified by emberType
endpoint
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{
“type”: string
“machineID”: string
“name”: string
“dataType”: IDSType
}

IDSType: “logic”
“text”
“url”
“number”

type

Defines whether signal is
input or output

“input”:
“output”:

Input to IDS from Ember+
Output from IDS to Ember+

machineID

Machine ID of IDS input/
output

e.g. “IDS.Ember.Studio 1”

name

IDS input/output name

e.g. “Mic Live”

dataType

IDS data type of input/
output

IDS Data Type

Equivalent Ember Type

“logic”
“text”
“url”
“number”
“number”

“boolean”
“string”
“string”
“integer”
“real”
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Example Configuration File
{

"identifier": "ids",
"description": "IDS",
"parameters": [
		
{
			
"identifier": "alarm",
			
"description": "Fire Alarm",
			"endpoints": [
				{
					"type": "output",
					"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Alarm",
					"name": "Fire Alarm",
					"dataType": "logic"
				}				
			],
			"emberType": "boolean",
			"readonly": true,
			"value": false
		
}
],
"children": [
		
{
			
"identifier": "s1",
			
"description": "Studio 1",
			"parameters": [
				{
					
"identifier": "mic",
					"description": "Mic Live",
					"endpoints": [
						{
							"type": "input",
							"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Studio 1",
							"name": "Mic Live",
							"dataType": "logic"
						}				
					],
					"emberType": "boolean",
					"readonly": false,
					"value": false
				},				
				{
					
"identifier": "src",
					"description": "Current Source",
					"endpoints": [
						{
							"type": "input",
							"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Studio 1",
							"name": "Current Source",
							"dataType": "text"
						}
					],
					"emberType": "string",
					"readonly": false,
					"value": ""
				},
				{
					
"identifier": "button",
					"description": "Input Button",
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					"endpoints": [
						{
							"type": "output",
							"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Studio 1",
							"name": "Test",
							"dataType": "logic"
						}
					],
					"emberType": "boolean",
					"readonly": false,
					"value": false
				}
			]
		
},
		
{
			
"identifier": "s2",
			
"description": "Studio 2",
			"parameters": [				
				{
					
"identifier": "on air",
					"description": "On Air",
					"endpoints": [
						{
							"type": "input",
							"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Studio 2",
							"name": "On Air",
							"dataType": "logic"
						}
					],
					"emberType": "boolean",
					"readonly": false,
					"value": false
				},
				{
					
"identifier": "volume",
					"description": "Volume Input",
					"endpoints": [
						{
							"type": "input",
							"machineID": "IDS.Ember.Studio 2",
							"name": "Volume",
							"dataType": "number"
						}
					],
					"emberType": "real",
					"readonly": false,
					"value": "62.5"
				}
			]
		
}
]
}

Logic Builder
Inputs and outputs between the Logic Builder and Ember+ device driver use the Machine ID and name as defined by
the configuration table entry for the parameter concerned.
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Node parameter options
For each parameter, the following states are displayed based on the contents of the parameter’s entry in the
configuration file (“field” below refers to a field within the configuration file entry):
Node parameter

Description

Path

Hierarchy level within the config file
e.g. 1.2.1 is first parameter of the second child node

ID

Identifier field
e.g. mic

Description

description field
e.g. Mic Live

Ember+ Type

emberType field
boolean
string
Integer
real

Value

Current value of parameter. For inputs to IDS this will be the value which has been updated (i.e. set) by
the consumer

Machine ID/Name

IDS Machine ID & signal name associated with this parameter

IDS Type

Type of signal associated with this parameter:
Logic/Text/Numeric Input
Logic/Text/Numeric Output

Example of data displayed by driver
Below is an example of the data displayed by the driver when the earlier example configuration file is loaded.
Nodes are displayed in a hierarchical style and description is prefixed by a numeric index associated with its position in the
hierarchy e.g. the second child node would be 1.2
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Persistent Storage
The Persistent Storage driver allows you to create templates that store lists of values for different data types
(currently Number, Text, Logic and URL). You can then use these templates in logic maps and macros, and use
location substitution to repurpose these logic maps and macros without having to redesign them from scratch every
time. The advantage of using the Persistent Storage driver is that, as the name suggests, any values you store are
saved. If you reboot a device that has a logic map using persistent storage, the values from the appropriate template
are restored after the reboot.

Loading the Persistent Storage driver environment
The Persistent Storage driver runs as an application under the Application Hosting Driver. For instructions on
installing and running the Persistent Storage interface, see "Application Hosting Driver" on page 67 and
"Upgrading device software" on page 47.
To set up your IDS system to use the Persistent Storage interface:
1.

Configure the standard device driver parameters as described on page 67.

2.

Choose Persistent Storage Version version from the Using Application drop-down menu and click Apply
(where version is the required version number).

Config page parameters
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Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Create Template

The template table of datatype items

Table

Name: Text box
Type: Select from drop down menu
Pressing “X” deletes the corresponding
table entry

Add New

Adds a new entry to the template

Button

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
template

Button

N/A

Create Instances

Table of created instances

Table

Machine ID: Text box
Description: Text box, e.g. “Test studio 1”
Pressing “X” deletes the corresponding
table entry

Add New

Adds new instance to table

Button

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
instance

Button

User Page

Switches to the page of user settings

Button

N/A
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User page parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Selected Instance

Displays a list of saved instances to select
from

Drop down
menu

Description

Description of selected instance

Descriptive
text

Instance Settings

Table of the selected instance

Table

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel changes made to values

Button

Config Page

Switches to the page of Config settings

Button

Options

Name and type: already set
Value: set according to type

Example: Using persistent storage and location substitution
We will use the example of using IDS Touchscreens to control DMX lighting in two studios: Studio 1 and Studio 2.
1.

Create a Screen Layout to control DMX lighting via sliders on an IDS Touchscreen. Ours has Text Display
elements below the sliders to show the slider values. We’ve called it DMX.
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2.

Place the Screen Layout in a logic map. Use Local Text Receive elements to connect the input signals. We’ve
called the logic map DMX.

3.

Use substitution strings in Numeric Output elements to allow the logic map to be reused for different locations
(Studio 1 and Studio 2 in our example).
– The signal names are of the form Machine ID.Output Name, specifically in one case:
IDS.DMX.{LOCATION}.Green
– We’ve also used Text From Numeric elements into Local Text Send elements to display the actual values
under the sliders.
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4.

On the Connected Devices tab, use the Assign Device panel to set up the Touchscreens with Location strings. In
the example below, we’ve set up a Touchscreen with the location Studio 1.

5.

On the Connected Devices tab, use the Logic Processor panel to apply the logic map (DMX in our example) to
each Touchscreen.

6.

On the Connected Devices tab, display the Device Drivers panel for the core and scroll down to the Application
Hosting Driver section.

7.

Assuming you have installed the Persitent Storage driver as described on page 82, select the IDS Persistent
Storage driver from the drop-down menu and click Apply.

8.

Display the Config page for the Persistent Storage driver.
– If the text at the top of this driver’s panel shows Persistent Storage - User Page, scroll to the bottom of the
driver section and click the Config Page button.

9.

In the Create Template section of the Config page, click Add New and set up template rows to store data. In our
example, we’ve created four template rows, all of type Number, one for each DMX slider.
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10. In the Create Instances section of the Config page, click Add New and set up instances where the data
templates will be used. In our example, we’ve created two instances (one for each studio location). You need
to specify a Machine ID (ours take the form IDS.DMX.Studio n). You can add an optional description for each
instance.

11. In the Connected Devices tab, display the User page for the Persistent Storage driver: Scroll to the bottom of the
driver section and click the User Page button.
12. Select an Instance from the Selected Instance drop-down menu (e.g. IDS.DMX.Studio 1).
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13. At this point, the Studio 1 Touchscreen is displaying the DMX screen layout, with sliders. Drag the sliders to alter
the settings:

14. In the Connected Devices tab, the User page for the Persistent Storage driver on the core should now reflect the
new slider values.

Note: These values have now overwritten the original preset values.
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Phonebox Interface
This allows IDS to interface directly with a Broadcast Bionic Phonebox system over Ethernet using the Livewire protocol.

IDS acts as a server conforming to the Livewire Routing Protocol v2.0.2. It is a TCP interface which is configured on
port 93 (this port number is fixed). It is configured to IP address 0.0.0.0 which means that it binds to any valid host IP
address. It provides an interface for 5 inputs and 5 outputs per port. The interface supports 2 ports.
The logic inputs and outputs are addressed in the following way:
<MachineID>.Input.<Port>.<Pin>
<MachineID>.Output.<Port>.<Pin>

where:
•

<MachineID> is the Machine ID set for the interface in the Connected Devices panel

•

<Port> is the Phonebox port (1-2)

•

<Pin> is the input or output pin number (1-5)

The Connected Devices Panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Client Password

Password which must entered on the Phonebox device by the user in order to connect to IDS via the
Livewire protocol

Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs
Defailts to IDS.Phonebox

Last Update

Displays the time & date at which the Phonebox device status was last updated

Status

Displays the server status – possible values are:
Running
Not Running

Connections

Displays the following information regarding the Phonebox device:
• IP Address of the Phonebox device which is connected (displays “No Connection” if no device
connected)
• Status of the Phonebox device connection – possible values are:
Logged in
Not logged in
Failed to login
Unknown (if unrecognised status is returned)

I/O States
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Displays the current state of each port’s inputs and outputs
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PBAK Interface
The PBAK interface allows IDS to receive schedule information which is generated by the Pro-Bel Automation Kernel
device via a TCP/IP interface. The resultant schedule generated for a specified Schedule ID can be used as a Schedule
Input on a logic map.

The Connected Devices Panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs
Defailts to IDS.PBAK

Port

Port number to use for communications with the PBAK device (default is 3830 which is the only port
valid for PBAK device)

Last Update

Displays the time & date at which the Phonebox device status was last updated

Use UTC

If set, this flag is will cause schedule time references to be stored as UTC, otherwise local time will be
used

Last Update

Shows the time & date at which the PBAK device status was last updated

Connections

Displays the following PBAK device information:
• IP Address of the PBAK device which is connected (displays “No Connection” if no device
connected)
• Status of the PBAK device connection – possible values are:
Connected
No Status Information (if no device is connected)
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Harris Router Interface
The Harris Router Interface allows IDS to route a source video port to a specified destination video port via a Harris
Router device.

The Connected Devices panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Driver Status

Possible values:
•
•
•

Not Connected
Connected – Primary Router
Connected – Secondary Router

Indicates whether the driver is currently connected to an active Harris Router and if so, whether it
is connected to the Primary or Secondary router address. The router can be configured to respond
on two different network addresses and the driver will make its connection via the router address
that it first receives a response on.
Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs
Defailts to IDS.RTR.<user_defined_ID>

Device Primary Address

IP address of the primary Harris Router device connection

Device Primary Port

Port number of the primary Harris Router device connection

Device Secondary Address IP address of the secondary Harris Router device connection
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Device Secondary Port

Port number of the secondary Harris Router device connection

Sources to Query

List of Harris Router sources to query (can be listed as individual numbers or as a range of
numbers)

Destinations to Query

List of Harris Router destinations to query (can be listed as individual numbers or as a range of
numbers)

Resilience Group

You can run a resilient driver on a different core; the Resilience Group specifies which driver
instances are operating in the same resilient group. Use a descriptive name like Studio A

Resilience Status

Reflects the current resilience status of the device (e.g. Master)

Make Master

Set this device to be the Master of this resilience group.

Resilience Priority

Select a Resilience Priority from the drop-down menu; zero (the default) is the highest priority, 9
is the lowest. Use this to specify a preferred device for failover, for a particular device driver/logic
map

Current Router X Points

This displays a list of each of the current video crosspoints that have been made on the Harris
Router. For each source and destination, its name, as retrieved from the router, is also displayed.
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The device driver makes one numeric slot available to IDS for each Harris Router destination. IDS is able to make
router crosspoints by setting the destination to the number of the source required. The current source number for
the destination will be available via the revertive.
For each source and destination there is a text broadcast which allows access to the name of each of the sources and
destinations as retrieved from the Harris Router.

Inputs/Outputs available for use in logic maps
Note that each input/output has the prefix IDS.RTR.<MachineID> where <MachineID> is the Machined ID set for the
interface in the Connected Devices panel.
In the table below, xxxx is the Router source or destination number and must be specified as 4 digits (padded with
leading zeroes if necessary).
Input/Output Name

Type

Description

Dest.xxxx

Numeric Output

The destination which is being commanded to take a
source.

Dest.xxxx

Text Input

Name of the destination as retrieved from the Router

Source.xxxx

Text Input

Name of the source as retrieved from the Router

Example logic map
Below is a simple example logic map which demonstrates how to make the crosspoint between source 105 and
destination 69 on the Harris Router (as shown in the above Connected Devices Current Router X Points display),
which also uses the revertive as the input to a further numeric logic element.
It also demonstrates how to use the text inputs to access the source and destination names. (Note that Machine ID is
assumed to be set to Harris):
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Fabian Interface
This allows IDS to communicate with a BNCS (Broadcast Network Control system) environment via a Fabian Server.

Parameter descriptions
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Parameter

Description

Status Text

Driver instance Identifier

Status Device

BNCS device ID used for storing driver instance status information

Status Slot

BNCS slot number used for storing driver instance status information

CIFS Share UNC & Domain

Path to the UNC share where the Fabian IO Config File & Server Config File reside

Username & Password

User and password details for UNC share

IO Config File

Pathname to the Fabian IO config file on the UNC share

Server Config File

Pathname to the Fabian server config file on the UNC share

Percent Encode Strings

Use percent encoding for strings containing special characters (all reserved URI characters are
encoded – see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percent-encoding – allows transmission of UTF8 or other characters not allowed by the Fabian Protocol)

Percent Decode Strings

Decode strings using percent decoding

Encode Newlines to Pipes

Replace newline characters (\n) with pipe characters (|) when encoding strings

Decode Pipes to Newlines

Replace pipe characters with newline characters when decoding strings

Status

Indicates current status of the Fabian Server connection

Resilience Group

You can run a resilient driver on a different core; the Resilience Group specifies which driver
instances are operating in the same resilient group. Use a descriptive name like Studio A

Resilience Status

Reflects the current resilience status of the device (e.g. Master)

Make Master

Set this device to be the Master of this resilience group.

Resilience Priority

Select a Resilience Priority from the drop-down menu; zero (the default) is the highest priority,
9 is the lowest. Use this to specify a preferred device for failover, for a particular device driver/
logic map
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Parameter

Description

Enable Live View

When this button is pressed, a live view of the Fabian IO data will be displayed as indicated
below and the button will change to Disable Live View. If the view is not manually disabled,
it will automatically be disabled after a period of five minutes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direction (Remote/Local Broadcast)
Data Type (IDS data type e.g. logic, text)
Machine ID (IDS machine ID)
Name (suffix to Machine ID)
Device ID (BNCS device ID)
Slot Number (BNCS slot number)
Current Value (current value of IO data)

Server Config File (as specified by Fabian UI)
This specifies the details of the Fabian Server which the IDS system is connected to:
Parameter

Description

fabianServer ip

Fabian Server IP address

fabianServer port

Fabian Server port number

username & password

Fabian Server username & password

controlPassword

Fabian Server control password (additional password required
to enable control of server)

heartbeatInterval

Interval in seconds to wait between checking for next Fabian
Server heartbeat

Example file contents
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ids-fabian-interface>
<fabianServer ip="10.10.22.46" port="9003">
<displayName>Fabian A</displayName>
<username>JohnSmith</username>
<password>MyPassword</password>
<controlPassword>MyControlPassword</controlPassword>
<heartbeatIntervalSec>30</heartbeatIntervalSec>
</fabianServer>
</ids-fabian-interface>

IO Config File (as specified by Fabian UI)
This specifies the details of the IO communications between IDS and the Fabian Server.
Parameter

Description

machineID

IDS Machine ID

name

IDS Input/Output Name

deviceId

BNCS InfoDriver device ID to use for IO communications

index

BNCS InfoDriver slot index to use for IO communications
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Example file syntax
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ids-fabian-interface>
<data type machineId="IDS.BNCS.Studio 1" name="Line 1" deviceId="91" index="2001" />
</ids-fabian-interface>

where data type can be one of the following:
•

localLogicInput

•

localLogicOutput

•

localLogicOutputRevertive

•

localTextInput

•

localUrlInput

•

localNumericInput

•

localNumericOutput

•

localNumericOutputRevertive

•

remoteLogicInput

•

remoteLogicOutput

•

remoteLogicOutputRevertive

•

remoteTextInput

•

remoteUrlInput

•

remoteNumericInput

•

remoteNumericOutput

•

remoteNumericOutputRevertive

Note: If a localLogicOutput or localNumericOutput data type is defined, the revertive (i.e. localLogicOutput/
localNumericOutput) must also be defined using the same machineID and name
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TCP Command Interface
This is an output-only interface. It allows you to control external equipment (such as an IP to Serial adaptor) via a TCP
interface that accepts ASCII strings as commands.
The interface responds to logic output events. When a specific logic event is triggered the response will be to send a
pre-configured ASCII string to the external equipment.

The Connected Devices Panel has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

Machine ID

Prefix used for the interface’s inputs and outputs, e.g. IDS.TCP

IP Address

IP address of target device to which commands should be sent

Port Number

TCP port of target device to which commands should be sent

Output Prefix

See description below

Output Suffix

See description below

Command

Command string to send to the device

When designing a logic map to use the TCP Command Interface, a typical Logic Output element would look like this:
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Configuring TCP Command Interface
When configuring the Logic Builder, the ID of the logic output element must match the concatenation of the
Machine ID, Output Prefix and Output Suffix as set in the TCP Command Interface.
Using the parameter settings from the example shown above, the table below demonstrates what the Logic Element
ID should be set to in the Logic Map, and also displays the string that will be output to the external device:
Machine ID

Output
Prefix

Output
Suffix

Command

Logic Output Element ID
Required in Logic Map

String output to Device

IDS.TCP

Output.

1

recall 1

IDS.TCP.Output.1

recall 1<LF><CR

i.e. Machine ID IDS.TCP and Output Name Output.1 will trigger recall 1<LF><CR> to be sent to the device when Logic Element
IDS.TCP.Output.1 is turned on (set True).
Note that the period terminator must be included at the end of the Output Prefix specified (e.g. Output.).
The text defined in column 2 of the table is sent out to the serial port exactly as defined. There is no reasonable limit
on the number of characters that can be entered. A carriage return + line feed is automatically added to the end of
each string sent to terminate the command.

Adding Commands
The table in the Device Drivers panel initially defaults to providing space for 6 commands to be entered, but further
commands may be entered up to a maximum of 10. Space to enter the next command is added as each subsequent
command is entered.

Notes
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•

The outputs are reported to IDS as on or off and activating any one of the outputs (set to True) will deactivate all
the other outputs (set to False).

•

The serial text is sent whenever the logic output element is set True, so it is possible to resend the command
multiple times with no ill effect.

•

Setting the logic output element to False has no effect on the module.
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TSL UMD Interfaces
The TSL UMD interfaces allow IDS to display Under Monitor Display (UMD) information derived for the TSL TallyMan
system (or other systems using the same protocol).
•

The TX interface allows IDS to drive devices that conform to the TSL UMD protocol (in a similar manner to the
TSL TallyMan product).

•

You can use the IDS UMD RX interface to mimic UMD text and lamp behaviour, along with the GPO signals. The
image below shows an example UMD screen layout in IDS.

IDS supports the TSL UMD protocol (v3.1 and v4.0). This protocol is supported not only by TSL’s own UMD products
and their Tallyman system, but also by other manufacturers’ multi-viewers.
v4.0 of the protocol is backwards compatible with v3.1. Both versions can use RS422, RS485 or IP connections to
connect to the multiple destination devices. The table below provides an outline of each version of the protocol:
Function

v3.1

v4.0

Text Display

8 or 16 characters, single colour

8- or 16-character display
3 colour (red, green, amber)

Tally

Up to 4 (dual display unit), single colour

Up to 4 (dual display)
3 colour (red, green, amber)
4 GPO outputs (derived from v3.1 tallies)

Brightness Control

4 levels of brightness

4 levels of brightness; not supported by the IDS
RX driver

The protocol supports up to 128 UMD units over a single IP/serial connection. Each unit is individually addressable.
The protocol supports several models which correspond to the TSL product range:
•

single – (1x8 character display)

•

single – (1x16)

•

dual (2x8)

•

triple (3x8)

•

quad (4x8).

The protocol requires 16 characters regardless of which UMD type it is driving. A single display will read the first 8
characters and discard the rest. The dual UMD uses all 16 characters but splits them between the two displays. Triple
and quad UMDs use two UMD addresses behaving as separate single or dual (8-character) units respectively.
Each text display has two tally lamps associated with it (one either side). Dual UMDs have four lamps, two for each
display. v3.1 of the protocol only allows for switching state on or off. v4.0 of the protocol allows for four states for
each lamp: Off, Red, Green, Amber. In addition, v4.0 of the protocol uses the same tally bits used by v3.1 to actuate
up to four general purpose outputs (GPOs).
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UMD RX device driver
A single instance of the UMD driver behaves as multiple UMD units (up to 127), each supporting a single connection.

Each emulated UMD can emulate the 8/16/dual 8-character version of the hardware. The text strings received are
displayed accordingly.
•

With the v3.1 protocol, four tallies (used to drive lamps and GPOs) are supported

•

With v4.0, four multicolour lamps and four tallies (used to drive GPOs) are supported.

Text display brightness is not supported by the RX driver.
Since IDS uses Unicode text format and the TSL UMD protocol uses ASCII text format, some conversion is performed.
Characters not supported by the ASCII format are substituted by a space.
All the active text, lamp and tally states for any active UMD address are displayed within the driver view. With each
update of the status of any one UMD address, a time stamp is displayed for reference.
The driver can receive the following UMD connections:
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•

Serial (via IP-Serial interface – TCP client): Allows for connections from legacy UMD systems

•

UDP Server: Allows for connections from IP-based systems as defined in the TSL UMD protocol

•

TCP server: Allows connections from TCP-based servers (for example, a separate IDS system) using TCP.
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Device driver parameters
The standard device driver parameters are as follows:
Parameter

Description

Type

Status

Indicates whether the driver is running

Information

Options

Using
Application

Specifies which application this driver
is using

Drop-down menu

Select TSL UMD RX Version: version

Application Port

Port number used by this device
driver; should be unique to each
instance of Application Hosting Driver

Text

0-9999

Resilience Group

Do not set this (leave blank)

Resilience Status

Displays the resilience status of the
driver within its resilience group

Text

Not part of a resilience group

Resilience
Priority

N/A

Restart

Restarts the device driver

Machine ID

Machine ID for device driver.
Prepended with ‘IDS.UMD-RX’

Text box

IP Address

IP address of transmitting device (TCP
Client/Serial only)

Text box

Port

IP port used for connection

Text box

Ensure that the port number entered
matches that of the transmitting device.

Active UMDs

Addresses of UMD devices to be
emulated

Text box

Specify range: ‘0-127’
Separate by commas for non-sequential
addresses: ‘35, 42, 56’

Connection

Specifies type of connection to device
receiving IP data

Drop-down menu

TCP Client/Serial
UDP Server
TCP Server

Status

Status of current connection

Information

Statuses are:
Listening via UDP
Listening via TCP
Incoming connection from IP Address
Connecting via TCP
Invalid IP Address or Port number

Button
UMD RX Driver
e.g. IDS.UMD-RX.Studio1

UMD control settings
UMD Address

UMD address

Information

Will be a value between 0-127

Type

Defines the type of an individual UMD

Drop-down menu

Single-8
Single-16
Dual-8

Protocol

Specifies which version of protocol
each UMD is using

Drop-down menu

TSL v3.1
TSL v4.0

Text1, Text2

Indicates the content of the UMD text
fields as received by the driver. These
are used to set the corresponding Text
logic inputs to the Logic Builder.

Information

(see example screenshot above)
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Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Tally

Indicates the state of the UMD Tally
inputs as received by the driver. These
are used to set the corresponding Tally
logic inputs to the Logic Builder.

Information (tick
boxes)

Tally (1-4): On, Off

Lamp 1 – Lamp 4

Indicates the colour of the UMD
Tally lamp inputs as received by
the driver. These are used to set the
corresponding Lamp logic inputs to
the Logic Builder.

Information

Lamp (1-4): Off, Red, Green, Amber

Last Update

Date stamp of last message received
by this UMD address..

Text

Format:
hh:mm:ss DD/MM/YYYY
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Logic Builder
The UMD RX device driver sets the following logic inputs which are available to the Logic Builder:
•

Machine ID – The Machine ID will have a format of ‘IDS.UMD-RX.[User]’ where [User] represents the userdefinable portion of the machine ID.
Function

Element
Type

Format
[UMD]= UMD Address

Substitutions

Output

Text to be displayed

Text Input

Text.[UMD].[1-2]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127

Text String

Colour of the text to be
displayed
(v4.0 only)

Logic Input

Text.[UMD].[1-2].Colour]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-2]: Left or right display
1=Left display
2=Right display (dual display only)
[Colour]: Text colour:
red
green (default on startup only)
amber

On/Off

The default text colour on startup is green, and will remain so until it receives a
command from the transmitting device which sets it to one of the valid options (i.e.
red/green/amber/off ).
If more than one colour is set true simultaneously, the colour state is undefined (this is
true for both Text and Lamps).
Coloured Lamps
(v4.0 only)

Logic Input

Lamp.[UMD].[1-4].[Colour]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-4]:
1 = Left Left Lamp, (LL, see below)
2 = Left Right Lamp, (LR)
3 = Right Left Lamp (RL)
4 = Right Right Lamp (RR)
[Colour]: Lamp colour:
red
green
amber

On/Off

The picture below shows which lamp is which on a dual display (a single display would be equivalent to just the left hand half
of the display i.e. LL & LR lamps).

Tallies
v3.1: Lamps & GPOs
v4.0: GPOs only)

Logic Input
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Tally.[UMD].[1-4]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-4] (v3.1):
1 = Left Left Lamp & GPO 1
2 = Left Right Lamp & GPO 2
3 = Right Left Lamp & GPO 3
4 = Right Right Lamp & GPO 4
[1-4] (v4.0):
1= GPO 1
2= GPO 2
3= GPO 3
4= GPO 4

On/Off
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Below are some example screen shots of typical logic elements in a UMD RX Logic Map:
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UMD TX device driver
A single instance of the UMD driver can drive multiple UMD units (up to 128), each supporting a single connection.

The TX driver can drive devices which support either 8/16./dual 8-character displays. The text strings transmitted are
displayed accordingly by the driver.
•

With the v3.1 protocol, four tallies (used to drive lamps and GPOs) are supported

•

With v4.0, four multicolour lamps and four tallies (used to drive GPOs) are supported.

The TX driver also enables each individual device display’s brightness to be controlled.
Since IDS uses Unicode text format and the TSL UMD protocol uses ASCII text format, some conversion is performed.
Characters not supported by the ASCII format are substituted by a space.
All the active text, lamp and tally states for any active UMD address are displayed within the driver view. With each
update of the status of any one UMD address, a time stamp is displayed for reference.
The driver can connect to the receiving devices via one of the following connections:
•

TCP/Serial (via TCP-Serial interface): Allows for connections to serial interface devices via a third party IP-serial
convertor

•

UDP: Allows for connections to IP clients via UDP as defined in the TSL UMD protocol
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Device driver parameters
The standard device driver parameters are as follows:
Parameter

Description

Type

Status

Indicates whether the driver is running

Information

Using
Application

Specifies which application this driver
is using

Drop-down menu

Select TSL UMD TX Version: version

Application Port

Port number used by this device
driver; should be unique to each
instance of Application Hosting Driver

Text

0–9999

Resilience Group

You can run a resilient driver on a
different core; the Resilience Group
specifies which driver instances are
operating in the same resilient group.
Use a descriptive name such as
Gallery A.

Text

Text string

Resilience Status

Reflects the current resilience status of
the device (e.g. Master)

Information

Master/Slave

Resilience
Priority

Select a Resilience Priority from the
drop-down menu; zero is the highest
priority, 9 is the lowest. Use this to
specify a preferred device for failover.

Drop-down menu

0–9

Restart

Restarts the device driver

Machine ID

Machine ID for device driver.
Prepended with ‘IDS.UMD-TX’

Text box

IP Address

IP address of receiving device

Text box

Port

IP port used for connection

Text box

Active UMDs

List of UMD device addresses to
transmit data to

Text box

Specify range: ‘0-127’
Separate by commas for non-sequential
addresses: ‘35, 42, 56’

Connection

Specifies type of connection to device
transmitting IP data

Drop-down menu

TCP/Serial
UDP

Status

Status of current connection

Information

Statuses are:
Transmitting via UDP
Connecting via TCP
Connection error (Error: ERROR REASON)
Connected via TCP
Invalid IP Address or Port number

Button
UMD TX Driver

Options

NA
e.g. IDS.UMD-TX.Studio1

UMD control settings
UMD Address

UMD address

Information

Will be a value between 0-127

Type

Defines the type of an individual UMD

Drop-down menu

Single-8
Single-16
Dual-8

Alignment

Specifies the alignment of the text on
the UMD display

Drop-down menu

Centre
Left
Right
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Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Protocol

Specifies which version of protocol
each UMD is using

Drop-down menu

TSL v3.1
TSL v4.0

Text1, Text2

Indicates the content of the UMD text
fields, as specified by the current Logic
outputs.

Information

(see example screenshot above)

Tally

Indicates the state of the UMD Tally
lamps/GPOs, as specified by the
current Logic outputs.

Information (tick
boxes)

Tally (1-4): On, Off

Lamp 1 – Lamp 4

Indicates the colour of the UMD Tally
lamps, as specified by the current
Logic outputs.

Information

Lamp (1-4): Off, Red, Green, Amber
1 = Left Left Lamp, (LL))
2 = Left Right Lamp, (LR)
3 = Right Left Lamp (RL)
4 = Right Right Lamp (RR)

The picture below shows which lamp is which on a dual display (a single display would be equivalent to just the left hand half
of the display i.e. LL & LR lamps).

Last Update

Date stamp of last message sent to this Text
UMD address..
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hh:mm:ss DD/MM/YYYY
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Logic Builder
The UMD TX device driver transmits data to the receiving device according to the value of the following logic
outputs which are set by IDS:
•

Machine ID – The Machine ID has the following format:
IDS.UMD-TX.[User]
where [User] represents the user-definable portion of the machine ID.
Function

Element Type

Format
[UMD]= UMD Address

Substitutions

Input

Text to be displayed

Text Output

Text.[UMD].[1-2]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127.
[1-2]:
1=Single Display or Left side of dual
display.
2=Right side of dual display.

Text String

Colour of the text to be
displayed
(v4.0 only)

Logic Output

Text.[UMD].[1-2].Colour]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-2]: Left or right display
1=Left display
2=Right display (dual display only)
[Colour]: Text colour:
red
green (default on startup only)
amber

On/Off

The default text colour on startup is green, and will remain so until you change it to
one of the valid options (i.e. red/green/amber/off ) by setting it via IDS logic.
If more than one colour is set true simultaneously, the colour state is undefined (this is
true for both Text and Lamps).
Coloured Lamps
(v4.0 only)

Logic Output

Lamp.[UMD].[1-4].[Colour]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-4]:
1 = Left Left Lamp, (LL, see below))
2 = Left Right Lamp, (LR)
3 = Right Left Lamp (RL)
4 = Right Right Lamp (RR)
[Colour]: Lamp colour:
red
green
amber

On/Off

The picture below shows which lamp is which on a dual display (a single display would be equivalent to just the left hand half
of the display i.e. LL & LR lamps).
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Function

Element Type

Format
[UMD]= UMD Address

Substitutions

Input

Tallies
v3.1: Lamps & GPOs
v4.0: GPOs only)

Logic Output

Tally.[UMD].[1-4]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127
[1-4] (v3.1):
1 = Left Left Lamp & GPO 1
2 = Left Right Lamp & GPO 2
3 = Right Left Lamp & GPO 3
4 = Right Right Lamp & GPO 4
[1-4] (v4.0):
1= GPO 1
2= GPO 2
3= GPO 3
4= GPO 4

On/Off

Brightness control

Numeric Output

Brightness.[UMD]

[UMD]: UMD address 0-127.

0-3

Below are some example screen shots of typical logic elements in a UMD TX Logic Map:
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emu3 Bridge driver
You can use IDS logic to monitor the status of the power outlets, GPI outputs and sensors of any emu3 PDU units
connected to the network. You can use IDS logic to control the state of emu3 power outlets.
Note: For details of emu3 units, and the built-in Dashboard, see the emu3/emu3ACO Operation Manual.

You must have the following:
•

An IDS Server running the IDS Core software.

•

All emu3 Master units must be routable from the IDS Server.

emu3 Slave units can be discovered provided they are connected to one of the above emu3 Masters. The emu3
Bridge driver connects to any discovered emu3 units on your IDS network and reports their current status in the
Subscribed Units table. Here, you set a Machine ID by which each emu3 unit can be referenced in IDS logic.
Note: In this section, we refer to the Bridge network (stack). This is a collection of one or more daisy-chained emu3
units (i.e. a Master and optional Slave units) which are connected to IDS via a single network connection to the
Master unit.
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Discovering and subscribing to emu3 units
The general procedure for connecting to emu3 units on your network is as follows:
1.

Display the Connected Devices panel and select the IDS Server from which you want to connect to your emu3
units.

2.

Display the Device Drivers panel and scroll down to the Application Hosting Driver section that relates to the
IDS to emu3 Bridge driver.

3.

Display the Discover Other Units tab.

4.

If your emu3 units are on the same network as your IDS Server, enable the Include Autodiscovered Units
option and click Start Discovery.

5.

If your emu3 units are on a different network, disable the Include Autodiscovered Units option, enter the IP
address of the first emu3 unit you wish to add and click Start Discovery.
Any discovered units will be listed in the table:

6.

When you are sure there are no more units to be discovered, click Stop Discovery.

7.

Click Subscribe next to each unit you want to manage using IDS.

8.

To add further units which are on a different network, repeat steps 5 through 7, entering the appropriate unit IP
address each time.

9.

Display the Subscribed Units tab.

The IP address shown in the Subscribed Units list for any Slave emu3 unit will reflect that of the Master unit through
which it is currently connected.
We explain how to set the Machine ID in the next section.
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Some information (e.g. Device name and System Name) listed in the Subscribed Units table is defined in the emu3
Dashboard web interface (see the emu3/emu3ACO Operation Manual) and is described in "Device driver parameters"
on page 111.
Note: The Dashboard only reports the software version of the Master emu3 unit, but the IDS software reports the
software version for the Master and all connected Slave units.

Setting the Machine ID
For each subscribed emu3 unit you want to manage using IDS, you need to set the Machine ID that will be
referenced by logic elements in the Logic Builder:
1.

Enter a Machine ID for the emu3 unit and click Update.

2.

Repeat for all other emu3 units to be managed by IDS.

Status information reported by the emu3 Bridge driver
Once you have subscribed to one or more emu3 units, the emu3 Bridge driver will reflect the Bridge / Unit status in
real time. Possible status messages are:
•

Bridge Connected / Unit Online: Good connection to Bridge network (stack) and this unit is online

•

Bridge Connected / Unit Offline: Good connection to Bridge network, but this Slave unit is offline

•

Not Connected: Bridge connection lost, Master is offline.

Using IDS logic to monitor and control emu3 units
See "Logic Builder input and output signals" on page 112 and "Example logic elements" on page 115.
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Device driver parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Using Application

Specifies which application this driver is
using

Drop down menu

Select IDS to emu3 Bridge: version
where version is required version
number

Application Port

Port number used by this device driver

Text

1-65535

Resilience Group

Do not set this (leave blamk)

Resilience Priority

N/A

Resilience Status

Displays the resilience status of the driver
within its resilience group

Text

Not part of a resilience group

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
standard driver parameters

Button

NA

Restart

Restarts the device driver

NA

Parameter

Description

Button
Discover Other Units tab
Type

Include
Autodiscovered Units

When selected, enables discovery of emu3
units located on the same VLAN as the
core

Check box

Check/Uncheck

Discover Units at IP
Address

IP address/host name of emu3 unit to
manually connect to

Text

Valid IP address/host name

Start/Stop Discovery Start/Stop discovery of emu3 units

Button

NA

IP Address

IP address of discovered unit

Text

NA

Device Name

Name of unit as specified via the
Dashboard

Text

NA

System Name

Name of system as specified via the
Dashboard

Text

NA

Version

Software version of the emu3 unit

Text

NA

Subscribe

Parameter

Button
Subscribes to the selected unit for use
with the bridge. Following selection, the
unit will move to the Subscribed Units tab.
Subscribed Units tab
Description
Type

Machine ID

User definable portion of Machine ID

Text

IP Address

IP address of subscribed unit

Text

NA

Device Name

Name of unit as specified via Dashboard

Text

NA

System Name

Name of system as specified via
Dashboard

Text

NA

Status

Current status of unit

Text

Version

Software version of the emu3 unit

Text

NA

Update

Apply changes made to Machine ID

Button

NA

Unsubscribe

Remove unit from the Subscribed Units list Button

NA
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Options

NA

States

• Not Connected
• Bridge Connected / Unit
Offline
• Bridge Connected / Unit
Online
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Logic Builder input and output signals
The Machine ID has the following format:
IDS.EMU.[User]
where [User] represents the user-definable portion of the machine ID.
See "Example logic elements" on page 115.
Function

Outputs from the Logic Builder to the emu3 Bridge driver
Element Type
Format

Output

Power off/on outlet

Logic Output

0/1

IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet ID]
Outlet ID = 1-12

Inputs to the Logic Builder from the emu3 Bridge driver
Element Type
Format

Input

Bridge Network connected
flag (set if IDS has comms
with the master emu on
this unit’s bridge network)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Connected

0/1

Unit online flag (set if IDS
has comms with this unit)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Online

0/1

Function

Connected/Online Unit Status Matrix:
Connected Online Unit Status
0
0
Master & unit offline
1
0
Master online but unit offline
1
1
Master & unit online
0
1
N/A
If the the unit itself is the master then the
state of its Connected & Online flags will
always be identical

Device Name

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Name

Text String

Device Location

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Location

Text String

System Name

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].SystemName

Text String

System Location

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].SystemLocation

Text String

Name of outlet

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet ID].Name

Text String

Control/Read state of
power outlet (referenced
by outlet ID)

Logic Output

IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet ID]

0/1

Control/Read state of
power outlet (referenced
by outlet name)

Logic Output

IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet Name]

0/1

State of the fuse associated
with outlet (referenced by
outlet ID)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet ID].Error

0/1

State of the fuse associated
with outlet (referenced by
outlet name)

Logic Input

0 = Fuse intact
1 = Fuse not intact
IDS.EMU.[User].Outlet.[Outlet Name].Error

0/1
0 = Fuse intact
1 = Fuse not intact
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Inputs to the Logic Builder from the emu3 Bridge driver
Element Type
Format

Input

State of GPI (referenced by
GPI ID)

Logic Input

0/1

State of GPI (referenced by
GPI Name)

Logic Input

Name of GPI

Text Input

Function

IDS.EMU.[User].GPI.[GPI ID]
GPI ID = 1-6
IDS.EMU.[User].GPI.[GPI Name]

0/1

GPI ID = 1-6
IDS.EMU.[User].GPI.[GPI ID].Name

Text String

Name = GPI Name (as defined on unit e.g
“Input Pin 1”)
Unit’s RMS voltage reading

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Volts

Numeric value in volts (-1000
if no reading available)

Unit’s RMS current reading

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Amps

Numeric value in amps (-1000
if no reading available)

Unit’s power consumption

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Watts

Numeric value in watts (-1000
if no reading available)

Unit’s power factor reading

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].PF

Numeric value (-1000 if no
reading available)

Unit’s apparent power
reading

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].VA

Numeric value in VA (-1000 if
no reading available)

Unit’s AC Frequency

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Frequency

Numeric value in Hz (-1000 if
no reading available)

Meter enabled flag (set if
meter with specified index
is present)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].[Index].Enabled

0/1

Meter name

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].Name

Text string

Meter’s RMS voltage
reading (referenced by
meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].Volts

Numeric value in volts (-1000
if no reading available)

Meter’s RMS voltage
reading (referenced by
meter name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].Volts

Numeric value in volts (-1000
if no reading available)

Meter’s RMS current
reading (referenced by
meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].Amps

Numeric value in amps (-1000
if no reading available

Meter’s RMS current
reading (referenced by
meter name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].Amps

Numeric value in amps (-1000
if no reading available

Meter’s power
consumption (referenced
by meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].Watts

Numeric value in watts (-1000
if no reading available)

Meter’s power
consumption (referenced
by meter name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].Watts

Numeric value in watts (-1000
if no reading available)

Meter’s power factor
reading (referenced by
meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].PF

Numeric value (-1000 if no
reading available)
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Function

Inputs to the Logic Builder from the emu3 Bridge driver
Element Type
Format

Input

Meter’s power factor
reading (referenced by
meter name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].PF

Numeric value (-1000 if no
reading available)

Meter’s apparent power
reading (referenced by
meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].VA

Numeric value in VA (-1000 if
no reading available)

Meter’s apparent power
reading (referenced by
meter name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].VA

Numeric value in VA (-1000 if
no reading available)

Meter’s AC Frequency
(referenced by meter ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Meter Name].
Frequency

Numeric value in Hz (-1000 if
no reading available)

Meter’s AC Frequency
(referenced by meter
name)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Meter.[Index].Frequency

Numeric value in Hz (-1000 if
no reading available)

Sensor name

Text Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Sensor.[Sensor Value].Name

Text string

Sensor reading (referenced
by sensor ID)

Numeric Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Sensor.[Sensor Value].[Sensor
Type]

Temp:
Numeric value in ˚C (-1000 if

Sensor Value =

1-8

no reading available)

Sensor Type =

Temp

		Humidity

Humidity:
Numeric value in % (-1000 if
no reading available)

IDS.EMU.[User].Sensor.[Sensor Name].[Sensor
Type]

Temp:
Numeric value in ˚C (-1000 if

Sensor Name =
Name (as defined on unit
		e.g “Sensor 1”)

no reading available)

Sensor reading (referenced
by sensor name)

Numeric Input

Sensor Type =

Temp

		Humidity

Humidity:
Numeric value in % (-1000 if
no reading available)

Sensor enabled flag (set if
sensor is present)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Sensor.[Sensor Value].Enabled

0/1

Changeover (set true if unit
is a ACO type)

Logic Input

IDS.EMU.[User].Mains.ChangeOver

0/1

Mains input present (only
valid if Changeover flag
set)

Logic input

IDS.EMU.[User].Mains.[Mains Input].Present

0/1

Mains input A selected
(only valid if Changeover
flag set)

Logic output

Mains Input = A/B
IDS.EMU.[User].Mains.A.Selected

0/1

1 = Mains Input A Selected
0 = Mains Input B Selected
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Example logic elements
The examples below show some typical inputs from and outputs to the emu3 Bridge driver, and how they can be used in a Logic
Map:

•

Controlling the state of the power outlet named “Outlet 3” for a unit with Machine ID set to IDS.EMU.Unit1

•

Monitoring the status of the GPI input whose index number is 2

•

Monitoring the temperature input from the sensor named “Sensor 5”

•

Monitoring the humidity input from the sensor named “Sensor 5”

•

Monitoring the unit’s total current consumption
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Livewire Routing Protocol (LWRP) driver
This driver allows IDS to interface with LWRP devices, to monitor audio and GPIs and control GPOs.

The device driver allows connection to any number of remote LWRP devices, with the ability to pull stereo audio
levels from sources and destinations, and to control and read values from GPIOs.
Each LWRP device may have any number of source channels, destination channels (i.e. channels which the device can
route sources to), banks of GPIs and banks of GPOs. Each GPIO bank contains 5 pins, numbered 1-5.

Device driver parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Using Application

Specifies which application this driver is
using

Drop down menu

Select LWRP Client Version: version
where version is required version
number.

Application Port

Port number used by this device driver

Text

1-65535

Resilience Group

Do not set this (leave blamk)

Resilience Priority

N/A

Resilience Status

Displays the resilience status of the driver
within its resilience group

Text

Not part of a resilience group

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
standard driver parameters

Button

NA

Restart

Restarts the device driver

NA

Parameter

Description

Button
LWRP Client panel
Type

Machine ID

Unique name given for a client device

Text box

Host

IP address or hostname of client device

Text box

Port

Port used for connection

Text box

Valid port number

Sources

List of sources to create pins for

Text box

e.g 1,2,4-6

Destinations

List of destinations to create pins for

Text box

e.g 1,2,4-6

GPIs

List of GPI banks to create pins for

Text box

e.g 1,2,4-6

GPOs

List of GPO banks to create pins for

Text box

e.g 1,2,4-6

Password

The access password for the remote device Text box

Not required for audio only
devices

Status

Current connection status to the LWRP
Client

Connected/Disconnected/Error
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Information

Options
IDS.LWRP.[machine ID]
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Adding and deleting LWRP Clients
To add an LWRP client:
1.

Click Add New. A blank row appears in the LWRP Client table.

2.

Enter the Machine ID and other details (refer to the earlier table of device driver parameters).

3.

Click Apply.

To delete an LWRP client:
1.

Scroll to the right of the LWRP Clients table.

2.

Click on the cross icon next to the entry you want to delete.

3.

Click Apply.

Logic Builder input and output signals
The LWRP device driver transmits data to the receiving device according to the value of the following logic outputs
which are set by IDS:
•

Machine ID – The Machine ID has the following format:
IDS.LWRP.[User]
where [User] represents the user-definable portion of the machine ID.
Function

Element Type

Format

Values

Audio Source

Audio Level Input

IDS.LWRP.[machine ID].Src.[channel].[Left|Right]

Current audio level in dBfs

Audio Destination

Audio Level Input

IDS.LWRP.[machine ID].Dest.[channel].[Left|Right]

Current audio level in dBfs

GPIs

Logic Input

IDS.LWRP.[machine ID].Input.[bank].[pin]

Low/high logic states

GPOs

Logic Output

IDS.LWRP.[machine ID].Output.[bank].[pin]

Low/high logic states

Connected

Logic Broadcast

IDS.LWRP.[machine ID].Connected

True/False
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25-Seven Program Delay Manager driver
This driver allows IDS to control and monitor the 25-Seven Program Delay Manager (PDM) over its TCP interface
(using the serial-over-Ethernet protocol).

The device driver can establish a connection to the PDM over an Ethernet port and use its simple text interface to
perform operations on the unit and to monitor its status. Refer to the PDM Operator’s Manual Version 2.4 • November
2014 for full details of the operations which can be controlled.

Device driver parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Options

Using Application

Specifies which application this driver is
using

Drop down menu

Select IDS 25Seven: version where
version is required version number

Application Port

Port number used by this device driver

Text

1-65535

Resilience Group

Do not set this (leave blamk)

Resilience Priority

N/A

Resilience Status

Displays the resilience status of the driver
within its resilience group

Text

Not part of a resilience group

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
standard driver parameters

Button

NA

Restart

Restarts the device driver
Button
25 Seven Program Delay Manager Settings
Description
Type

NA

Machine ID

Machine ID for device driver. Prepended
with ‘IDS.PDM.’

Text box

e.g. IDS.PDM.TEST123

IP address

IP address of PDM box

Text box

Port

UDP port used for connection

Text box

1-65535 (default set to 5443)

Apply/Cancel

Apply/Cancel any changes made to the
PDM Driver-specific parameters

Button

NA

Parameter
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Logic Builder input and output signals
Outputs from the Logic Builder to the Program Delay Manager device driver:
•

Machine ID – The Machine ID will have a format of ‘IDS.PDM.[User]’ where [User] represents the user definable
portion of the machine ID.

•

Name – Output Name
Function

Description

Element
Type

Format

Values

Activate Dump

When pulsed true, triggers a dump of the
last n seconds of stored audio where n is
configurable via the PDM front panel.

Logic Output

IDS.PDM.[User].Dump

0/1
(Momentary)

Subsequent pulses will each trigger a
further n second dump.
Activate Cough

While set true, system stops storing audio
input and plays out from built up buffer. If
still true once the buffer has been emptied,
the output will be muted.

Logic Output

IDS.PDM.[User].Cough

0/1

Start Building Delay

Start building up stored audio input buffer

Logic Output

IDS.PDM.[User].Build

0/1
(Momentary)

Activate Segment Exit

Stop storing further audio input and play
out remainder of stored buffer

Logic Output

IDS.PDM.[User].Exit

0/1
(Momentary)

Bypass

While set true, system bypasses any stored
audio buffer and audio is directly streamed
to output

Logic Output

IDS.PDM.[User].Bypass 0/1

Dump Active

Mirrors behaviour of Dump button light on
PDM box which flashes on and off while a
Dump function is active

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
DumpActive

0/1

Cough Active

Mirrors behaviour of Cough button light
on PDM box which flashes on and off while
Cough function is active

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].Cough

0/1

Delay Building

Mirrors behaviour of Build button light on
PDM box which flashes on and off while
delay is actively building

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
Building

0/1

Bypassing

Set true when system is bypassing any
stored audio buffer

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].Bypass 0/1

Muted

Set true when audio output is muted (due
to Cough or Dump being activated when
audio buffer is empty)

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].Muted

0/1

Delay Safe

Set true when sufficient buffer delay has
been built up to perform an audio dump
without the audio being muted

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
DelaySafe

0/1

Delay Full

Set true when the maximum possible
buffer delay has been built up

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
DelayFull

0/1

Delay Active

Set true when the system is in a mode
where it has/is attempting to buffer data
(i.e. it has not exited a segment and is not
in bypass mode)

Logic Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
DelayActive

0/1
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Function

Description

Element
Type

Format

Values

Buffer Length

Target (i.e. maximum) length of buffer
which will be built up

Numeric
Input

IDS.PDM.[User].
Length

0.0-99.0 secs

Numeric
Input

IDS.PDM.[User].Delay

0.0-99.0 secs

(Note that this parameter cannot be
directly read back from the PDM and has to
be derived by the driver:
On first connection it will be initialised to 0
and incremented until the buffer size stops
increasing.)
Delay Length
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Specifying Machine IDs and signal names
Many logic elements take Machine IDs and signal names (inputs or outputs) as parameters in the Logic Builder.
•

Machine IDs are displayed in Connected Devices.

•

Signal names are used to address various IDS units when specifying inputs and outputs in the Logic Builder:

In order to address a device from IDS, you will need both items, in the form:
<Machine ID>.<Signal name>
For example, to make the upper LED of a dual-colour Table Lamp in Studio 1 glow red, you might use:
IDS.TL2.Studio-1.Lamp.1.red
Note: All machine IDs must be unique across the system, or unreliable operation will occur.
You also need to know Machine IDs when addressing device drivers. This is described in "Device drivers – controlling
third-party equipment" on page 55).

Machine IDs and data types for IDS hardware units
Unit

Machine ID

Output
names

Output
data
type

Input
names

Input
data
type

Comments/examples

Table Lamp

IDS.TL2.XXXXX

Lamp.0.<colour>

Logic

n/a

n/a

Lamp.1.<colour>

Logic

n/a

n/a

Colour can be red, green, blue, purple,
yellow, white, orange

Lamp.0.<colour>

Wall Lamp

IDS SQuid V3

IDS.WL2.XXXXX

IDS.SQ3.XXXXX

Logic

n/a

n/a

Lamp.1.<colour>

Logic

n/a

n/a

Output.A01-8

Logic

Input.A01-8

Logic

Output.B01-8

Logic

Input.B01-8

Logic

Output.C01-8

Logic

Input.C01-8

Logic

Output.D01-8

Logic

Input.D01-8

Logic

IDS.TL2.Studio-1.Lamp.0.red
IDS.WL2.Studio-1.Lamp.1.orange

IDS.SQ3.SQLT_A7E800.Input.C07

IDS.EMU.Unit2

IDS emu3

IDS.EMU. XXXXX

See "emu3 Bridge driver" on page 108

SQ-GPIO3

IDS.GPIO3.XXXXX

Output.A01-3

Logic

Input.A01-3

Logic

IDS.GPIO3.Input.A03

SQ-IRQ

IDS.IRQ.XXXXX

n/a

IR

n/a

n/a

See page 220

SQ-NLM

IDS.NLM.XXXXX

n/a

n/a

Level

Numeric

Raw signal
IDS.NLM.SQLT_A7E800 .Level

Threshold.<n>

Logic

Peak/Bar signal: n= 1, 2 or 3
IDS.NLM.SQLT_A7E800 .Threshold.3
See the IDS Installation Guide.

SQ-DMX

IDS.DMX.XXXXX

n/a

DMX

n/a

n/a

See page 222

SQ-DTC

IDS.DTC.XXXXX

n/a

n/a

Counter.0,1

Text

IDS.DTC.Counter.0

Signal names for SQ-IRQ and SQ-DMX
Note that these units are not addressed in the same way as other IDS Accessories, since they have dedicated logic
elements in the Logic Builder:
•

SQ-IRQ: See "IR (Infrared) Elements" on page 221

•

SQ-DMX: See "DMX Elements" on page 222
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Reusing logic with the Name and Location fields
You can design a generic logic block in the Logic Builder and then reuse it with different devices. The Name and
Location fields can be used as placeholders. Think of them as variables, that get replaced automatically with the
correct strings for real devices in different locations.
For example, if you have two studios (Studio-A and Studio-B) that each require a Mic Live signal to drive a display on
an IDS Remora, you might proceed as follows:
1.

Design a generic logic map that will be used in the IDS Core, using {LOCATION} as the Machine ID (note the use
of curly brackets). Our example is called Location Ex - Core.

2.

On the Connected Devices tab, select the IDS Core and set up a Logic Processor with the location Studio-A, and
assign your generic core Logic Map.

3.

Design a generic logic map that you can assign to any IDS Remora, using {LOCATION} as the Machine ID. Our
example is called Location Ex - R4.
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4.

On the Connected Devices tab, select the IDS Remora and use the Assign Devices tab to set the location as
Studio-A.

5.

On the Logic Processor tab, assign your generic IDS Remora Logic Map.

Now the generic Logic Maps all use the real location Studio-A for this IDS Remora.
6.

Repeat the following steps for additional locations (e.g. Studio-B).
– Set up a Logic processor on the IDS Core with location Studio-B and apply the generic core Logic Map.
– Set up the next IDS Remora with the location as Studio-B, and assign the generic IDS Remora Logic Map.
You are reusing generic Logic Maps, rather than having to create new Logic Maps for every location.

Note: For another way of reusing generic logic maps, see "Macro Builder: Using Logic Macros" on page 124.
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Macro Builder: Using Logic Macros
You can design a generic logic block in the Macro Builder and then reuse it multiple times in one or more logic maps.
You can also use one or more logic macros within another macro (but you cannot use a copy of the current parent
macro as a child).
Logic macros allow you to:
•

Reuse common blocks of logic, without having to create them from scratch and redefine signals every time.

•

Use Local Send/Receive elements with Global mode enabled to make signals available to a parent logic map or
macro. When disabled, affected signals are not available as inputs/outputs on a parent logic map or macro.

•

Use Inputs As Local Receives or Outputs As Local Sends to enable ‘wireless’ connections between signals
controlled by Local Send/Receive elements and their sources or destinations on a child macro.

Note: Logic maps always use the latest saved versions of any logic macros that they call. These are stored in your
Library. If you Import from File a previously-exported logic map, which contains a macro that already exists in your
destination Library, you will be prompted to confirm whether to overwrite the existing macro.
Note: Devices with a logic map assigned containing a logic macro that has since been changed will only update
when you use Change Logic Map (on the Connected Devices tab); they don’t automatically update whenever you
change a logic macro definition.
For another way of reusing generic logic maps, see "Reusing logic with the Name and Location fields" on page 122.
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Creating a logic macro
This is similar to creating a logic map using the Logic Builder, with some macro-specific differences:
1.

Display the Macro Builder tab.

2.

Drag elements from the toolbox onto the stage in the same way you would build a logic map (a macro is just a
reusable block of logic).

3.

Make connections between logic elements and use the Parameters panel to define signal names and behaviour,
as you would for a normal logic map, using the following macro-specific features:
– Screen Layout elements: These have an extra Enable signal. See "Using Screen Layouts in logic macros" on
page 126.
– Logic Macro elements: You can use one or more child logic macros within a parent macro macro (but you
cannot use a copy of the current parent macro as a child). See "Using logic macros within logic maps and
macros" on page 127.
– Local Send/Receive elements: In a logic macro, these elements have an extra Global parameter. Enabling
this makes a signal available as an input or output in any parent logic map or macro. Disabling it means the
signal associated with the Local Send/Receive element is only available internally to the macro being edited.
See "Making signals available to parent logic maps and macros" on page 128.
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Using Screen Layouts in logic macros
When used in logic macros (rather than logic maps), screen layouts have an extra Enable input signal. You need to
connect some logic to this signal, to make the screen layout available in any logic maps that use this macro. You can
use multiple screen layouts in a logic macro. Note that only one screen layout element can be enabled at a given
time.
To load and enable a screen layout:
1.

Drag a Screen Layout element onto the Macro Builder stage.

2.

With the Screen Layout element selected, use the Layout browse button in the Parameters panel to load an
existing screen layout.

3.

Connect an element to the Enable signal to switch the screen layout element on.

For example:
•

You could connect a logic True (on) source element to enable the screen layout directly from within the macro:

•

Alternatively, you could use a Local Logic Receive element to make the Enable signal available in any parent
logic map or macro that uses this macro as a child. You need to enable the Global parameter in this case. See
"Making signals available to parent logic maps and macros" on page 128 for more details.
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Using logic macros within logic maps and macros
This section explains how to use an existing logic macro as a child, within a parent logic map or macro.
•

You can use one or more child logic macros within a parent macro macro (but you cannot use a copy of the
current parent macro as its own child)

•

You can set some or all of a child macro’s inputs and outputs to be local

To load and enable a logic macro:
1.

Drag a Logic Macro element onto the Macro Builder or Logic Builder stage.

2.

With the Logic Macro element selected, use the Layout browse button in the Parameters panel to load an
existing macro.

3.

Decide whether I/O signals from the logic macro will be Inputs As Local Receives and/or Outputs As Local
Sends. Whatever you decide applies to all input and/or output signals.
– When enabled, such signals are shown without connectors inside the logic macro thumbnail.

– You can use Local Send and Receive elements (such as a Local Text Send element) to control these signals.
(See also "Making signals available to parent logic maps and macros" below).
4.

If you set any local signals in the previous step, optionally specify an Output Prefix or Input Prefix. This inserts
the supplied text string before the signal name, and helps you identify signals that connect to or from the
macro, and to identify which signals go to which macro if you have multiple instances of the same macro.

5.

If required, you can also use substitution strings in any of your signal definitions. See "Using substitution strings
to redefine signals in logic macros and logic maps" on page 129.
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Making signals available to parent logic maps and macros
To make signals defined in a logic macro available to parent logic maps and macros:
1.

Drag an appropriate Local Send/Receive element onto the stage and enter the Signal Name in the Parameters
panel.

2.

Enable the Global option. This makes the signal available externally to a parent logic map or macro. Local Logic
Send/Receive elements have a dotted border when they are set to Global.

– Global disabled: Signals are only available for use within the current logic macro or logic map.
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Using substitution strings to redefine signals in logic macros and logic maps
Using substitution strings means that you can create one logic macro, then repurpose and reuse it in different parent
logic maps and macros by simply redefining signal definitions where they are referenced in the parent, rather than
having to laboriously create multiple versions of a piece of logic with explicit signal definitions. All you are doing is
changing the signal names, in effect.
To specify that a string is to be substituted in any parent logic map or macro, enclose it in curly brackets {} when
referencing it in the source macro. You can use substituted and non-substituted text in the same signal definition, for
greater flexibility.
For example, consider the child macro below, in which the input signal Text Input A to an imported screen layout is
defined as “This is a bit of {White text}”

In any parent logic map or macro that uses this child macro, you will be able to specify the text to be substituted. In
our example, we have entered “some white text”.
The final result of this would be to output the string “This is a bit of some white text” on the display of any device
using this logic:
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Using IDS Content Manager
IDS Content Manager is a versatile, web-based application for managing and distributing digital content to display
devices situated anywhere on your IDS network. You can:
•

Access the IDS Content Manager directly from an embedded web browser in the IDS Core; see "Content
Manager" on page 66

•

Use any device on your network that has a browser to configure and use the IDS Content Manager – this
includes tablets and mobile phones, as well as laptops and desktop PCs

•

Send text messages to IDS Remora/displays and IDS Touchscreens

•

Route media to display devices:
– Web pages
– RSS feeds
– Videos
– Static images

•

Send numeric data, for example to change company-wide information (such as branding), on displays.
Examples are:
– Control equipment (e.g. to switch screen layouts on an IDS Remora
– Change company-wide information (such as branding), on displays
– Control DMX lighting levels in a studio, all using buttons on an IDS Touchscreen)

Terminology and concepts
IDS Content Manager uses the following concepts:
•

Zones: Use these to group Ingest Points, for example by location, or by type. So, you might have a set of Ingest
Points that control all the displays in a Zone called Studio A, or you might have a set of ingest Points in a Zone
called Text Messages.

•

Users: There are two account types:
– Admin: Can manage Zones, Users and Ingest Points, as well as using IDS Content Manager to distribute text
and media
– User: Can only use the Ingest Points created by an Admin (e.g. to distribute text messages and media)

•
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Ingest Points: The method by which suitably privileged Users enter text messages, input numeric values,
send URLs and media to devices, or control other devices on a network; the name Ingest Point comes from the
original purpose of the IDS Content Manager: to take in one or more media feeds, repurpose them if necessary,
and route them to display devices around a network.
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Accessing the IDS Content Manager
To access the IDS Content Manager, you need to know the IP address of the IDS Server that is hosting the application:
1.

Open a web browser on any machine that can ‘see’ the IDS Server on your network.

2.

Enter the IP address of your IDS Server in the URL field.
Most browsers will recognise IP addresses without the prefix “http://”.

3.

At the Login page, enter your Username and Password and click Login.

The default username is admin; the default password is pass
4.

The home page will be displayed. This lists any currently defined Zones, in tabbed sections near the top of the
page. The example below already has one Zone defined, which in turn has one Ingest Point (there will be no
Zones if this is the first time you have used the IDS Content Manager)
Tabs for
existing zones

List of Ingest Points
for current Zone
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Basic procedures
The basic procedure for working with the IDS Content Manager is as follows:

In IDS Core
1.

If you want to deliver text or video to a display or IDS Touchscreen, or create some sort of control interface on an
IDS Touchscreen, use the Screen Designer to create the on-screen layout.
For example, you might need:
– A Default Text Display element to display a text message
– A Media element to distribute a video or web URL.
– A series of Button elements to use as controls on an IDS Touchscreen (if, for example, you wanted to be able
to control a DMX lighting system, or change the RSS feed to one or more displays).

2.

Use the Logic Builder to drive your design.
Note: This includes specifying the correct Machine ID syntax when configuring individual logic elements, so that
they are automatically recognised by and available to the IDS Content Manager. See "Specifying Machine IDs
and signal names" on page 121.

3.

In Connected Devices, assign the logic map to one or more IDS devices, so that they can display your text or
media, or control other equipment on your network (such as IDS Lamps or DMX lights).

In IDS Content Manager
4.

Create a named Zone.
For example, you might want to group all the displays on one floor of your building into “Zone 1”, or control all
the DMX lights for “Studio A”.

5.

Create a User and add the Zone to the list of Zone permissions for this User. Anyone who logs into the
IDS Content Manager with this User name will be able to use all the Ingest Points in this Zone.
For example, you could create a general User called “Studio A”, or limit control specifically to a named person.

6.

Create an Ingest Point. You need to specify some settings using drop-down menus:
– Machine ID: the values listed in the drop-down menu are picked up automatically from the Logic Builder
– Zone: Choose from the list of existing zones; Anyone who can log into this Zone can use this Ingest Point.
– Element: The type of content to be deployed (Media, Text, URL or Number)

7.

Display the Zone list.

8.

Select a Zone from the tabs along the top of the window to display all its Ingest Points.

9.

Edit an Ingest Point to configure what happens.
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Introduction to the worked examples
We’re going to work through the process of creating and editing a single Ingest Point in the IDS Content Manager;
it allows a User called John to send some text, a web page and a video feed to a single IDS Remora in a Zone called
Studio A.
Note: Doing things in the order described here means that IDS Content Manager can automatically pick up the
necessary Machine IDs and signal names from the Logic Builder, and populate its drop-down menus. (You can
create Zones and Ingest points first, but you’ll need to remember Machine IDs and signal names when using the
Logic Builder.)
•

Example 1: Create the Ingest point with one text element (a scrolling banner); see page 134

•

Example 2: Add a Web Browser element to the Ingest Point; see page 141

•

Example 3: Add a Media Element to the Ingest Point; see page 144
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Example 1: Sending text to a display device
In this example, we’ll create an Ingest Point that allows a User called John to type in some text and have it displayed
in a scrolling banner on a Remora/display in Studio A.

Create a screen layout in IDS Core
Our simple layout will only contain a scrolling banner across the bottom of the screen. You would probably
incorporate this design element into a more complicated layout.
1.

Start a new layout in the Screen Designer.

2.

Add a Text Box element with the following settings:

– Default Text: (messages…)
– Dynamic
– Scrolling
– Text Input: Message-txt
3.

Style your text using the other parameters. We’ve just used the default font/colour
settings.

4.

Save the layout with the name Layout-TextWebVideo.
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Build a logic map
Our simple layout will contain a scrolling banner across the bottom of the screen.
1.

Start a new logic map in the Logic Builder.

2.

Add a Screen Layout element, and in the Parameters panel, select the Layout-TextWebVideo layout from the
library.

Hint: If you can’t remember how to do this, refer back to the example on page 26.
3.

Add a Remote Text Input element with the following settings:

– Machine ID: IDS.CM.Studio-A
(“IDS.CM” tells the system that this is an IDS Content Manager item. You must use this exact syntax)
(“Studio-A” is the name that will appear automatically in the Machine ID drop-down list in the
IDS Content Manager, for you to select when creating an Ingest Point)
– Input Name: Banner
(This will appear in the Output ID drop-down list in the IDS Content Manager)
4.

Connect the Remote Text Input to the Message-txt input on the Screen Layout element.

5.

Save the logic map as Logic-TextWebVideo.
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Assign the logic map
For the purposes of this example, we’re using an IDS Remora with the name Remora-01 in a location Studio-A. You
can use any IDS Remora or IDS Touchscreen on your system.
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab in the IDS Core software.

2.

Select the display device and click Assign Logic Map.

3.

Choose the Banner-Message logic map and click OK.

4.

The logic map will be applied, as shown under the Running Modules section in the Connected Devices tab.
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Log into the IDS Content Manager and create a Zone
1.

Log into the IDS Content Manager; see page 131.

2.

Click Configuration in the top righthand corner.

3.

Expand the Zones item (in the screen below, we’ve already got one zone defined in our system, called
Reception).

4.

Click Add New.

5.

Enter the following details:
– Name: Studio-A
– Description: Display inside Studio A
– Branding: (We’ll leave this for now, but you can use it to add company branding to Zones).

6.

Click Save.

7.

You’ll be taken back to the main Settings screen.
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Create a User
1.

Expand the Users item.

2.

Click Add New.

3.

Enter the following details:
– Name: John
– Password: (enter a password for this user)
– Role: User
– Zone permissions: Studio-A

4.

Click Save.

5.

Depending on your browser, you may be asked whether you want to remember the password for this user
account. That’s up to you! Other people logging in with this account will need to be told the password.

Add the new zone to the admin user’s permissions (optional)
At this point, it’s always worth adding any new zones you create to the list that can be managed by your admin user.
Yes, you’re logged in as the admin user at the moment, but zones aren’t added to your managed list by default.
1.

Expand the Users item on the main Settings screen and click on the admin name.

2.

Add Studio-A to the list of Zone permissions and click Save.
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Create an Ingest Point
1.

On the main Settings screen, expand the Ingest Points item.

2.

Click Add New.

3.

Enter the following details:

“Studio-A” menu entry comes from
Machine ID in Logic Builder

– Name: Studio-A Banner Message
– Description: (enter a description that explains to any
Users what the Ingest Point is for)
– Machine ID: Select the Studio-A item from the dropdown menu (remember, this is the last part of the
Machine ID name of the Remote Text Input on your
logic map)
– Zone: Studio-A (the zone we defined on page 137)
4.

Select an Element type from the drop-down menu (in this
case, select Text) and click the grey Add button.
This will display a couple of extra fields in the window.

5.

Enter details for your chosen element type.
In our example:

“Banner” menu entry comes from
Input Name in Logic Builder

– Description: This is a description for the individual
element (you can have multiple elements defined for
an Ingest Point)
– Output ID: Select Banner from the drop-down menu
(remember, this corresponds to the Input Name of the
Remote Text Input element on your logic map)
6.

Click Save.

7.

Click Zones in the top righthand corner of the window
and check that your new Zone is available as a tab.
The Zone is only visible to Users with the appropriate
Zone permissions (see page 138). It’s always worth
allowing the admin User to see all Zones.

Manually entering Machine ID and Output ID
If these drop-down menus are not populated, or you have not deployed the configuration, you can enter the
Machine ID and Output ID manually in the appropriate text fields. In this case, you will need to remember to use
equivalent names when designing logic maps in the Logic Builder (IDS Core cannot pick them up automatically from
the IDS Content Manager, since it has no way of knowing where you want to use them!).
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Log in with a suitable User account and use the Ingest Point
You can of course remain logged in as the admin User and control the Ingest Point (assuming you gave yourself the
correct privileges to see the new Zone), but to complete this example we’ll log in as John.
1.

Click Logout in the top righthand corner of the IDS Content Manager browser window.

2.

Log in as the User John.

3.

You’ll see the new Zone called Studio-A, along with the Ingest Point that we created.

4.

Click Edit Ingest Point to display the details for this Ingest Point, including the field where you’ll type in the text
message.

5.

Type your message in the Text field and click Ingest.

6.

That’s it; check the display on your target device – the message should appear as a scrolling banner, according
to the screen layout/logic map you created earlier.

7.

Log out of the IDS Content Manager.

8.

Log back in as the admin User, ready for the next two examples.
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Example 2: Sending a web page to a display device
In this example, we’ll create an Ingest Point that controls the web page visible on a Remora/display in Studio A. We’ll
adapt the screen layout and logic map from the previous example, and simply add a new Ingest Point for Studio A.

Add a web browser to the screen layout
1.

Back in IDS Core, use the Screen Designer to load the existing Banner layout that you
created earlier.

2.

Add a Web Browser element with the following settings:

– Default URL: http://www.ids-products.com (you could use any URL here)
– URL Switch: enabled
– URL Input: Web Display url 1 (this is the default)
3.

Resize the Web Browser element by dragging its selection handles.

4.

Use the other parameters to control the Web Browser element as necessary. For example:
– Enable Java and Flash: On
– Fit Width: On
– Show Scroll Bars: Off

5.

Save the layout (click Yes to overwrite the existing layout).
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Edit the logic map
1.

If it’s not already visible. load the logic map from the earlier example.

2.

From the Media Elements in the Toolbox, add a Remote URL Input element with the following settings:

– Machine ID: IDS.CM.Studio-A (giving this the same machine ID will allow you to add this element to your
existing Ingest Point in the IDS Content Manager later on)
– Input Name: Web
3.

Connect the Remote Text Input to the Web Display url 1 input on the Screen Layout element.

4.

Save the logic map; you can use a different name, or overwrite the existing map; just remember the name when
you come to apply it to a device.

Assign the logic map
For the purposes of this example, we’ll use the Remora-01 in a location Studio-A. You can use any IDS Remora or
IDS Touchscreen on your system.
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab in the IDS Core software.

2.

Select the display device and click Assign Logic Map.

3.

Choose the logic map and click OK.

4.

The display device to which you’ve applied the logic map will now show the default URL you specified when
editing the Web Browser element on the screen layout. You’ll change that using the Ingest Point…
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In the IDS Content Manager, add the new URL element to the Ingest Point
For the purposes of this example, we’ll use the Zone Studio-A. We’ll edit the existing Ingest Point (you could also add
a completely new Ingest Point, but let’s keep it simple).
1.

If you’re not still logged in from the previous example, log into the IDS Content Manager as admin. (See page
131 if you need reminding.)

2.

Click Settings (in the top right of the web page) and expand the Ingest Points item.

3.

Click on the name of the Ingest Point you added earlier (Studio-A display control) to edit it.

4.

Near the bottom of the window, select an Element type from the drop-down menu (in this case, select URL) and
click the grey Add button.

5.

Enter details for your chosen element type.
– Description: Enter a description for the web element
– Output ID: Select Web from the drop-down menu (remember, this corresponds to the Input Name of the
Remote URL Input element on your logic map).

6.

Click Save.
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Use the Ingest Point to display a new web page
Note: To save time, we’ll just stay logged in as the admin user, since they also have access to Zone Studio-A.
To tell the display device to display a new web page (i.e. not the default web page) simply edit the Ingest Point.
1.

Click Zones in the top righthand corner of the window and display Studio-A.

2.

Click Edit Ingest Point in the Studio-A display control panel.

3.

Enter a new web page in the URL field and click Ingest.

4.

The new web page will be displayed instead of the default one on your target display device.
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Example 3: Sending a media file to a display device
In this example, add an element to the Ingest Point that sends a media file to the display in Studio A. We’ll adapt the
screen layout and logic map from the previous example.

Add a Media Element to the screen layout
1.

In the Screen Designer, load the Layout-TextWebVideo layout that you created earlier.

2.

Add a Media Element with the following settings:

– Switching: Off
– Output: Disabled
– Media Input: Media file
– Behaviour: Keep Aspect Ratio
3.

Resize the Media Element by dragging its selection handles.

4.

Save the layout; you can use a different name, or overwrite the existing layout; just remember the name when
you come to edit the logic map.
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Edit the logic map
1.

If it’s not already visible. load the Logic-TextWebVideo logic map from the earlier example.

2.

From the URL Elements in the Toolbox, add a Media Input element with the following settings:

– Machine ID: IDS.CM.Studio-A
– Input Name: Video
3.

Connect the Media Input element to the Media file input on the Screen Layout element.

4.

Save the logic map; you can use a different name, or overwrite the existing map, just remember the name when
you come to apply it to a device.
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Assign the logic map
For the purposes of this example, we’ll use the Remora-01 in a location Studio-A. You can use any IDS Remora or
IDS Touchscreen on your system.
1.

Display the Connected Devices tab in the IDS Core software.

2.

Select the display device and click Assign Logic Map.

3.

Choose the logic map and click OK.

In the IDS Content Manager, add the new Media element to the Ingest Point
1.

If you’re not still logged in from the previous example, log into the IDS Content Manager as admin.

2.

Click Settings, expand the Ingest Points item and edit the Studio-A display control Ingest Point.

3.

Near the bottom of the window, select the Media Element type from the drop-down menu and click the grey
Add button.

4.

Enter the following details:
– Name: Studio-A Video Feed
– Description: (enter a description that explains to any Users what the Ingest Point is for)
– Machine ID: Select the media-input item from the drop-down menu (remember, this is the last part of the
Machine ID name of the Media Input element on your logic map)
– Zone: Studio-A (the zone we defined on page 137)

5.

Select an Element type from the drop-down menu (in this case, select Media) and click the grey Add button.
This will display a couple of extra fields in the window.

6.

Enter details for your chosen element type.
In our example:
– Description: Enter a description for the media element
– Output ID: Select Video from the drop-down menu (remember, this corresponds to the Input Name of the
Media Input element on your logic map)

7.

Click Save.
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Use the Ingest Point to display a video file
To display a video on the target display.
1.

Click Zones in the top righthand corner of the window and display Studio-A.

2.

Click Edit Ingest Point in the Studio-A display control panel.

3.

Click Browse.

4.

In the resulting window, select a video file and click Open.

5.

Click Ingest.

6.

You’ll see a progress message as the media is transcoded.

7.

The video will be displayed on your target display device.
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Using the IDS Web Interface
The IDS Web Interface gives access to the following web-based applications:
•
•
•

IDS Applications Administration: This allows you to configure some global settings for any installed web
applications, set up users and access control, and also manage application-specific settings
IDS Messenger: This allows you to create, edit and send messages throughout your IDS system; see "IDS
Messenger web application" on page 173 for more information
IDS Scheduler: This allows you to create and manage Channels and Events as part of a Schedule. These can then
be implemented with IDS logic maps; see "IDS Scheduler web application" on page 154 for more information

You can run these applications using a standard web browser on any networked computer that has access to the
IDS Server
In this section, we explain how to use IDS Applications Administration to manage user accounts and global settings,
which are used by other IDS web applications (e.g. Scheduler and Messenger).

Installing IDS Web Interface drivers
In order to access the IDS Web Interface (and any associated IDS web applications that you have purchased, such as
IDS Messenger and IDS Scheduler), you first need to install the appropriate device drivers.
This procedure is explained in "Device drivers – controlling third-party equipment" on page 55 (specifically, in
"Adding a device driver" on page 56 and "Application Hosting Driver" on page 67,).
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Accessing the IDS Web Interface
To access the IDS Web Interface, you need to know:
•

The IP address of the IDS Server that is hosting the application

•

The Application Port assigned to the IDS Web Interface driver; this is specified in the IDS Core software, in the
Application Hosting Driver section of the Device Drivers tab:

To access the IDS Web Interface:
1.

Open a web browser on any machine that can see the IDS Server on your network.

2.

Enter the IP address of your IDS Server in the URL field, adding the appropriate port suffix;
For example:
http://192.168.138.134:9998

3.

At the Login page, enter your Username and Password and click Login.
The default username is admin; the default password is password

4.

The ids dashboard will be displayed. This lists any currently available web applications.

If this is the first time you have used the IDS Web Interface, you will only see the IDS Applications Administration. The
next section explains how to make the other applications available to users of the IDS Web Interface.
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Managing global settings
The Settings tab in IDS Applications Adminstration allows you to manage some global features for IDS web
applications:

1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Settings tab.

3.

Enter the settings as appropriate:
– Satellite port: This is provided for possible future enhancements but is not currently used.
– HTTPS: If the IDS web interface is to run under HTTPS, fill in the CSR details and click Download CSR.
This allows a certificate signing request to be generated and the resultant server certificate issued by the
authority to be uploaded which will enable HTTPS.
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Enabling user access to other IDS web applications (e.g. Scheduler)
Note: In order to be able to follow the instructions in this section, a system administrator must first have upgraded
the IDS Server to install the appropriate drivers. See "Device drivers – controlling third-party equipment" on page
55 and subsequent sections.
To make the IDS web applications available to users in the IDS Web Interface:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, check to see which IDS web applications have been installed. These will
be available as extra tabs (after the Settings and Users tabs).
In the example below, IDS Scheduler has been installed:

3.

Click the Users tab. This displays the list of currently defined users. By default, there are two accounts set up:
admin and user. (See "IDS Scheduler web application" on page 154 for more information.)

4.

To edit an existing user’s permissions, click on the user’s entry in the Create and manage users list.

5.

Display the the application tab for which you want to configure access.

6.

Enable the Allow user to use option and click Save.
In the example below we’re enabling access to the Scheduler application for the admin user:

7.
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Click Log Out, then log back in again as the user for which you enabled access. You should now see the
application listed in the ids dashboard:
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Managing user accounts
This section explains how to add and remove user accounts, specify passwords and roles, and control access to
installed IDS web applications.

Adding a user account
To add a new user account:

1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Users tab.

3.

Click Add User.

4.

Enter a user name and password.

5.

Select a Role from the drop-down menu:
– User: This type of user operates the system on a day-to-day basis to create Schedules or send Messages
– Admin: This type of user does the initial system configuration, which sets up everything required to allow
a User to do what they need, e.g. configuring Channels; Once the system is set up, it is envisaged that the
Admin user would rarely need to change anything

6.

For each IDS web application that is installed, display the appropriate tab (e.g. Scheduler, Messenger) and
enable or disable the Allow user to use option as required.

7.

Click Save.

Editing or deleting a user account
To edit or delete a user account:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Users tab.

3.

Click on the name of the user account you want to edit or delete.

4.

Do one of the following:
– Make changes to the account settings and click Save
– Click Delete to remove the user account
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IDS Scheduler web application
The IDS Scheduler web application allows you to create sequenced Events for a Channel, which is analagous to using
an electronic programme guide (EPG). You can use these in your IDS logic maps.

Basic procedure
The basic procedure is as follows:
1.

(Admin role) In IDS Applications Administration, create one or more Channels. See "Managing IDS Scheduler
Channels (admin role)" on page 156.

2.

(Admin role) In IDS Applications Administration, set the default display time period when viewing Events. See
"Setting the display time period (admin role)" on page 161.

3.

(Admin role) In IDS Applications Administration, create as many Parameters as you think you will need. See
"Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)" on page 159.

4.

(User role) In IDS Scheduler, upload any Media you will be using in scheduled Events. See "Managing Media for
use in Events, Channels and Templates (user role)" on page 163.

5.

(User role) In IDS Scheduler, create Events for each Channel. You can:
– Create one-off Events – see "Creating Events (user role)" on page 164
– Create Events from Templates – see "Using Event Templates (user role)" on page 168

6.

Use IDS logic to control where and how the scheduled Events are used – see "A quick example: Schedule
elements and Parameters in a Logic Map" on page 159.

You can also:
•

Edit Channel settings – see "Editing or deleting a Channel" on page 157 and "Setting static Channel Parameters
(user role)" on page 162

•

Edit Events – see "Editing Events" on page 166 and "Editing an Event created from a Template" on page 172.

Navigating to the IDS Scheduler dashboard
1.

Open a web browser on any machine that can see the IDS Server on your network.

2.

Enter the IP address of your IDS Server in the URL field, adding the appropriate port suffix;
For example:
http://192.168.138.134:9998

3.

At the Login page, enter your Username and Password and click Login.
The default username is admin; the default password is password

4.

Click on the IDS Scheduler entry.

5.

Display the Overview tab.
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Viewing scheduled Events on different days
1.

Click the IDS Scheduler entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids scheduler page, display the Overview tab.

3.

Click in the Showing Events field to bring up a calendar, allowing you to change the time period displayed.

4.

Change the month if necessary.

5.

Click on the first date and drag to extend the date selection.

6.

Click on the end date.
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Managing IDS Scheduler Channels (admin role)
A Channel corresponds to an IDS Schedule. As an administrator, you need to specify the Schedule ID that
corresponds to each Channel you configure.
An IDS Schedule allows traditional IDS data to be defined and modified within the system by a third-party interface.
This data can consist of either static values, or data associated with time-driven Events specified by the Schedule. In
the case of time-driven Events, the data will be defined for the duration of the Event.
•

The data associated with a Schedule is known as metadata and can contain several different pieces of data of
different types (text/logic/URL/numeric/media), each of which has its own named identifier

•

An IDS Schedule is defined by a Machine ID and a Schedule ID (the format is IDS.Templar.Machine ID.Schedule
ID)

•

Each Schedule can only have one Event active at a time, but multiple sequential Events can be defined for a
Schedule

•

Multiple Events can be active simultaneously, provided that they are each associated with a different Schedule.
An analogy would be several TV channels, each of which has programmes independently scheduled – each TV
channel can be represented by an IDS Schedule

•

If two Events on a single channel are scheduled to overlap, the first event will terminate as soon as the second
Event starts

Once the Schedule has been created, the metadata associated with a current/previous/future Event can be accessed
within IDS by referencing the relevant Schedule item for a given Schedule object.

Creating a Channel
To create a Channel:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Scheduler tab and click Create Channel.

3.

Fill in the details in the Add New Channel dialog:

– Name, Description (optional) and Image (optional): These are used to identify the Channel within IDS
Scheduler web Application. The Image file appears in the Channel header on the IDS Scheduler Overview
tab.
– Machine ID, Schedule ID: These are the identifiers you need when using the Channel in IDS logic maps.
There is one machine ID per Channel. The Schedule ID is used with a Schedule Input element (see "A quick
example: Schedule elements and Parameters in a Logic Map" on page 159 and "Schedule Elements" on
page 212).
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4.

Click Apply.

The image below shows the Overview tab in the IDS Scheduler application, with two Channels set up (no Events yet
added):

Editing or deleting a Channel
If you need to change the details for a particular Scheduler Channel:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Scheduler tab.

3.

Click on the Channel’s name in the list shown.

4.

Make your changes in the Edit Channel dialog.

5.

Do one of the following:
– Click Apply to save your changes
– Click Cancel to abandon your changes
– Click Delete to remove the Channel from the list

See also "Setting static Channel Parameters (user role)" on page 162.
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Changing the Channel order
To change the order in which the Channels appear on the Scheduler tab:
1.

Click on the up/down arrows next to a Channel’s name on the Scheduler tab in ids admin tools.

2.

Click Save Channel Order.
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Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)
IDS Scheduler allows users to define a series of time-driven Events associated with different Channels (Schedules). An
admin user needs to define the Parameters available for Events (transient data) and Channels (static data).
See also "Setting static Channel Parameters (user role)" on page 162.

A quick example: Schedule elements and Parameters in a Logic Map
Take the example of a number of conference rooms, each of which has a display outside a showing details of the
current meeting taking place:

•

The name of the room is static (i.e. does not change with time), so this would be a Channel Parameter. This
would be extracted in a logic map using a Schedule Metadata element (e.g. a Schedule Text Metadata element
in the case of the room name).

•

The name of the meeting would be associated with a particular Event in time (e.g. Current meeting, Next
meeting, Previous meeting) so this would be an Event Parameter . This would be extracted in a logic map
using a Schedule Item Metadata element (e.g. a Schedule Item Text Metadata element with its Event To Use
parameter set to Current in the case of the current meeting name).
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Creating a Parameter

To create a Parameter:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Scheduler tab and click Create Parameter.

3.

An empty line appears in the Create/Edit Parameters table.

4.

Enter a Name.

5.

Select a Type from the drop-down menu:

6.

Enter a Description (optional).

7.

Depending on the Type you selected, supply a Default Value for this Parameter:
– Text: Can be any text string
– Number: Must be an integer value
– Logic: Enable or disable the check box (the default value will thus be On or Off )
– URL: Enter a valid URL
– Media: You cannot specify a default value for this Parameter type; see "Managing Media for use in Events,
Channels and Templates (user role)" on page 163 for instructions on making media files available to Events
and Templates
If you do not specify a default value, the user will have to specify the value for this parameter themselves each
time they create an Event (if the Event is to use that Parameter).

8.

Click Apply.

Editing a Parameter
To edit a Parameter:
1.

Change one or more of its defining entries in the Create/Edit Parameters table.

2.

Click Apply.

Deleting a Parameter
To delete a Parameter:
1.

Click on the cross

2.

Click Apply.
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Setting the display time period (admin role)
To set the default display time period when using the IDS Scheduler web application:
1.

Click the IDS Applications Administration entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids admin tools page, display the Scheduler tab.

3.

Select a time period (day, week or month) from the drop-down menu and click Apply.

4.

Whenever a user displays the ids scheduler Overview page, all events for this time period will be shown by
default. (Users can click the Currently Showing Events field to bring up a calendar, allowing them to change the
time period displayed.)
The start and end times of the events across all the channels are displayed on the left (note that the timescale of
events is not shown in a linear fashion as some events may have a very short duration of a a few seconds while
others may span much longer periods).
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Setting static Channel Parameters (user role)
Channel Parameters are used to define the static metadata associated with the Channel (in IDS logic terms, the
Schedule metadata), as opposed to the transient metadata associated with time-driven events (in IDS logic terms,
the Schedule item metadata; see "Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)" on page 159).
(For instructions on editing the ‘global’ Channel settings, such as the Channel name, Machine ID and Schedule ID, see
"Editing or deleting a Channel" on page 157. This must be done by an admin account.)
Note: When dealing with Parameters, IDS Scheduler always shows the full list of defined parameters, even though
not all parameters will be applicable for every Event/Channel.
1.

Click on the Channel’s name in the list shown on the Scheduler tab in ids admin tools.

2.

Make your changes in the Edit Channel Parameters dialog.

3.

Do one of the following:
– Click Apply to save your changes
– Click Cancel to abandon your changes

See also:
•

"Managing IDS Scheduler Channels (admin role)" on page 156.

•

"Creating Events (user role)" on page 164
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Managing Media for use in Events, Channels and Templates (user role)
You can upload image and video files for use with Events, Channels and Templates.
To add media to the library:
1.

Click the IDS Scheduler entry on the ids dashboard.

2.

On the resulting ids scheduler page, display the Media tab and click Upload Media.

3.

Fill in the details in the Upload Media dialog:

4.

Enter a Name for the media file.

5.

Click Choose File, navigate to and select the media (image or video) file and click Choose.

6.

Click Apply.
Once the upload is complete, the media will be listed on the Media tab.

You can edit the name of an uploaded item, or delete it:
1.

Click on the entry on the Media tab.

2.

Do one of the following:
– Change the name and click Apply
– Click Delete to remove the file from the library.
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Creating Events (user role)
To create an Event:
1.

Display the Overview tab in ids scheduler and click Create Event.

2.

Enter an Event Name.

3.

Click in the Start Time field and enter a date and time for the Event to start (the Time selectors are at the bottom
of the calendar screen). Start Time defaults to current date and time, End Time defaults to current time +1 hour.

4.

Specify an End Time.

5.

Click Choose Channels and tick the check boxes for the Channels to which this Event applies and click Apply.
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6.

Specify the Parameters for this Event.
Note: This dialog shows all available parameters (see "Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)" on
page 159 and "Setting static Channel Parameters (user role)" on page 162). Here, you only need to specify
parameters that you wish this Event to set. Any other parameters can be ignored.

7.

Click Apply.
The Event will be listed in the Overview tab. Any other existing Events will also be shown, with timings down the
lefthand side.

8.

Note that if you cannot see your Event listed, click the Currently showing events field and select the correct
date for which you created the Event. See also "Setting the display time period (admin role)" on page 161.
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Editing Events
To edit an IDS Scheduler Event:
1.

Display the Overview tab in ids scheduler.

2.

If necessary, click on the Currently showing events field and select the day on which the Event is scheduled.

3.

Click on the Event you want to edit.

4.

Make your changes and click Apply.

Copying an existing Event
You can use an existing Event as the starting point for creating another Event, to save starting from scratch:
1.

Display the Overview tab in ids scheduler.

2.

If necessary, click on the Currently showing events field and select the day on which the Event is scheduled.

3.

Click on the Event you want to use as the starting point and click Copy.

4.

Make your changes. By default, the current Event name is shown, with (Copy) appended.

5.

Click Apply. (The Apply button is disabled until you make changes to the time or Channels settings.)

Editing Events created from a Template
You can also create an Event from an existing Template (see "Using Event Templates (user role)" on page 168).
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Starting and ending Events (user role)
You can start an Event that is scheduled to start in the future. You can end an Event that is running now.
1.

Display the Overview tab in ids scheduler.

2.

If necessary, click on the Currently showing events field and select the day on which the Event is scheduled.

3.

Click on the Event.

4.

Click Start Now or End Now as appropriate.
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Using Event Templates (user role)
A Template is created from a sequence of Actions that form an Event, to be stored and later used on the Overview
page.

Creating an Event Template
To create an Event Template:
1.

Display the Templates tab in ids scheduler.

2.

Click Create Template.

3.

Enter a Template Name and click Create Action.

4.

Enter an Action Name.

5.

Fill in the Pre-roll (optional), Duration and Post-roll (optional) timings for the action.
(Pre-roll and Post-roll allow time spacing intervals to be inserted between actions.)

6.

Specify the default Parameters for this Action.
Note: This dialog shows all available parameters (see "Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)" on
page 159). Here, you only need to specify parameters that apply to the type of Event that will be using this
Template/list of Actions. Any other parameters can be ignored.
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7.

Click Apply.
The Action will be listed in the Create Template dialog.

8.

Repeat the above instructions to add more Actions to this Template. We’ve added two more in the example
below:

9.

At this point, you can reorder the Actions using the up/down arrows if required.

10. Click Apply when you’re done.
The new Template will be listed on the Templates tab:
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Editing a Template definition

To change a Template definition, or delete it:
1.

Click on the Template’s name on the Templates tab.

2.

Do one or more of the following:
– Reorder the Actions using the up/down arrows
– Click on an Action to edit the settings; click Apply when you’re done, or Delete to remove that specific
Action from the Template
– Click Create Action to add another Action to the Template

3.
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Adding an Event using a Template
To add an Event based on an existing Template:
1.

Display the Overview tab in ids scheduler.

2.

Click Add From Template.

3.

Choose a Template from the drop-down menu

4.

Click on the Start Time field and use the calendar to set the start time and date.

5.

Either set the number of Occurrences, or enable the Repeat Indefinitely option.
Note: If you have an indefinitely repeating Event created from a Template, the Overview tab in ids scheduler
only displays the previous, current, and next events (to prevent the display from becoming too cluttered). The
previous Event will only be displayed once at least one Event has finished.

6.

Click Choose Channels, specify the Channels to which this Template relates and click Apply (we only have one
Channel defined for this example).

7.

Click Apply in the Add From Template dialog.

The Event is displayed on the Overview tab. Note that Events created from a Template are shown in gold.
(The Template in this example only has one action. A Template with multiple actions would show each action as a
separate row.)
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Editing an Event created from a Template

To change an Event that was created using a Template, or delete it:
1.

Click on the Event’s name on the Overview tab (such Events are shown in gold).

2.

In the Edit Template Event dialog, do one or more of the following:
– Change the Start Time
– Change the number of Occurrences, or the state of the Repeat Indefinitely option

3.
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IDS Messenger web application
IDS Messenger enables users to send messages to any IDS Remora display or Touchscreen that is configured to
receive them.
•

Using the IDS Messenger web application, a user can log in via their desktop web browser to select one or more
locations to display a message, set the message priority, and define a duration for it to be displayed.

•

An active message can be edited or cancelled at any time. Recurring messages can be saved as presets to
facilitate quick selection.

•

Messages appear as text on the configured IDS displays and remain visible for the duration of the message, as
defined by IDS Messenger.

Navigating to the IDS Messenger dashboard
1.

Open a web browser on any machine that can see the IDS Server on your network.

2.

Enter the IP address of your IDS Server in the URL field, adding the appropriate port suffix;
For example:.
http://192.168.138.134:9998

3.

At the Login page, enter your Username and Password and click Login.
The default username is admin; the default password is password

4.

Click on the IDS Messenger entry.
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Configuring a Messenger User
1.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and log in as username admin - this will take you to the top-level IDS
dashboard:

2.

Select IDS Applications Administration and display the Users tab within the IDS admin tools; this will display
the current list of users similar to the following (a new user can also be created here if required):

3.

Click on the user to be configured to create and send messages, check the box Allow user to use messenger,
then click Save:

4.

If you want to add a new user, click the Add User button, enter the new user’s details (leave the Role set to User
unless they need to have Admin privileges), check Allow user to use messenger, then click Save

5.

Click the left arrow
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Creating Group Message Hierarchy
A Group Message Hierarchy is a collection of groups from which a user can select one or more to send messages to.
The administrator initially defines the hierarchy for the system, and users can then see this hierarchy when they log in
to send messages.
Note: Message Groups are defined by the Group Messaging settings in the IDS Core software (found under the
Connected Devices > Assign Device tab) for connected clients. Before you can set up a Group Message Hierarchy,
as descibed below, an administrator must first have set up the Message Groups, as described in "Setting up Group
Messaging" on page 42.
The hierarchy can consist of both parents and children.
1.

Log in to the main IDS dashboard as admin and click on IDS Applications Administration:

2.

Display the Messenger tab:
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Adding Parents to the Hierarchy
1.

Click on the large + button – this will bring up a drop-down list of all the message group names which clients
within the IDS system have been assigned to – in this example the group names in use are:
– Floor 1
– Floor 2
– Floor 3
– Business A
– Business B
– Business C
– North Wing
– South Wing
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2.

Select the name of the first group to be added as a parent to the group messaging hierarchy e.g. Business A
and click the
button next to it to confirm the addition:

3.

Select further groups to add as parents in the same way then click Save to save the hierarchy:
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Adding Children to the Hierarchy
To add child group:
1.

Select its parent e.g. Business A – this brings up another large + button on the row beneath:

2.

Click on the + button – this will bring up a drop-down list of all the remaining message groups within IDS which
have not already been selected as parents:

3.

Select the name of the first group to be added as a child e.g. Floor 1 and click the
confirm the addition:

4.

Select further groups to add as children of Business A in the same way:

5.

Select another parent e.g. Business B and add children to it in the same way:

button next to it to

Children can in turn become parents themselves in the same way e.g. North Wing can be added as a child of
Floor 1, which in turn is a child of Business A:

6.

Once all children have been added, click Save to save the hierarchy – the display will then revert to showing just
the top level of the hierarchy (selecting any top level group will reveal its immediate children below):

Notes:
•

More than one parent can have the same child e.g. Floor 1 is a child of both Business A and Business B.

•

A child cannot be a parent itself at the same level as its own parent e.g. Floor 2 could not exist as a top level
parent alongside Business B while it is also a child of Business B.
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Defining Group Message Types
The system is pre-configured with standard group message types with the following display names:
•

High

•

Medium

•

Low

If more than one message is currently valid for a client, it will display that which has the highest priority.
If more than one message of equal priority is currently valid for a client, it will display the most recent message.
•
•

Display Name: The name of the message type as seen by the user as they select it while creating or editing a
message (see "Creating and Sending a New Message" on page 180).
Group Message Type: The type that should be specified within the client logic map that is to use this message
type. Note that if a new type is added, the client logic map must be modified in order to use it.

To add a new Group Message Type:
1.

Navigate to the Messenger tab within IDS Applications Administration on the IDS dashboard

2.

Enter the Group Message Type and Display Name for the new message type in the empty boxes below the
existing message types.
The example below defines a new type “critical” with a display name of “Critical”.

3.

Click the

button next to the new type to confirm the addition then select Save to save the change:

The new message type will be displayed at the end of the list:

4.

Log out once all the changes are complete.
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Viewing the Current Messages
1.

Log in as any valid user (you do not need to have admin permissions).

2.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and select IDS Messenger.
The screen will display all the current active messages and any previous messages which have now finished:

FInished messages are cleared from the ids messenger dashboard after five minutes.

Creating and Sending a New Message
1.

Log in as the previously defined user who is to send the message

2.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and select IDS Messenger:

3.

Click on the Create New Message button:
This will take you to the screen which allows you to create a new message: under the heading Send a new
message; all the groups which were previously defined in the Group Message Hierarchy (see "Creating Group
Message Hierarchy" on page 175) will be displayed:
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4.

Select the groups to which you wish to send the new message (selected groups will be highlighted orange) – in
the example below, the groups Business A and Business B are selected:

If a group is a parent, it will have a
symbol displayed to its left. Clicking on the arrow changes it to
displays its immediate children below:

5.

and

Select all the groups required from the hierarchy that the message is to be sent to (note that selecting a parent
does not automatically select all of the children beneath it):

Note that if a child has multiple parents then selecting/deselecting it under one parent will cause it to
automatically change state to selected/deselected under all its other parents, irrespective of where the original
selection/deselection was performed.
For example, after Floor 1 is selected as a child Business A in the previous example, it will automatically appear
as selected when the children of Business B are displayed:

6.

Enter the message text to be displayed (e.g. Evacuate the building immediately in the example below).

7.

Click on the Duration drop-down box and select the time that the message is to be displayed for from the
range available (between 5 seconds and 20 minutes). The default time is Unlimited duration:
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8.

Click on the Type drop down box and select the group message type required – the names displayed will be
the Display Names that were specified for each of the message types which were defined for the system (see
"Defining Group Message Types" on page 179). The default type is High. We selected Critical for this example:

9.

Click Send to send the message. It will appear on the main Messenger screen:

Note: If there are no longer any devices in the system which are members of one or more of the selected groups, the
Send button will not be enabled.
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Creating a Preset Message
To create a new message to be used as a preset:
1.

Log in to the main IDS dashboard as admin, select IDS Messenger and click on Create New Message:

2.

Set up the message options (Groups, Message, Duration and Type) as appropriate.

3.

Click Save as Preset.

4.

Enter the name to be used for the preset message (Coffee break in the example below).

5.

Uncheck any of the options (Message Text/Groups/Duration/Group Message Type) which you do not wish to
save with the preset.

6.

Click Save to confirm: Next time you create a new message, an extra drop-down menu appears with any preset
messages you have created.
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Sending a Preset Message
1.

Log in as the previously defined user who is to send the message.

2.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and select IDS Messenger.
Provided that one or more preset messages have been defined, the heading Send a preset message will be
visible at the top of the screen:

3.

Click on the drop-down box and select the name of the preset message required:
– The message option fields (Message Text/Groups/Duration/Group Message Type) will be populated with the
values that were saved with the preset.
– The default value will be used for any option which was not specified with the preset:

4.

If required, modify any of the pre-filled options prior to sending the message.

5.

Click Send.
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Deleting a Preset Message
1.

Log in to the main IDS dashboard as admin, select IDS Messenger and click on Create New Message.

2.

Select the preset message which is to be deleted from the drop-down list:

3.

Click Delete then click OK to confirm the deletion:

Editing a Current Message
1.

Log in as any valid user (you do not need to have admin permissions)

2.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and select IDS Messenger
The screen should display all the current active messages – click on the Edit button of the message to be
modified:
The existing message will display:

3.

Modify the message fields as required and click Send:
The message will update and the display will reflect the change:

Cancelling a Current Message
1.

Log in as any valid user (you do not need to have admin permissions)

2.

Navigate to the main IDS dashboard and select IDS Messenger
The screen will display all the current active messages:

3.

Click on the Cancel button of the message to be cancelled then click OK to confirm:

The message will be removed from the list.
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Screen Designer tools
Note: The IDS Core software automatically creates default signal names when you enable an input or output, so that
the appropriate GPIO signal is visible in the Logic Builder. You can change the default names if necessary. Signal
names are incremented automatically as you add inputs and outputs.

Screen Designer: Common parameters
Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Switching

Allows the element to be switched on and off via the logic interface (note: if selected, a default
Switch Signal name is applied so the input automatically becomes available within the Logic Builder;
you can change this default name).

Switch Signal

(only if Switching enabled) Name by which the Switching input is identified on the Logic Builder.
IDS Core automatically applies a default name, which you can change.

Default Switch State

(only if Switching enabled) Defines the default state of the element if no valid logic is present at the
input.

Output

Allows the element to be used as a button on an IDS Touchscreen (note: if selected, a default Output
Signal name is applied so the output automatically becomes available within the Logic Builder; you
can change this default name).

Output Signal

(only if Output enabled) Name by which the Output is identified on the Logic Builder. IDS Core
automatically applies a default name, which you can change.

Output Type

(only if Output enabled) Defines the behaviour of the button (Toggle, Momentary or Radio).

Text

Specifies the text string that will be displayed for this element.

Text Colour

Defines the colour of the displayed text string.

Text Font

Defines the font of the displayed text string.
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Screen Designer: Setting the Background
Instead of the old Background tool, you now control the background settings in the Screen Designer as follows:
1.

Select the Background element in the Layers panel in the bottom right of the Screen Designer tab.

2.

Edit the settings in the Parameters panel. See the table below.

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Output

Allows the backround to be used as a button on an IDS Touchscreen (note: if selected, a default
Output Signal name is applied so the output automatically becomes available within the Logic
Builder; you can change this default name).

Output Signal

(only if Output enabled) Name by which the background Output is identified on the Logic Builder.
IDS Core automatically applies a default name, which you can change.

Output Type

(only if Output enabled) Defines the behaviour of the button (Toggle, Momentary or Radio).

Columns

Number of columns in the background grid.

Rows

Number of rows in the background grid.

Display Grid

Toggles the grid on and off.

Grid Colour

Defines the grid colour.

Grid Opacity

Defines the opacity of the grid.

Background

Use this to select a background image.

Aspect Ratio

Aspect ratio of the layout (e.g. 16:9).

Background Colour

If no background image is used, defines the colour of the background.

Image Rotation

Defines the rotation/orientation of the chosen background image (Normal, Clockwise,
Anticlockwise, Inverted).

Behaviour

Defines how the background image fits different aspect ratios.
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Screen Designer: Tool descriptions and tool-specific parameters
Tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Analogue Clock

Analogue style clock

Style

Allows you to choose the style of clock
from a predefined set of resources.

Text Y

Sets the position of the text in the Y axis

Text Width

Sets the maximum width of the text

Text Height

Sets the maximum height of the text

Timezone

Defines which timezone the clock runs.

Sweeping hands

Specify which hands (hour, minute,
second) sweep or step.

Image

Select any image file (JPEG or PNG,
previously imported to the Library from a
USB stick) to use on the clock face

Image X

Sets the position of the image in the X axis

Image Y

Adjusts the position of the image in the Y
axis

Image Width

Sets the max. width of the image

Image Height

Sets the max. height of the image

Image Opacity

Sets the image opacity
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Tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Digital Clock

Digital style clock

Colour

Sets the colour of the dots denoting
minutes and seconds

Time Font

Sets the font used for the time display
digits

Time Colour

Sets the colour used for the time display

Time Y

Sets the position of the digits in the Y axis

Time Width

Sets the maximum width of the digits

Time Height

Sets the maximum height of the digits

Text Font

Sets the font used for any text below the
time digits

Text Colour

Sets the colour used for any text below the
time digits

Text

Sets the text displayed below the time
digits

Text Y

Sets the position of the text in the Y axis

Text Width

Sets the maximum width of the text

Text Height

Sets the maximum height of the text

Face Colour

Defines the colour of the clock face.

Timezone

Defines which timezone the clock runs.

Image

Select any image file (JPEG or PNG,
previously imported to the Library from a
USB stick) to use on the clock face

Image X

Sets the position of the image in the X axis

Image Y

Adjusts the position of the image in the Y
axis

Image Width

Sets the max. width of the image

Image Height

Sets the max. height of the image

Image Opacity

Sets the image opacity

Use 12 Hour

When enabled, uses 12-hour format

Time As Text

Shows the time in words rather than
numerals (e.g. Ten past ten)

Timezone

Defines which timezone the clock runs.

Use 12 Hour

When enabled, uses 12-hour format

Time As Text

Shows the time in words rather than
numerals (e.g. Ten past ten)

Timezone

Defines which timezone the clock runs.

Format

Defines the date format.

Text Clock

Date Display
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Text style clock

Text style date
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Cue Light

Controllable signal light.

Default Colour

The colour to use if no Colour Signal is
available.

Colour Signal

Signal name from a Logic element (e.g.
DMX or Colour Mixer) that defines colour

Off Image Opacity

Defines the opacity of the cue light’s off
image.

On Text Colour

Defines the colour of the cue light’s ‘on’
text. (Currently text is only available on one
style of cue light.)

Off Text Colour

Defines the colour of the cue light’s ‘off’
text. (Currently text is only available on one
style of cue light.)

On Text

Defines the text of the cue light when in its
on state. (Currently text is only available on
one style of cue light.)

On Text Font

Defines the text font of the cue light
when in its on state. (Currently text is only
available on one style of cue light.)

Off Text

Defines the text of the cue light when in its
off state. (Currently text is only available on
one style of cue light.)

Off Text Font

Defines the text font of the cue light
when in its off state. (Currently text is only
available on one style of cue light.)

Display State

Toggles the display state of the cue light
on the stage.

Lock Scales

Locks the text size of the on and off states
of the cue light text. (Currently text is only
available on one style of cue light.)

Style

Allows you to choose the style of the cue
light.

Input Signal

Name by which the switching input is
identified on the Logic Builder.

Default State

Defines the default state of the element if
no valid logic is present at the input.

Behaviour

How the button fits its bounding box
(Keep Aspect Ratio or Scale to Fit).
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Button

Select a predefined button
from the library, or design
your own. For use with
screen layouts on an
IDS Touchscreen.

Button Name

Select a predefined button from the library,
or design your own. See page 198.

Group

Allows you to group two or more buttons
logically, using the same group name.
Specify a Group name, then enable Signal
Group to reveal two extra signals at the
bottom of the list (Group Reset, Group
Enable; see below).

Signals (e.g. Media)

Signals that enable features of this button.

Highlight

(Visual reference) Allows you to cycle
through the active states of a button on
the stage without affecting the behaviour
of the button in the Logic Builder.

Depressed

(Visual reference) shows the button in its
down state..

Enabled

(Visual reference) Previews the enabled/
disabled states of the button.

Disabled Opacity

Set the opacity of the button icon in its
disabled state

Text Colour (Down/Up)

Specify different text colours for different
states

Down/Up Text

Specify different text for different states

Show Margins

Enable or disable the display of margins
around the button graphic

Margins

If Show Margins is enabled, specify text
inset (margin sizes) from the button’s
edges.

Lock Scales

Locks the text size of the on and off states
of the button text.

Behaviour

How the button fits its bounding box
(Keep Aspect Ratio or Scale to Fit).

name Signal (e.g. Active
Signal)

If any of the Signals at the top of the list
are enabled (e.g. Active, Group, Media),
corresponding signal names will appear on
an associated Logic Builder element.
Note: If Signal Active is enabled, there is an
extra parameter, Signals Active, which you
can use to specify the number of active
states of a button (up to 20).
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Group Reset

Enables a logic input that allows you to
reset all radio buttons in a group

Group Enable

Enables a logic input that allows you to
enable/disable all radio buttons in a group
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Text Display

Displays either static,
scrolling or dynamic text.
The source for dynamic
text is defined on a logic
map.

Default Text

Defines the default text (i.e. if no dynamic
text is available or specified).

Default Colour

The text colour to use if no Dynamic Colur
Signal is available.

Dynamic Colour Signal

Signal name from a Logic element (e.g.
DMX or Colour Mixer) that defines text
colour

SingleLine

Constrains the text to a single line.

Text Alignment

Defines the alignment of the text
(e.g. AlignLeft). Click the + sign in the
Parameters panel to view all options.

Dynamic

Allows the text content to be updated
dynamically using the Logic Builder.

Text Input

(only if Dynamic enabled) Name by which
the Text Input is identified on the Logic
Builder.

Scrolling

Whether the text display scrolls

Scroll If Needed

(Only available if Scrolling parameter is
disabled) Only scrolls text if the text to be
displayed cannot fit within the defined
space of the text display.

Scroll Speed

Choose from Slow, Medium or Fast

Reset Input

If Scrolling enabled, logic input to reset the
scrolling text; Starts scrolling again

Use Next

If Scrolling enabled, loop next output back
to next input; Use the Text Local Send/
Receive elements to cut down the number
of connections on a logic map

Next Signal

If Scrolling enabled, logic input to trigger
the next scrolling text item

In a simple example you
might use a Text Source
object and connect to
the dynamic text input
on the screen layout. You
could use a Text Router on
the logic map to switch
between multiple text
sources using logic, or you
could have a Text Input
box on another screen
which can send text to a
dynamic text box.

Static Image

Places a graphic (e.g. a
logo) from the Library on
the stage.

Image

Select a JPEG or PNG image to display
(must have previously been imported to
the Library from a USB stick)

Image Frame/Bezel

Adds borders and bezels
to other elements (e.g.
clocks).

Style

Select the style of frame.
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Coloured Frame/Bezel

Adds configurable borders
and bezels to other
elements (e.g. clocks).

Colours (Background,
Border)

Specify colours for different parts of the
frame

Border thickness

Size of border

Margin widths

Specify margin sizes (left, right, top,
bottom)

Opacities (Background,
Border)

Specify opacities for different parts of the
frame

Border Radius

Radius of outer corners

Dynamic Colours

If enabled, makes the next two options
available

Background Colour
Input

If Dynamic Colours enabled, signal name
from a Logic element (e.g. DMX or Colour
Mixer) that defines background colour

Border Colour Input

If Dynamic Colours enabled, signal name
from a Logic element (e.g. DMX or Colour
Mixer) that defines background colour

Groups layout elements
together so they move and
scale as one.

Columns

Number of columns within the grid
container.

Rows

Number of rows within the grid container.

You can lock elements so
as not to drag them out of
the container accidentally.

Display Grid

Toggles the visibility of the grid.

Grid Colour

Defines the colour of the grid.

Grid Opacity

Defines the opacity of the grid.

Make Square

When active, constrains the grid to be
square, regardless of the shape of the
container. When inactive, the grid fills the
container.

Grid Container
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Stacked/Layered
Container

Like a Grid container,
but with a single row or
column.

Direction

Specifies whether elements align vertically
or horizontally.

Name

Useful if you have multiple Stacked/
Layered Containers, so they are easy to
identify in the Layers panel.

Padding

The amount of space added around the
element. If the stack is set to vertical then
the padding adjusts the space to the left
and right of the element. If the the stack is
set to horizontal then the padding adjusts
the space to the top and bottom of the
element. If the stack is set to layered, it
adjusts the space top, bottom, left and
right of the element.

Draw Border

Specifies which of the borders (Top,
Bottom, Left, Right) will be displayed;
when enabled, attributes can be defined
(e.g. colour)

Border Colour

If any of the Draw Border parameters are
enabled, specifies the border colour.

Border Colour Input

If Border Colour enabled, signal name from
a Logic element (e.g. DMX or Colour Mixer)
that defines background colour

Border Thickness

If any of the Draw Border parameters are
enabled, specifies the border thickness

Border Length

If any of the Draw Border parameters are
enabled, specifies the length of those
borders as a percentage.of the appropriate
stack dimension

(Continued on next
page)
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Item Spacing

The amount of space added around the
element. If the stack is set to vertical then
the padding adjusts the space to the top
and bottom of the element. If the the
stack is set to horizontal then the padding
adjusts the space to the left and right of
the element. If the stack is set to layered,
it adjusts the space top, bottom, left and
right of the element.

Draw Separators

Draws a horizontal separator line between
each element in the stack.

Separator Colour

If Draw Separator parameter enabled,
specifies the colour.

Separator Colour Input

If Separator Colour enabled, signal name
from a Logic element (e.g. DMX or Colour
Mixer) that defines background colour

Separator Thickness

If Draw Separator parameter enabled,
specifies the thickness.

Separator Length

If Draw Separator parameter enabled,
specifies the length as a percentage of the
stack width

Separators Inside
Padding

If Draw Separator parameter enabled,
draws the separator inside the padded
region
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Web Browser

Web browser window.

Default Url

Default URL the web browser will display.

Url Switchable

Allows the URL to be switched via the logic
interface.

Enable Javascript

Enables/disables Javascript for the web
browser.

Enable Flash

Enables/disables Flash for the web
browser.

Show Scrollbars

Enables/disables the navigation scroll bars
for the web browser.

Fit Width

Forces the web page to fit the defined
width of the web browser.

Fit Height

Forces the web page to fit the defined
height of the web browser.

Url Input

(only if Url Switchable enabled) Name
by which the switchable URL input is
identified on the Logic Builder.

Show Scrollbars

Whether or not scroll bars are displayed

Fit Width

Scales to fit the specified width

Fit Height

Scales to fit the specified height

Use Proxy Settings

Allows you to use a proxy server

Studio Name

Name of the studio for PTT functionality

Server Address

URL that points to the correct server

Server Path

Amalgamation of Server Address and
Studio Name (you can either just supply
this parameter, or Studio Name and Server
Address separately)

PTT Web Browser
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Tool Description

Spacer

Inserts blank space into a
Stacked/Layered Container
to space out elements.

Countdown Display

Displays a countdown
timer in one of seven types

Device Information
(Machine ID)
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Displays information about
the local processor, such as
IP address or Device Name.

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Display type

Start Time
End Time
Duration
Event Name
Schedule Name
Time To Start
Time To End

Event to show

Defines which event is going to be
displayed

Schedule input

Name by which the Schedule input is
identified on the Logic Builder

Use Active

Adds an output pin in the logic builder,
becomes high when a schedule is active.

Active Signal

If Use Active is enabled, this specifies the
name of the signal to be used

Display UTC

Displays the time output as UTC (ignores
units timezone).

Display Format

Determines the format the time is
displayed on screen. For example:
HH:MM:SS displays 23:59:59
MM:SS displays 59:59
SS displays 59 (seconds).

Display Type

IP Address
Unique ID
Machine ID
Device Name
Serial Number
Device Version
Client Version
Location
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Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Audio Bars

Displays audio level
information in a standard
LED bar format

Peak Hold

Indicator stays at maximum detected level
for a predefined (non-editable) period.

Maximum Value

Maximum level (dB) indicated by Audio Bar
element

Minimum Value

Minimum level (dB) indicated by Audio Bar
element

Direction

Orientation of Audio Bars element:
Bottom to Top
Top to Bottom
Left to Right
Right to Left

Spacing

Spacing betwen segments

Style

Currently only one style is available:
Audio Bars 001

Number Of Colours

You can specify up to 5 colour regions

Level n Colour

Colour of an individual colour range

Colour n Segments

The number of segments for this colour
region

Allows you to display still
images, or a media feed
from a video server or web
cam.

Media Input

Name by which the media input is
identified on the Logic Builder

Behaviour

Keep Aspect Ratio
Stretch to Fit

For use on an
IDS Touchscreen.

Orientation

Vertical or Horizontal

Minimum Value

The minimum value available on the Slider
(default is 0; you can use negative and
positive numbers)

Maximum Value

The Maximum value available on the Slider
(default is 100; you can use negative and
positive numbers)

Default Value

The default Slider position (usually zero)

Input Value Signal

Numeric Input – Value that the slider will
move to when it receives a ‘Follow’ signal.

Input Follow Signal

Logic Input – When driven high, the signal
makes the slider react to the ‘Input Value’
signal, moving to the prescribed position.

Output Value Signal

Numeric Output – Output value generated
by the slider (depends on the scale and
position of the slider).

Style

Currently, four different coloured styles are
available

Lock Signal

When the Lock signal is active, the slider is
not adjustable

Media Element

Slider Element
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Button Editor
When designing screen layouts that will be used on an IDS Touchscreen, you can use the Button Editor to design your
own buttons, and their associated up/down/active states.
1.

In the Screen Designer, add a Button element and select it on the Stage.

2.

In the Parameters list, click on the browse icon (…) to the right of the Button Name field.
The Button Editor will load, showing all the buttons available in the Library.

Creating a new button
This process takes you through the basic steps of creating a button. (It might be useful to select an existing button in
the Library and click Copy then Edit, to see how it is constructed using various images for the different button states;
Then just delete the copied button, or use it as the starting point for a new button.)
1.

Start the Button Editor as described above.

2.

Click Create, enter a name for the new button and click OK.

3.

You will need to add several images to define a button’s base layer and its various states. For each image:
In the Images panel at the bottom of the Button Editor, click Add, navigate to and select the image, and click
Open. The image name will be listed in the File column, and its purpose will be listed in the Function column.
Initially, any images you add will be assigned the function Unknown.

4.

You can click Show Paths to include the full path name of any images in the Button Editor window.

5.

Specify how each image will be used:
Double-click on the entry in the Function column, then choose a function from the list.
– Mask: a black and white image that overlays the ‘Media’ layer; areas covered with the black portions of the
Mask will be visible, those covered by the white portions of the Mask will not
– Default Image: the image displayed when no media is present
– Base: the base ‘layer’ image for the button; other ‘layers’ (e.g. Active) are superimposed when required
– Down State: the image displayed when the button is pressed
– Active: you can supply images for up to six active states
– Unknown: This imported image has not yet been assigned a function

6.

Enable the Active Preview check box; use the arrow buttons to see how each Active states looks when enabled.

7.

You can apply a border to the button element: Click the Border arrows to increase or decrease the size. Click the
padlock icon to toggle whether the border is symmetrical. You can also Preview how the border will appear.

8.

Click Save to Library.
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Logic Builder and Macro Builder tools

Logic Builder and Macro Builder tools
For the most part, the tools and parameters available in the Logic Builder and the Macro Builder are exactly the same.
The only differences are:
•

Local Send/Receive elements: When using these in the Macro Builder, an extra Global parameter controls
whether a signal is available externally (in a calling logic map or parent macro) or internally (i.e. only available
within the current macro
Screen Layout element: When using these in the Macro Builder, an extra Enable signal controls whether a
screen layout is active. You can include multiple Screen Layouts in a macro, but only one can be active at any
given time.

•

Miscellaneous Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Screen Layout

Adds a complete screen
layout from the Library to a
logic map.

Layout

Assigns an existing (saved) screen layout made in
the Screen Designer.

Allow Switching

Logic Builder: Allows the entire layout to be
switched on/off.

For example, you can use
logic to switch between
two entirely different screen
layouts.

Macro Builder: Not available. Screen Layout state
controlled by the extra Enabled signal, either
locally or in the parent logic map/macro.
Default State

Logic Builder: Only available if Allow Switching is
enabled. Defines the default state if no valid logic
is available.
Macro Builder: Defines the default state if no valid
logic is available.

Stop Watch

Timed Event

System Health
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Displays a stopwatch. Outputs Direction
the elapsed time from a
specified start time.

You can set whether the stopwatch counts up or
down from the time entered on the element’s
input.

Input Mode

Toggle: Start on high signal, stop on low
Momentary: Press to start/stop

Format

Specifies text output format; one of:
h:m:s
m:s
s

Outputs a logical high
between a definable start and
end time.

Start Time

Start of logical high output.

End Time

End of logical high output.

Repeat On

Day on which event should be repeated.

Outputs a logical high when
a specified error condition is
detected.

Error Condition

Choose from:
Network Error
GPIO Error
No NTP Servers Reachable
Not All NTP Servers Reachable
NTP Sync Error
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Key Input

Allows control of a connected
keyboard, for use as a GPI (e.g.
to trigger a Cue Light).

Key

Select which key to use as GPI control

Output Type

Select whether the keypress effect is Momentary
or Toggle

Sends a numeric output when
a logical high is received on
an input.

Inputs

The number of logic inputs

Refresh Time

Refresh time in ms

Item Separator

Allows you to separate the RSS text with either
spaces or specified text characters.

Logic Indexer

For example:
If input 2 goes high it outputs
‘2’
If inputs 2 and 4 go high, it
outputs ‘4’
Useful for multiplexing.
RSS

Time Offset

Displays an RSS feed (e.g. by
using a URL Source element
as the input).

Text Separator

For more information, please contact Densitron.

Allows you to offset the time
displayed on a clock by a
specified amount.
An example would be to
ensure clocks in a studio show
the ‘correct’ time to viewers
if a show has been prerecorded.

USB Keypad

For custom installations only.

Enhanced
Production Timer

Fully functional Production
Timer, with up to 4 count
displays. Can count up, down,
or to a specified time. Can also
add (Increment) and remove
(Decrement) time from a
given timer.

For more information, please contact Densitron.

Channels

Controls the number of Counter channels.

Show All Keypad When disabled, only pins related to Counters are
Pins
displayed. All other pins are hidden.
Combine Start
Stop

When enabled, pressing the start/stop button will
stop the current count then start counting the new
entered count in one press.
When disabled, pressing the start/stop button
while a counter is running will stop the counter.
pressing it again starts the counter with the newly
entered time.

Clear onFinished Clears the counter display when it has finished
counting.
Mix Input Timer
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Comment

Allows you to add comments
to your logic map designs.
They are not visible anywhere
else.

Text

Enter the text to be displayed in the Comment
element.

Colour

Specify the colour used to display the text.

Enables a Joystick to be used
with a Remora/Touchscreen

Device Type

Choose from a selection of Joystick types, e.g.
3D Connexion SpaceNavigator
MultiAxis Controller
Joystick n-axis n-button
Logitech Extreme 3D

Show Pins

Shows/hides available pin connections (numeric
outputs for axes). These are different for each
device type, and include, for example, Pitch, Yaw,
Light (for 3D Joysticks).

Layout

Assigns an existing (saved) logic macro made in
the Macro Builder.

Inputs As Local
Receives

Enabled: All inputs to the macro will be accessible
within the macro as local receive signals. Although
their names will be shown within the macro
element on the logic map, they will not appear as
direct input connections to the macro element

Joystick Control

Logic Macro

Adds an existing logic macro
from the Library to the
current logic map.
This allows you to reuse
common blocks of logic.

You can have nested macros
(i.e. one logic macro calls
another logic macro), but a
logic macro cannot call itself
(i.e. you can use macro A
within macro B, but not macro Input Prefix
A within macro A).
Only available if
Inputs as Local
Substitutions allow you to
Receives is
reuse the same logic map for
selected
different purposes, without
having to redefine signal
names.

Outputs As
Local Sends

See "Macro Builder: Using
Logic Macros" on page 124.

Disabled: All inputs to the macro will appear as
available connections to the macro on the logic
map
Alphanumeric characters with which to prefix the
local receive input signal name.

Enabled: All outputs from the macro will be
accessible within the macro as local receive signals.
Although their names will be shown within the
macro element on the logic map, they will not
appear as direct output connections to the macro
element
Disabled: All outputs from the macro will appear
as available connections to the macro on the logic
map

Output Prefix
Only available
if Outputs as
Local Sends is
selected
Substitutions
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Alphanumeric characters with which to prefix the
local send output signal name.

Only available if the referenced logic macro has
any signal name substitutions defined.
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Tick

This element pulses its output
at fixed intervals.

When To Tick

Options are:
On The Second
On The Minute
On The Hour
On The Day (i.e. at 00:00)
Add a delay to when the pulse is triggered
(optional)
e.g. if Duration (see "Duration Elements" on page
232) is set to 20 minutes and When To Tick is set
to On The Hour, tick will occur at 20 minutes past
each hour.
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Logic Input

Logical input from a device on the
network (e.g. signal from a SQuid)
with matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired input interface.
Must be of the form:
IDS.SQUID.<Machine ID>

Input Name

Name of input on desired interface. For
example, input 4 in slot A would be:
Input.A04

Default State

Defines the default state of the element
if no valid logic is present at the input.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
IDS.SQUID.<Machine ID>

Output Name

Name of output on desired interface. For
example, output 11 in slot C would be:
Output.C11

Verify Output

Reinforces the output state if another
source (i.e. another Logic Output
element) tries to change it.

Logical broadcast across network
to another device with matching
Input Name.

Machine ID

Machine ID given to identify broadcast.

Output Name

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

True

Provides a permanent logical high
output.

True (On) Source

n/a

False

Provides a permanent logical low
output.

False (Off ) Source

n/a

Logical AND Gate

Requires all its inputs to be high
before giving an output.

Inputs

Number of logical inputs on gate.

Logical OR Gate

Requires any one of its inputs to
be high to give an output.

Inputs

Number of logical inputs on gate.

Logic Output

Logic Broadcast
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Logical output to another device
on the network with matching
input.
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Logical NOT Gate
(Invertor)

Inverts its logical input.

Logic Delay

Delays its input by a set time.

Delay time (ms)

Defines the delay time in ms.
Min = 10ms, Max = 10000ms

Oscillator

Oscillates at a set rate.

On Period (ms)

Defines the logical High period in ms.
Min = 10ms, Max = 10000ms

Off Period (ms)

Defines the logical low period in ms.
Min = 10ms, Max = 10000ms

n/a

Logic Pulse

Creates a definable pulse when it
receives a logical high.

Pulse Time (ms)

Defines the length of the pulse in ms.
Min = 10ms, Max = 10000ms

Output Sequencer

Outputs a logical high on one
of its outputs; cycles to the next
sequentially when it receives a
rising edge on its input.

Outputs

The number of outputs on the
sequencer.

Logic Latch

Latches output Q to logical value
on input > when logical high
received on input D.

Logic Router

Routes a logic input to the output
when the channel is selected via
logic.

Inputs

Number of inputs on the router.

Interlock Switch

Multiple input switch that resets
the other inputs when a new
input is received.

Inputs

Sets the number of inputs and outputs
to the switch.

Has Enable

Toggles whether the element has a logic
input to enable the element.

Has Reset

Toggles whether the element has a
logic input to reset the state of all of the
inputs/outputs.
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Location Match

Allows location-dependent
actions. You can apply the
same (conditional) logic map to
different Remoras in different
studios, and cause different
actions to occur.

Location Match

Enter the location string

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Local Logic Send

Local Logic Receive
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These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros
by duplicating a signal name. For
example, use multiple instances
of a Local Receive to reference the
same Local Transmit signal.

Only available when
using the Macro
Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Text Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Text Source

Text source with definable content.

Text

Body of text for source.

Remote Text Input

Allows text input from another device
on the network with matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of text interface.

Input Name

Name used to identify the text interface.

Text output to another device on the
network with matching input.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
IDS.SQUID.<Machine ID>

Output Name

Name of output on desired interface. For
example, output 11 in slot C would be:
Output.C11

Verify Output

Reinforces the output state if another
source (i.e. another Text Output element)
tries to change it.

Output Name

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

Use Local ID

Toggles whether the broadcast uses the
local Machine ID or a given Machine ID.

Machine ID

Machine ID given to identify broadcast.

Text Output

Text Broadcast

Text broadcast across the network to
any another device that has a matching
Input Name.

Group Message
Input

For use with the IDS Messenger.
Receives text for a given message group
type. Provides a logical high when the
message is active.

Group Message
Type

Group Message Type – Name of the
‘Type’ of message as defined in the IDS
Messenger.

Text Router

Routes a text input to the output when
the channel is selected via logic.

Inputs

Defines the number of inputs on the
router.

Text Latch

Latches output Q to logical value on
input > when logical high received on
input D.
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n/a
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Text from Numeric

Converts the numeric value indicated
by an input signal to a text string. For
example, a numeric input value of 5.2
would output the ASCII characters “5.2”

Prefix

Alphanumeric characters with which to
prefix the output number.

Suffix

Alphanumeric characters with which to
suffix the output number.

Precision

Number of decimal places

Field Width

Total number of characters available for
field

Fill Character

Character used to pad empty spaces

Text from DateTime

Creates a formatted date and time
string from a DateTime input

String Format

Choose from Number or hh:mm:ss

Format

Formatting used to create the output
string.

See also "DateTime Elements" on page
229.

Text from Duration

Creates a formatted date and time
string from a Duration input.

Default is dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm
Refer to ICU User Guide http://userguide.
icu-project.org/formatparse/datetime for
full list of supported formats
Timezone

Timezone to convert to.

Format

Formatting used to parse the input string
to create the Duration value.
Default format is %mm %ss

See also "Duration Elements" on page
232

Options are:
No formatting: outputs string as a
number in milliseconds e.g. “893493”
%ww: weeks
%dd: days
%hh: hours
%mm : minutes
%ss: seconds
%zz: milliseconds
%e in the string is interpreted as an
empty character which allows reserved
characters such as h, m, s etc. to be used
as text without having to precede with
a space
e.g. %h%eh %m%em would result in the
duration 11 hour 43 mins being output
as the string “11h 43m”

Text from URL
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Converts a URL into text

Prefix

Remove characters from the start of the
URL before generating text (e.g. http://)

Suffix

Remove characters from the end of the
URL before generating text (e.g. .com)
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Text Event Trigger

When text input changes, this produces
a pulse

n/a

Text Combiner

Takes multiple inputs and combines
them into a single text string

Inputs

The number of text inputs to combine

Text Equals

Compares two input text strings. If
there is an exact match, a logical high is
output.

Case Sensitive

Match must be case sensitive

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Text Local Send

Text Local Receive

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local
Receive to reference the same Local
Transmit signal.
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Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Parameter Options/Description

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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URL Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Url Source

URL source with definable content.

Url

URL address for video or web source.

Remote Url Input

URL input from another device on the
network with matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of URL interface.

Input Name

Input name of URL interface.

URL output to another device on the
network with matching input.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
IDS.SQUID.<Machine ID>

Output Name

Name of output on desired interface. For
example, output 11 in slot C would be:
Output.C11

Verify Output

Reinforces the output state if another
source (i.e. another URL Output element)
tries to change it.

Machine ID

Machine ID given to identify broadcast.

Output Name

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

Use Local ID

Toggles whether the broadcast uses the
local Machine ID or a given Machine ID.

Inputs

Defines the number of inputs on the
router.

URL Output

Url Broadcast

URL broadcast across the network to
any another device that has a matching
Input Name.

Url Router

Routes a URL input to the output when
the channel is selected via logic.

Url Latch

Latches output Q to logical value on
input > when logical high received on
input D.

URL from Text

Will create a URL from supplied text
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n/a

Prefix

Add characters to the start of the
generated URL (e.g. http://)

Suffix

Add characters to the end of the
generated URL (e.g. .com)
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

URL Local Send

URL Local Receive

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local Receive
to reference the same Local Transmit
signal.
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Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Schedule Elements
Note: The IDS Scheduler web application can now be used to generate Schedules, which can be represented with
Schedule Inputs on logic maps. See "Managing IDS Scheduler Parameters (admin role)" on page 159 and "Setting
static Channel Parameters (user role)" on page 162.
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Schedule Input

Receives a schedule generated
within IDS e.g. by Scheduler or
XML Interface..

Machine ID

Machine ID of Schedule interface.

Schedule ID

ID of schedule on this machine

Schedule Router

Routes a Schedule input to the
output when the channel is
selected via logic.

Inputs

Defines the number of inputs on the
router.

Schedule Events

Receives information from a
schedule, presents logical outputs
if the current event is Active,
Paused or Finished.

Schedule Text, Logic, URL,
Numeric, Media Metadata
Metadata

Allows access to the metadata of
a schedule object so that it can be
used in a logic map.

Name

Name of the metadata put onto the text
output pin. Default is blank; no value will
be set.

Note: The Join List and List
Separator parameters only
apply to the Schedule Item Text
Metadata element.

Join List

See also the description of the
Schedule Item Metadata elements
below.

If this is set to false then only the first
item in a list is set as Value. If this is true
then any metadata that forms a list will
be concatenated into a single string. The
default is false.

List Separator

A string inserted between list items
when converting a list of metadata
values into a single string. The default is
a new line marker, which is displayed/
entered on the UI as the string [RET].
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Schedule Item Text, Logic,
URL, Numeric, Media
Metadata

Allow access to the metadata of a
schedule item within a schedule
object so that it can be used in a
logic map.

Name

Name of the metadata put onto the text
output pin. Default is blank; no value will
be set.

Event To Use

Determines which schedule item is to be
queried. Choose from the following:

The difference between this and
the Schedule Metadata Elements
described above is that this is
associated with a specific timedependent item (e.g. may hold
current meeting name) whereas
the former only holds the nontransient object properties (e.g.
room name, room location).
Note: The Join List and List
Separator parameters only
apply to the Schedule Item Text
Metadata element.

IDS Core User Guide
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Previous: The last schedule item run and
finished
Current: The current schedule item
(running or paused)
Next: The next schedule item i.e. Current
+ 1 (assuming that there is a Current
event)
Next Plus 1: Current + 2
Next Plus 2: Current + 3
Join List

If this is set to false then only the first
item in a list is set as Value. If this is true
then any metadata that forms a list will
be concatenated into a single string. The
default is false.

List Separator

A string inserted between list items
when converting a list of a metadata
values into a single string. The default
will be a new line marker.
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Schedule Action

Allows a logic map to request the
source of a schedule object to
perform one of the predefined
actions related to scheduling
feedback.

Event To Use

Determines which schedule item is to be
queried. Choose from the following:
Previous: The last schedule item run and
finished
Current: The current schedule item
(running or paused)
Next: The next schedule item i.e. Current
+ 1 (assuming that there is a Current
event)
Next Plus 1: Current + 2
Next Plus 2: Current + 3

Text input pin: Argument – The
text string which may be used as
an argument dependent on the
action selected.
Logic input pin: Trigger – The
selected action will be triggered
on the rising edge of this logic
input.

Action

Which action is to be performed on edge
trigger of “Trigger”:
Accept: Accept the event
Decline: Decline the event
Cancel: Cancel the event
Move End Time: Alters the end time of
the selected schedule item
If the Argument holds a number (as
string) the value is treated as seconds
and added to the end time.
If Argument holds a date/
time value formatted to “dd/
mm/yy hh:mm:ss:mmmm” or
“hh:mm::ss:mmmm” the end time is set
to this. The date/time should be in UTC.
Move Start Time: Alters the start time of
the selected schedule item; follows the
same behaviour as Move End Time.
Pause: Used to pause the scheduling
Resume: Used to resume a paused
schedule
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Schedule Event Trigger

For a given event (item) within a
schedule, you can define one or
more triggers relative to its start or
end time (referred to here as the
Event Origin).
This element allows a logic pulse
or state change to be supplied to
a logic map which is triggered at a
user-defined time interval relative
to the specified Event Origin
within the schedule.
Unit of time measurement is
specified by the Unit of Time
property. A positive value
indicates that the trigger is at the
specified time interval after the
Event Origin occurs, a negative
value indicates the trigger is at the
specified time interval before the
Event Origin occurs.

Parameter
Inputs

Each input pin specifies an offset
between the specified Event Origin and
a change of state on the corresponding
logic output pin.
Event To Use

Unit Of Time

Choose from Seconds, Minutes, Hours,
Days or Weeks

Trigger Type

Defines when the logic output is
activated (i.e. set true) relative to the
trigger point. The following drop-down
list values will be valid:
Momentary: Output is momentarily
pulsed true when the trigger point is
reached.
Before Trigger Point: Output is set true
when the current time is before the
trigger point. When the trigger point is
reached, the output will change from
true to false.
After Trigger Point: Output is set true
when the current time is after the trigger
point. When the trigger point is reached,
the output will change from false to true.

Event Origin

Defines whether the trigger is relative to
the Event’s Start or End time.

Trigger Offset = -20, Event Origin
= Start: Trigger occurs 20 minutes
before the event starts
Trigger Offset = +15, Event Origin
= End: Trigger occurs 15 minutes
after the event ends
Numeric input pins: Trigger Offset
- Number of inputs corresponds
to value defined for the Inputs
parameter.

Version 2.29

Determines which schedule item is to be
queried. Choose from the following:
Previous: The last schedule item run and
finished
Current: The current schedule item
(running or paused)
Next: The next schedule item i.e. Current
+ 1 (assuming that there is a Current
event)
Next Plus 1: Current + 2
Next Plus 2: Current + 3

e.g. (assuming Unit of Time is set
to minutes)

IDS Core User Guide

Parameter Options/Description
Defines the number of trigger offset
inputs.
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Schedule Item Instructor

This element allows timestamped
generic data to be inserted into a
schedule item within a schedule
object for use by the driver that is
receiving it.

Event To Use

Determines which schedule item the
instruction is to be inserted into. Choose
from the following:
Previous: The last schedule item run and
finished
Current: The current schedule item
(running or paused)
Next: The next schedule item i.e. Current
+ 1 (assuming that there is a Current
event)
Next Plus 1: Current + 2
Next Plus 2: Current + 3

Text input pin: Instruction – The
instruction text string to be
inserted into the schedule object
together with a timestamp.
Logic input pin: Trigger – The
insertion of the instruction into
the schedule item will be triggered
on the rising edge of this logic
input.
Schedule Instructor

This element allows timestamped generic data to be inserted into a schedule object for use by
the driver that is receiving it. It is not data that can be accessed via the logic map in the same way
that metadata can. However it could conceptually be read by more than one driver.
This data is used to instruct the driver to make user-requested changes to the schedule. The
specific way that the data is interpreted is determined by the driver.
Note that the Schedule Instructor does not modify the schedule directly – it requests the driver
to make the required changes and the schedule update is fed back into IDS either directly by the
driver or via a 3rd party driver which generates/updates the schedule.
Text input pin: Instruction – The instruction text string to be inserted into the schedule object
together with a timestamp.
Logic input pin: Trigger – The insertion of Instruction into the schedule object will be trigged on
the rising edge of this logic input.

Schedule Local Send

Schedule Local Receive
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These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros
by duplicating a signal name. For
example, use multiple instances
of a Local Receive to reference the
same Local Transmit signal.

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Numeric Elements
Logic Builder Tool

Tool description

Parameter

Parameter option

Numeric Source

Static source in which a number can be
entered.

Value

Number

Numeric Input

Numeric input from a device on the
network (e.g. from an SQ-NLM) with
matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired input interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.MachineID
for example:
IDS.Squid.Studio1

Input Name

Name of input on desired interface. For
example, input 4 in slot A would be:
Input.A04

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
IDS.SQUID.<Machine ID>

Output Name

Name of output on desired interface. For
example, output 11 in slot C would be:
Output.C11

Verify Output

Reinforces the output state if another
source (i.e. another Numeric Output
element) tries to change it.

Numeric Output

Numeric Broadcast

Numeric Limiter

Numeric output to another device on
the network with matching input.

Output Name
Numeric broadcast across the network
to any another deice that has a matching
Input Name.

Limits both the minimum and maximum
values from a numeric input.
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Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.Machine ID
for example:
IDS.Squid.Studio3

Use Local ID

Toggles whether the broadcast uses the
local Machine ID or a given Machine ID.

Machine ID

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

Limit Maximum

Toggles the maximum limit on and off.

Limit Minimum

Toggles the minimum limit on and off.

Maximum

Sets the limit of the maximum threshold.

Minimum

Sets the limit of the minimum threshold.
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Tool description

Parameter

Parameter option

Numeric Increment
Decrement

Allows you to dynamically change
a numeric value using other logic
elements.

Maximum

Max allowable value

Minimum

Min allowable value

Initial

Initial value (e.g. you could use an
IDS Touchscreen to recall a preset, which
resets the initial value to a different
number)

Step Size

Step size between values

Signal Initial

If enabled, a logic high will output the
initial value

Signal Step

If enabled, a logic high will output the
next step value

Signal Reset

If enabled, a logic high will reset to the
initial value

Lower

Lower bound of input values

Upper

Upper bound of input values

Mapped Lower

Value to which lower input bound is
mapped

Mapped Upper

Value to which upper input bound is
mapped

Numeric Linear
Scalar

Allows you to map a range of input and
output values. For example, you could
map the input range 0 – 255 (for DMX
light values) to the range 0 – 100%.

Numeric Ramp

Ramps its output to the incoming value
from its previous output over a specified
amount of time.

Duration

Ramp time in ms

Numeric Threshold

Provides a logical output when a
numerical input exceeds a defined
preset number.

Number of
outputs

Sets the number of outputs and
thresholds.

Above

Toggles whether the output is high
when the threshold is exceeded or when
the threshold is deceeded.

Output Mode

When using multiple thresholds/
outputs sets whether all of the triggered
thresholds set an output or just the
highest threshold.

Threshold

Sets the value of the threshold (0-100).
When using mutilple thresholds there
will be multiple threshold values to set.

Inputs

Sets the number of inputs.

Numeric Selector
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Uses a numeric input to select which
input is sent to the output.
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Tool description

Numeric Latch

Latches output Q to value on input D
when logical high received on input >.

Numeric (Peak) Hold

Holds the highest value of a numeric
input for a definable length of time.

Duration (ms)

Sets the duration of the hold in ms.

Hold High

Toogles whether the element holds
the peak or the trough of the incoming
signal.

Outputs the sum of the numeric inputs,
plus a specified constant. Output is
numeric; can only be connected to a
Numeric input.

Add Constant

Constant value that should be added to
the result

Inputs

The number of numeric inputs
(max = 100)

Multiply By

Constant value by which the result
should be multiplied

Inputs

The number of numeric inputs
(max = 100)

Numeric Adder

Numeric Subtractor

Outputs the difference between two
numeric inputs. Output is numeric; can
only be connected to a Numeric input.

Numeric Multiplier

Outputs the multiple of the numeric
inputs, plus a specified constant. Output
is numeric; can only be connected to a
Numeric input.

Parameter

Parameter option
n/a

Numeric Divider

Outputs the result of dividing the first
input by the second. Output is numeric;
can only be connected to a Numeric
input.

Numeric Router

Routes a numeric input to the output
when the channel is selected via
logic. Output is numeric; can only be
connected to a Numeric input.

Inputs

Defines the number of inputs on the
router.

Numeric Random
Source

Generates a random number on the
output when the input state changes
from low to high

Maximum

Maximum output value

Minimum

Minimum output value

Initial

Initial output value
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Tool description

Parameter

Parameter option

Numeric Lookup

Sets the appropriate output to high if
the input numeric value matches the
corresponding index e.g. if the element
has 3 outputs, an offset of 0 and interval
of 2, setting the input to a value of 4 will
select the index labelled 4 (in this case,
the third index).

Outputs

Number of index outputs

Offset

Offset added to the first output index
value e.g. if offset is set to 2, the first
index value will be 2

Interval

Interval between each index value e.g. if
the element has 3 outputs, an offset of 0
and interval of 2, the output index values
will be 0, 2 and 4

Numeric Equals

Compares two input numeric values. If
there is an exact match, a logical high is
output

Tolerance

Difference in values allowed for a match
to be valid

Numeric From Text

Converts the value indicated by an input
text string to a numeric value. If the text
cannot be converted to a valid numeric
value, the Error output is set to high.

Default Value

Default numeric output value if there is
no valid text input

Numeric From
Duration

Converts a duration input to a numeric
value.

Formatting

Specifies which unit of duration the
input should be converted to:
ConvertAsMilliseconds: convert to
milliseconds
ConvertAsSeconds: convert to seconds
ConvertAsMinutes: convert to minutes
ConvertAsHours: convert to hours
ConvertAsDays: convert to days

See also "Duration Elements" on page
232

Numeric Local Send

Numeric Local
Receive
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These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local Receive
to reference the same Local Transmit
signal.

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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IR (Infrared) Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

IR Button

Simulates a button press on an IR
remote controller.

Button

Select the button to simulate from the
drop-down menu (e.g. Mute)

IR Mux

Muxes multiple IR inputs to a single IR
output before it is connected to an IR
Transmitter.

Inputs

The number of inputs on the IR Mux

IR Transmitter

Enables you to control the TX outputs
on an IDS SQ-IRQ.

Machine ID

The machine ID of an IDS SQ-IRQ. This
takes the form:
IDS.IRQ.<name>

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

IR Local Send

IR Local Receive

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local
Receive to reference the same Local
Transmit signal.
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Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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DMX Elements
Used in conjunction with DMX Colour elements to control your DMX lighting system.
Static Colour Source

Colour Mixer

DMX Light

DMX Controller

Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

DMX Light

Logic element that specifies the
channel number of each colour.

Red Address
Green Address
Blue Address

The channel number of each colour

DMX Controller
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Lets you control light levels and colour
mixing for one DMX universe (512
channels) via an IDS SQ-DMX.

Default Enable
State

This can be On, Off or Unknown

Machine ID

The machine ID of an IDS SQ-DMX. This
takes the form:
IDS.DMX.<name>

Start Code

This is the first bit of the DMX data
stream. Most of the time it will be ‘0’ but
there are times where it may need to be
changed.

Inputs

The number of inputs on the DMX
Controller
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

DMX Local Send

DMX Local Receive

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local
Receive to reference the same Local
Transmit signal.
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Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Colour Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Static Colour Source

Defines a static colour using RGBA
format.

Red
Green
Blue
Alpha

Colour Mixer

Controls the inputs to a DMX Light
element.

Colour Router

Routes a colour input to the output
when the channel is selected via logic.

Dynamic Colour

Takes four numeric input values (R,
G, B, Alpha) and outputs a single
colour. For example, you could change
the colour of a DMX light using an
IDS Touchscreen.

Colour Converter

Takes a colour input and creates
numeric RGBA outputs

Colour Local Send

Colour Local Receive
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These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local
Receive to reference the same Local
Transmit signal.

Parameter Options/Description
Colour mix; each parameter can take a
value from 0 – 255.; the Alpha channel
specifies opacity.

Colour Name

A suitable name for this colour

Ramp On Time

TIme in ms for the colour to fade ON

Ramp Off Time

Time in ms for the colour to fade OFF

Inputs

Any logic input; defines whether the
colour is on or off.

Inputs

Defines the number of inputs on the
router.

n/a

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Global

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.

Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.

Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Media Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Media Input

Media input from a device on the
network with matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired input interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.MachineID
for example:
IDS.CM.Studio1

Input Name

Name of input on desired interface. For
example, input 4 in slot A would be:
Input.A04

Output Name

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.Machine ID
for example:
IDS.CM.Studio1

Use Local ID

Toggles whether the broadcast uses the
local Machine ID or a given Machine ID.

Use Machine ID

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

Force Multicast

When viewing video, this forces the
Media Player to use multicast instead
of unicast. Note: URLs must be in
a standard recognised format. For
example, webcam manufacturers have
specific formats for different cameras,
and media file URLs start with file:///
(note the three forward slashes). E.g.
file:///mnt/myfilm.mov

Often used with the
IDS Content Manager.

Media Broadcast

Media broadcast across the network to
any another device that has a matching
Input Name.
Often used with the
IDS Content Manager.

URL to Media
Converter

Takes input from a URL (e.g. a webcam
feed, or full pathname of media on USB
stick) and outputs to a Video Player or
Media Controller.
Can take different URLs for different
screen sizes (Full Screen, Quarter and
Thumbnail). Is able to use correct
feed for inputs that supply three sizes
simultaneously.
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Media Controller

Allows you to control and route a media
feed in your IDS system.

Auto Repeat

Loops the video

Play Audio

Plays the audio track from the video feed

Sync Group

Specifying the same Sync Group allows
the video output of multiple IDS clients
to be synchronised i.e. when playing
a looped video they all re-start at the
same time

Calculate Audio
Levels

Allows the audio levels to be output and
enables the Channel Count option (see
below)

Channel Count

(Only displayed if Calculate Audio Levels
selected) Allows number of output audio
channels between 1-8 to be specified

Force Software
Decode

Depending on the client hardware,
some video encoding formats may not
supported by the hardware decoding;
for these cases, Force Software Decoding
should be selected

Output FPS

Outputs a numeric decoded frames per
second rate from the element

Inputs

The number of media feeds handled by
this router

Media Router

Routes one or more media feeds.

Media Latch

When it receives a logical high on input
> this element sends the media on input
D to output Q.

Media Local Send

Media Local Receive
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n/a

Signal Name
These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local Receive Global
to reference the same Local Transmit
Only available
signal.
when using the
Macro Builder.

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.
Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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Audio Level Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Audio Level Input

Audio Level input from a device on the
network with matching output.

Machine ID

Machine ID of desired input interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.MachineID

Input Name

Name of input on desired interface. For
example, input 4 in slot A would be:
Input.A04

Output Name

Machine ID of desired output interface.
Must be of the form:
System.Device.Machine ID

Use Local ID

Toggles whether the broadcast uses the
local Machine ID or a given Machine ID.

Use Machine ID

Output name given to identify
broadcast.

Audio Level
Broadcast

Audio Level broadcast across the
network to any another device that has
a matching Input Name.

Audio Level Router

Routes one or more audio level feeds.

Inputs

The number of feeds handled by this
router

Audio Level
Threshold

Provides a logical output when a
numerical input exceeds a defined
preset number.

Number of
outputs

Sets the number of outputs and
thresholds.

Above

Toggles whether the output is high
when the threshold is exceeded or when
it drops below the threshold.

Output Mode

When using multiple thresholds/
outputs sets whether all of the triggered
thresholds set an output or just the
highest threshold.

Threshold

Sets the value of the threshold. When
using mutilple thresholds there will be
multiple threshold values to set.

Channel Count

The number of channels; mono (1) or
stereo (2).

Local Audio Line
Input

Represents the audio input of a device
(IDS Remora or IDS Touchscreen). For
example, you could plug an MP3 player
into the line in socket and use the
information to generate audio bars.
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Audio Level Local
Send

Audio Level Local
Receive

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Signal Name

The name of the signal you are
propagating to different parts of the
logic map

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
use multiple instances of a Local Receive
to reference the same Local Transmit
Global
signal.
Only available
when using the
Macro Builder.
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Enabled: The signal is available as an
input or output to any logic maps or
macros that use this macro.
Disabled: The signal is only available
internally for use within the macro.
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DateTime Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

DateTime Source

Static source in which a date/time can
be entered.

Date

Select date from calendar or enter as text
(if invalid text is entered, reverts to last
valid value entered)

Time

Enter time in hours, minutes & seconds

Timezone

The timezone to use.

Format

Formatting used to parse the input string
to create the DateTime value.

DateTime From Text

Creates a DateTime value from a
formatted input string.

Default format is dd/MM/yyy HH:mm
You can also specify seconds and
fractional seconds (to 3 significant
figures) e.g. dd/MM/yyy HH:mm:ss:SSS
Refer to ICU User Guide http://userguide.
icu-project.org/formatparse/datetime for
full list of supported formats
Timezone

DateTime Adder

Adds a Duration to a DateTime value.

DateTime Subtractor

Subtracts a Duration from a DateTime
value.

DateTime Difference

Gets the difference as a duration
between two DateTime values.

DateTime Equals

Determines whether two DateTime
values are equal according to the
parameters specified.

Year

Note that if for example “Minute” is the
only match parameter checked, the
output will be set true provided that the
two values have the same minute value
irrespective of their date/hour/second
values etc. E.g. 01/01/2020 00:34 and
30/12/2018 21:34 would match.

Hour
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Default timezone to use – this will be
overridden if timezone is specified in
input string

Month
Day
Minute
Second

If set, the appropriate element of both
values must match
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

DateTime Router

Routes a selected DateTime input to the
output.

Inputs

Number of inputs (2 - 100 inclusive).

DateTime Latch

Latches the value on input D to output
Q when logical high received on input >

DateTime Selector

Uses a numeric input to select which
DateTime input is sent to the output

Inputs

Number of inputs (2 - 100 inclusive).

DateTime Alarm

Generates a logic pulse when the
system time reaches a specified date &
time.

Logic outputs:
OnTrigger: Will pulse high then low
when the trigger point is reached. If the
trigger point has already passed when
the logic map is applied, the OnTrigger
output will not pulse.
Triggered: Set true when specified date
& time is reached. This will be reset to
false when the DateTime input changes
(provided that the new trigger point has
not already been reached).
If the trigger point has already passed
when the logic map is applied, the
Triggered output will be set true.

DateTime Timestamp

Obtains the system’s current date and
time when the input changes from low
to high.

DateTime Composer

Composes a DateTime from one or more Timezone
numeric inputs.

The timezone to use to create the
Datetime output.

Note that if an input is not connected, it
is assumed to have a value of 0.
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

DateTime
Decomposer

Decomposes a DateTime value into its
component parts.

Timezone
selection

The canonical timezone code (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tz_
database_time_zones for list of possible
timezone codes)

DateTime Local Send

DateTime Local
Receive

These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
Signal name
use multiple instances of a Local Receive
to reference the same Local Transmit
signal.
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Duration Elements
Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Duration Source

Static source in which a duration can be
entered.

Value

String used to create the Duration. Can
be entered as either a number or a
formatted string:
Number: Value is treated as the number
of milliseconds, e.g.7142898
String: Formatted as <weeks>W <days>d
<hours>h <minutes>m <seconds>s
<milliseconds>z
e.g. 3W 2d 15h 29m 30s 500z

Duration From Text

Creates a Duration value from a
formatted input string.

Duration From
Numeric

Converts a numeric input to a Duration
value.

Formatting

Specifies which unit of duration the
input should be interpreted as:
ConvertAsMilliseconds: input is in
milliseconds
ConvertAsSeconds: input is in seconds
ConvertAsMinutes: input is in minutes
ConvertAsHours: input is in hours
ConvertAsDays: input is in days

Duration Adder

Sums a number of Duration values
together.

Duration Subtractor

Subtracts one Duration value from
another.

Duration Multiplier

Multiplies Duration values (note that
values are internally converted to
milliseconds before multiplying).

Inputs

Number of inputs to sum (maximum
100).

Multiply by

Constant duration multiplier to apply to
the product of the inputs.
Refer to Duration Source element for
details of string formatting (i.e. can
be entered as either a number or a
formatted string).

Inputs
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Number of inputs to multiply together
(maximum 100)
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Logic Builder tool

Tool Description

Duration Divider

Divides Duration values (note that
values are internally converted to
milliseconds before dividing).

Duration Equals

Determine whether two Duration values Tolerance
are equal.

Specifies the level of tolerance to which
the duration values must match

Note that if for example “Minute” is the
only match parameter checked, the
output will be set true provided that the
two values have the same minute value
irrespective of their date/hour/second
values etc. e.g. 01/01/2020 00:34 and
30/12/2018 21:34 would match.

Refer to Duration Source element for
details of Tolerance string formatting (i.e.
can be entered as either a number or a
formatted string)

Duration Router

Routes a selected Duration input to the
output.

Duration Latch

Latches the value on input D to output
Q when logical high received on input
>.

Duration Selector

Duration Threshold

Parameter Options/Description

e.g. If Tolerance is 1m, durations of 2h
30m and 2h 31m will be equal
Inputs

Number of inputs (2 - 100 inclusive).

Uses a numeric input to select which
Duration input is sent to the output.

Inputs

Number of inputs (2 - 100 inclusive).

Provides a logic output when a Duration
input reaches or exceeds a defined
preset length

Above

Number of inputs (2 - 100 inclusive).

Output Mode

Toggles whether the output is high
when the threshold is exceeded or when
the threshold is deceeded.

Threshold

When using multiple thresholds/
outputs sets whether all of the triggered
thresholds set an output or just the
highest threshold
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Tool Description

Parameter

Parameter Options/Description

Duration Limiter

Limits both the minimum and
maximum values from the Duration
input

Limit Maximum

Toggles the maximum limit on and off

Limit Minimum

Toggles the minimum limit on and off

Output Mode

When using multiple thresholds/
outputs, sets whether all of the triggered
thresholds set an output or just the
highest threshold.

Maximum

String used to create the minimum
Duration value. Can be entered as either
a number or a formatted string (see
Duration Source for details).

Minimum

String used to create the maximum
Duration value. Can be entered as either
a number or a formatted string (see
Duration Source for details).

Duration Alarm

Generates a logic pulse when the
system time reaches a specified date &
time.

Logic outputs:
OnTrigger: Will pulse high then low
when the trigger point is reached.
Triggered: Set true when the trigger
point is reached. This will be reset to false
when the Duration input changes

Duration Composer

Compose a Duration from one or more
numeric inputs.
Note that if an input is not connected, it
is assumed to have a value of 0.

Duration
Decomposer

Decomposes a DateTime value into its
component parts.

Duration Local Send

Duration Local
Receive
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These two elements allow you to
simplify logic maps and macros by
duplicating a signal name. For example,
Signal name
use multiple instances of a Local Receive
to reference the same Local Transmit
signal.

Local Duration signal name
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